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MOS technology presents another American
ideal to satisfy your revolutionary ideas...

THE MCS 2050 RAM IS HERE!
THE MCS 2050, a256 BIT STATIC RANDOM
ACCESS READ/WRITE MEMORY can do a
lot for you, your customers, your nation . . .
fast, without a big power grab!
Consider the tenets to which its dedicated: Low
Power Operation — Typically 200 Milliwatts,
Static Circuitry — No External Clocks Required,
Access Time—Typically 600 nsec, Standby Power
Mode — Power Dissipation — 20 milliwatts, 200 n
sec Input Address Skew, TTL/DTL Input and Output
Compatibility, Complete Decoding Internal to Memory,
Wire Or Capability, Supply Voltages —9V, — 7V, + 5V.
THE MCS 2050, 256 BIT STATIC R.A.M. . . . FROM MOS
TECHNOLOGY . . . IN VALLEY FORGE . . . WHERE IDEALS
HAVE ALWAYS BEEN TRANSPLANTED INTO ACTION.
We've Turned
A Technology
Into A Company
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MOS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
VALLEY FORGE INDUSTRIAL PARK, VALLEY FORGE, PENNA. 14481'215-666-7950

A Proud Affiliate ot Allen-Bradley Co.

EASTERN REGIONAL OFFICE—REGIONAL SALES DIRECTOR— Mr. William Whitehead, MOS TECHNOLOGY, INCORPORATED, 88 Sunnyside Blvd., Suite 307, Plainview, New
York 11803 • Phone: ( 516) 822-4240 • ALABAMA, FLORIDA, GEORGIA, N. CAROLINA, S. CAROLINA, TENNESSEE, MISSISSIPPI— Currie Aerospace Associates, P.O. Box.
1424, Huntsville, Alabama 35807 • Phone: ( 205) 536-5650 • 2907 McCoy Road, P.O. Box 13229, Orlando, Florida 32809 • Phone: ( 305) 855-0843 • P.O. Box 5588
Greensboro, North Carolina 27403 • Phone: ( 919) 273-3040 • NEW ENGLAND STATES—Victor Associates, 179 Union Ave., Framingham, Massachusetts 01701 • Phone':
(617) 879-5710 • NORTHERN NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK ( WESTCHESTER COUNTY, LONG ISLAND)— Falk Baker Associates, 383 Franklin Avenue, Nutley, New Jersey 07110
• Phone: ( 201) 661-2430 • E. PENNSYLVANIA, SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—Rivco, P.O. Box 338, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 • Phone: ( 215) 265-5211 • DELAWARE, MARYLAND, WASHINGTON, D.C., VIRGINIA, W. VIRGINIA— Bernard White & Company, Inc., 7 Church Lane, Baltimore, Maryland 21208 • Phone: ( 301) 484-5400.
CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE— REGIONAL SALES DIRECTOR— Mr. Alan Metal, MOS TECHNOLOGY, INCORPORATED, 10400 W. Higgins Rd., Suite 631, Rosemont, Illinois
60018 • Phone: ( 312) 298-2035 • ILLINOIS, INDIANA, WISCONSIN—L-TEC, Incorporated, 5808 West Higgins Rd., Chicago, Illinois 60630 • Phone: (312) 286-1500 •
OHIO, KENTUCKY, W. PENNSYLVANIA— McShane, Inc., P.O. Box 523, 123 W. Washington. Medina, Ohio 44256 • Phone: (
216) 725-4568 • MICHIGAN— R. C. Merchant &
Co., 18411 W. McNichols Road, Detroit, Michigan 48219 • Phone, (313) 535-6000 • MISSOURI, KANSAS, NEBRASKA, IOWA—Harlan J. Weisler & Assoc. Inc., 2050 Woodson
Road, St. Louis, Missouri 63114 • Phone: ( 314) 428-3934 • TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA—Norvell Associates, 10210 Monroe Drive, Dallas, Texas 75220
• Phone: ( 214) 357-6415.
WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE—REGIONAL SALES DIRECTOR— Mr. Jack Turk, MOS TECHNOLOGY, INCORPORATED, 2172 Dupont Drive, Patio Bldg., Suite 221, Newport
Beach, Ca:ifornia 92660 • Phone: ( 714) 833-1600 • ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO— Toward Engineering Assoc., P.O. Box 15268, Arcadia Station, Phoenix, Arizona 85018 •
PI:one: ( 602) 955-319,3 • CALIFORNIA, NEVADA— Bertrand & Zoolalian, Inc., 7343 Florence Avenue, Suite 205, Downey, California 90241 • Phone: ( 213) 927-4406 •
Hunter Associates, 1208 Fox Plaza, San Francisco, California 94102 • Phone: ( 415) 626-8576 • COLORADO, UTAH, WYOMING— R. G. Enterprises, 1107 South Pearl Street,
Denver, Colorado 80210 • Phone: ( 303) 744-2464 • WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO, MONTANA—J. A. Tudor & Assoc. Inc., 2605 Western Avenue, Seattle, Washington
98121 • Phone: ( 206) 682-7444.
INTERNATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES—ARGENTINA— T. R. C. Electronica, S.A.C.I.el., Cangallo 4450, Buenos Aires, Argentina • Phone: 88-4044 5 6, Mr.
M. Lissin • ENGLAND, WALES, SCOTLAND, IRELAND—Impectron Limited, Impectron House, 21-31 King Street, London W3 9LH, England • Phone: 01-992-5388 • FRANCE
—Bureau de Liaison, 113 Rue de L'Universite, Paris Vile, France • Phone: 551.9920 • GERMANY, NETHERLANDS— International Micro Electronics, Inc., Arabellahaus
1838, Arabellastr. 5, 8000 Munich 81, Germany • Phone: 92-321 • INDIA—Electrnn.c Enterprises, 46 Karani Building, New Charni Road, Bombay 4, India • Phone:
375375 • ISRAEL—Eastronics, Ltd., 75 Haifa Road, P.O. Box 21029, Tel-Aviv, Israel .• Phone: 38352 • ITALY— Special- Ind. Corporation, Piazza Spotorno, 20159 Milano,
Italy • Phone: 632-435 • JAPAN, HONG KONG, KOREA, TAIWAN—Takachiho Koheki Company Ltd., 1-7, Chome Kohjimachi, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 102, Japan • Phone:
263-3211 • SWEDEN, DENMARK, FINLAND, NORWAY—Thrue F. Forsbe;g, Forshagatan 58, P.O. Box 79, Farsta 1, Sweden • Phone: 647040 • SWITZERLAND— Ernst M. Egli,
Ingenieur—Bureau Ag, Witikonerstrasse 295, Zurich ( CH 8053), Switzerlund • Phone: 53.38.11.
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Sweeping with internal ramp.

Fixed D.C. offset halves amplitude
and offsets waveform positive or
negative in relation to ground.

high frequency, low cost
New Model 7030 VCF Generator
with 0.0001 Hz to 11 MHz frequency
range, 1000:1 VCF/Sweep capability, 80 db
attenuation, Kelvin-Varley divider frequency control, variable time
symmetry control, search mode, and fixed positive or negative or
variable ±-10 V D.C. o'fset. Price $ 595.00
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The new Exact Model 7060 Waveform Generator is the first in
aseries of higher performance instruments designed to be more
useful in more test applications.
Its frequency range, from 0.0001 Hz to 11 MHz, expands
the versatility of function generators into new areas. For instance, the Model 7060's ability to produce sine waveforms at
8 MHz now provides asignal source for transmission line testing. Frequency response is flat all the way out to II MHz, with
high quality waveforms even at the highest frequencies.
For sweep applications, the Model 7060 offers "start" and
"stop" frequency controls that let you precisely set starting and
stopping frequencies. Accurate Kelvin-Varley dividers tell you
exact frequencies without using acounter.
As a pulse generator, the Model 7060 produces pulses with
widths variable from 100 ns to 1000 seconds, and repetition
rates from 0.0001 Hz to a full 11 MHz. Ramp waveforms with
ramp times from 100 ns to 1000 seconds are another first in
this instrument.
The Model 7060 sets the pace in D.C. offset, too, with the
ability to select either fixed positive or negative or variable
+10 V offset. Offset also can be externally programmed with
an analog voltage.
Two complete generators in one, the Model 7060 generates
sine, square, triangle, ramp, pulse and sync waveforms, sweeps
over a 1000:1 range and has pushbutton control of the operating modes of both generators. The main generator can operate
in internal and external trigger modes. In the internal trigger
mode, the ramp/pulse generator triggers the main generator.
Other features include 80 db attenuation, V:f (voltage proportional to frequency) output, search mode, floating output, sync
input for locking to an external frequency or clock and 30V
P- P open circuit ( 15V P- P into 50 ohms) output.
Model 7060 VCF/Sweep Generator

$845.00

Waveform
generators
from $295

EXACT
electronics, inc.

Box 160
Hillsboro, Oregon 97123
Telephone ( 503) 648-6661
TWX 910-460-8811
A subsidiary of
Vector Management Corp.
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No need for klugey panel meters,

once you replace the guts with MOS. We designed
the parts, NORTEC helps produce the quantities
we'll be needing. Result: our new 31
2 digit
/
panel meter that's on asales rampage.
Larry Lopp,

II

HEWLETT-PACKARD

NORTEC Electronics is in business to make
winners of our customers. We're designing and building
parts for bill changers, computers, entertainment consoles,
panel meters, and communications blackboxes.
The only way we'll make it big in MOS/LSI is by helping our
customers make it big. Try us for design, prototypes, or production.
Send in the bingo card or call ( 408) 732-2204.

The two MOS chips we make for the
Hewlett- ackar panel meter using
NO

.

Pch

,.....»311eitrreduce

nel low threshold
ces
package count This save

space and drayrtically cuts the cost
of test and repair of circuit boards.

NORTECM
ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION

3697 Tahoe Way, Santa Clara, ca. 95051 • Tel. (408)732-2204 • Telex 348-359
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Roundtable. Our articles on the EE's career spawned a radio panel talk. Casper Citron ( left)
hosted Electronics' Gerald Walker, EE Harvey Bloom, and Harvard's Paul Thompson.

Even'

would like to participate in any pubso often the pages of Eleclic forum that would help bring to
tronics present articles that have
light the plight of the engineer.
fallout beyond the electronics indusThe questions covered during the
tries. This was certainly the case the
half-hour program did just that.
first week in December, when our
Thompson pointed out that engiconsumer editor. Gerald Walker,
neers, particularly in the aerospace
appeared on a national radio talk
industry, reach educational obsolesshown hosted by C'asper Citron.
cence earlier and earlier, and that
With him were a worried Harvard
Business School professor and a continuing education programs do
not seem to reverse the trend. He
concerned engineer.
Walker had headed the team of said that new approaches, such as
sabbatical leaves, may be needed to
editors that produced our 24- page
keep engineers current.
special report on the EE and his caBloom brought these points into
reer [June 7, p. 55], which was the
personal perspective. He astonished
subject of the program. Also on the
Citron by suggesting that a lack of
panel was Paul Thompson, assistant
professor at the Harvard Business job security and early obsolescence
are the normal way of life for EEs,
School, who was the subject of another Electronics article on the EE's despite the stature of technology.
"Citron's reactions," says Walker,
career, " How managers misuse engi"were much like those of the general
neers" [Oct. 25, p. 109].
The third member was Harvey public—disbelief. In fact, if his unBloom, an engineer whose partici- derstanding of the issues is typical,
pation was triggered by yet another then I feel our participation was
Electronics article. This was the re- worthwhile."
port on whether engineers should
unionize [Sept. 27, p. 72]. Bloom
sent in a ballot on the union issue,
but also included acomment that he

elee
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For $395
how many functions should
aFunction Generator generate?
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Fifteen. That's the number of waveforms you can get with Krohn-Hite's
Model 5100A. How? A unique Symmetry Control that allows pulse rep rate to
be set independently of pulse width and also provides independently
adjustable triangle slopes. You can skew any of the basic sine, square,
triangle and ramp waveforms by as much as 99% to produce 10 additional
functions. Frequency range of 0.002 Hz to 3 MHz can be manually tuned or
externally controlled for VC of 1000:1. When you compare the 5100A with
the rest, there's quite ageneration gap. For fast action, call The Wavemakers
at ( 617) 491-3211, TWX 710-320-6583 Krohn- Hite Corporation, 580 Mass.
Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
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OVERSEAS SALES OFFICES: AUSTRIA, Universal Elektronik Import; AUSTRALIA, Warburton
O'Donnell Limited; BELGIUM, C. N. Rood s a.; DENMARK, SC Metric A/S; ENGLAND,
Allied International Limited: FINLAND, INTO 0/Y; FRANCE, Antares; GERMANY. Nucletron
Vertriebs-GMBH: HOLLAND, C. N. Rood n. v.; INDIA, Bali International Agencies • ISRAEL,
R.D.T. Electronics Engineering, Ltd.; ITALY, Vianello S.P.A.; JAPAN, Shoshin Shoji Kaisha,
Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND. H.M.Z. Ltd.; SOUTH AFRICA, Protea Physical; SPAIN, Rema Leo
Haag, S.A.; SWEDEN, Teleinstrument; SWITZERLAND, Megan Zurich GMBH.
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If you've
just bought
somebody else's
60 MHz scope
read this ad
and weep.
This is Dumont's new 60 MHz dual trace
oscilloscope. For a few dollars less, it
gives you features you simply can't get
from our major competition. At any price.
Consider our unique, new triggering system, for example. It lets you re- position
the traces without re- adjusting the trigger.
With our scope, once in the morning does
it. Your trigger is set all day. A real bonus
for your overworked fingers.
For your overworked eyes, there's our
CRT screen. It's a big 5" ( compared to
the competition's 4"); and features full
centimeter divisions instead of 0.8 centimeter divisions. In effect, you get over
50% more viewing area.
And that's not all. Other 60 MHz scopes
degrade to 40 MHz at 5 mV/division. Ours
gives you full 60 MHz at 5 mV/division.
Other scopes use gain switching. Ours
uses a passive attenuator. And that means
you don't have to trade bandwidth for
gain, or make additional D.C. balance
adjustments.
Now, imagine the highly improbable.
Something goes wrong with this paragon
of sophistication. Fear not. For every component in our 1062 scopes, there's another one just like it. Here at Dumont or
sitting on your local distributor's shelf.
Ready to be put into place. Compare that
to the selected, potted, home-made and
special parts that our competition uses.
If you're in the market for a great 60 MHz
scope, write for our literature. If you just
bought one from somebody else, write
anyway. May it serve as a reminder. Next
time.
DUMONT OSCILLOSCOPE
LABORATORIES, INC.
40 Fairfield Place, W. Caldwell, N.J. 07006
(201) 228-3665 TWX ( 710) 734-4308

DUMONT
OSCILLOSCOPE

LABORATORIES INC

Readers comment
Who's in charge?
To the Editor: Let a 30-year pilot
assure you that airline pilots' "coolness" toward the FAA's " overworked" ground controllers gets to
be a lot more like "frigid" when it
comes to being "unwilling to depend entirely on their instructions
and judgment" [Aug. 2, p. 26]. The
article brings up the important
question of who is ultimately in control, and says that final authority for
control of aircraft "would probably
continue to rest with the groundbased controller." The regulations
clearly state (FAR 91.3a): "The pilot
in command of an aircraft . . . is
the final authority as to the operation of that aircraft." In 1960 and
again in 1965, FAA proposed rule
changes that would have given controllers pseudo-authority, but was
unwilling to shift concomittant responsibility to the controllers and
thus had to drop the proposal. So
the pilot continues to be the final
authority. This has been borne out
in dozens of appeals court cases that
consistently held in accord with the
explicit regulation that the pilot—
not the controller—is directly responsible and has final operational
authority. The only way the authority can be shifted to controllers is by
shifting the operational responsibility. It's asticky problem, but, for
now, the pilot is stuck with it.
Allen W. Hayes
President
Chartair Inc.
Ithaca, N.Y.
• Reader Hayes is correct about the
letter of the law. However, much in
the way aship's captain takes the advice of aharbor pilot to maneuver his
vessel into port, an airline pilot relies
on the ground controllers at an airport when he approaches aterminal.
Mask- making
To the Editor: The article on automatic machinery for mask- making
[Electronics International. Aug. 2]
was of considerable interest to me
because I conceived the identical
idea on May 25, 1965. A manually
operated version of the machine was
built in our shop and has been in
regular operation since November
1968; a numerically controlled ver-
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sion is being built by us and will
have dimensional accuracy and picture-element Size increments almost
identical to those mentioned in the
article.
The manual unit has positional
accuracy of ± 50 microinches and
continuous adjustment of picture
elements. With monochromatic
light and a small optical field, an
Airy resolution of 500 linepairs/mm is achieved for any single
element with a relatively inexpensive lens. Since mask-making is direct at 10 times final size, resolution
is more than adequate compared to
the limiting 2,000 line-pair/mm
specified for the high-resolution
plates used in the step-and-repeat
process. With appropriate program
organization each picture element
can be completed in about 20 seconds, much shorter than the time
needed for cutting an equivalent
area in opaque-overlay material.
Program time for the manual machine with complex arrays can be
substantial, but for simple projects,
such as isolation diffusions or microwave tcs, the masks can be made in
less time than that required to place
opaque- overlay material on the
coordinatograph.
Alexander B. Bereskin
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio.

To the Editor: The article on "Solid
state invades Detroit" [ May 10, p.
105] neglected to emphasize the real
value of solid state electronics in the
vehicular market. Since both consumers and Government are demanding more reliability and
greater performance in terms of
cost/-function, the needs will be satisfied if redundant components and
assemblies can be eliminated
through more reliable primary functioning units, via solid state, and
more sophisticated electromechanical assemblies.
Norman Rautiola
Nartron Corp.
Reed City, Mich.
They also served
To the Editor: The International
Newsletter of Sept. 13 contains a
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OUR
NEWEST
AMOS CLOCK
DRIVER
SQUITE
A HUSTLER.
Speed's the name of the game in the MOS
clock driver business these days. Whether
you're driving along shift register or one of the
new MOS memories like the MM1103.
That's why the new two-phase MH0026
comes complete with arepetition rate of 5MHz
and rise and falls times of 15ns (even while
driving a500pF load). Which makes the
monolithic MH0026 as fast as the best hybrids
and discrete modules on the market. (Which
is even nicer when you consider the long term
cost advantages of monolithic over hybrids
or discretes.)
The speedy new MH0026 has also been
designed to be driven from standard DTL/TTL
circuits.
All in all, the MH0026 is awelcome addition
to aline of clock drivers which already includes
the industry's only TTL compatible clock
Electronics/December 6 1971

driver (MH0007), one capable of dc operation
(MH0009), a10MHz clock driver (MH0012),
adual ac coupled driver (MH0013), the world's
first monolithic (the low cost MH0025) and a
TTL-to-MOS memory interface driver (MH0027).
Incidentally, our drivers are available
in TO-5, TO-8and one watt mini dip packages.
For clock drivers, it would behoove you
to write, phone, TWX or cable us today.
(Although orders more than aweek old will also
receive prompt attention.)
National Semiconductor Corporation,
2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara,
California 95051. Phone (408) 732-5000.
TWX: (910) 339-9240. Cable: NATSEMICON.

National
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Readers comment
reference to the development of a
multiplex carrier-frequency system
with a capacity of 10,800 voice
channels to be put into operation in
Sweden. The impression is given
that Siemens AG of West Germany
was the only manufacturer involved
in this project. This is incorrect: LM
Ericsson Telephone Co. of Sweden
designed the terminal equipment
that makes the new transmission
system possible.
Ralph W. Bugli
The Bugli Co. Inc.
New York City
More on mnemonics

Communications
Men Think V
Big
E Small
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation uses aperiodic
loop antenna above .... and that's big and small.
Big ...
at Britannia Heights, near the nation's Capital at
Ottawa, Canadians listen to the world.
Small... CBC listens on the aperiodic loop antenna which
is only 50 meters in diameter in Rosette array.
Big ...
Its omni-directional, point-to-point, broad band,
long and short range receive capability is big
enough to replace vast rhombic or log-periodic
antenna farms.
That's why, whenever communications men think big and
small, Hermes Electronics Ltd. supplies the aperiodic loop
antenna to government agencies and military forces around
the world.
Roof mountable, fast set up, small spaces, big jobs, or just
below ground level it snows a lot at Canada's Britannia
Heights.
ASK US
Suite 315

Hermes Electronics Limited
8
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2020 F Street N.W.
WASHINGTON
D.C., 20006
Telephone 202 296-2978
TWX 710-822-1106

To the Editor: As achemist who is
trying to keep up, the suggestion
that mnemonics be defined in each
article [Aug. 30, p. 6] seemed like a
good idea, although abit overdone.
Now [Nov. 8, p. 83] that Isee stack
and silo defined and misdefined on
back-to-back pages, Iam more inclined to cast my vote with reader
Jensen [Nov. 8, p. 6], who was appalled at the idea of such things appearing in atrade journal. Would it
serve your readers on the fringes of
the field—and not offend insiders—
to publish in your magazine awellproofed glossary of terms only once
or twice ayear?
E.L. Servoss
Prairie Village, Kan.
To the Editor: In the Aug. 30 issue,
p. 6, Inote that Mr. Strommen finds
himself struggling with the modern
electronics alphabet, and asks that
you publish a decoding list with
brief definitions of abbreviations.
We are interested in this matter and
wonder if you have, in fact, printed
such alist.
B. Hofberg
Bo Palmblad AB
Stockholm, Sweden
• Reader Servoss' letter was the first
in—regretfully not the last—to spot
our inconsistency. For the record, a
stack memory handles data on afirstin, last-out basis; asilo does it firstin, first-out.
As for the request by Messrs. Servoss and Ho/berg for aglossary, we'll
continue to define jargon for the nonspecialist, eschewing it for long-accepted terms in wide usage.
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General Electric introduced the original SCR in 1957, and now presents a new
SCR series that capitalizes on the General Electric POWERGLAS - process . . .
the 0220 series. Rated at 10 arnperes with blocking voltages up to 500 volts, the
0220 series SCR's are available in brae standard industrial packages— press fi:,
stud and isolated stud. Through the use of POWER-GLAS - passivation, General
Electric now offers the most reliable SCR's available.
POWERGLAS - provides aproprietary glass formula and deposition process
that improves upon normal passivation techniques. It creates an intimate void-free
bond between the silicon chip and the matched glass. The resulting stable low
level " off state" curent significantly improves DC blocking life stability.
For the full story on POWERGLAS - passivation, 0220 reliability and a free
sample write on company letterhead to General Electric Company, Semiconductor
Products Department, Electronics Park, Bldg. #7, Mail Drop 49, Syracuse, N.Y.
13201.

GENERAL
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40 years ago
From the pages of Electronics, December 1931

The business index may be scraping
bottom. Security prices may be testing new lows. International finance
may be faltering as to its next move.
But never were human ingenuity
and scientific resourcefulness more
active. Out of the energies and advances now incubating are being
created new industries and new arts.
They in turn will create the new demands and new markets.
In the new 33-story home of Electronics, oscillating Pliotron tubes
and relays level the five high-speed
express elevators, and the four express passenger elevators. To cause
the relay to close its contact, the
car's travel brings ametal plate between grid and plate coils spaced
one inch apart. When the plate has
entered 1/16 of an inch into this
space, the oscillations (200 kc) of the
tubes have ceased, the plate current
has increased and the relay started
to work. Five triodes are used on the
high-speed elevators.

Now ... Obtain remarkably high resdution from an all
solid-state mage sensing device— the RETICON
RI- 256. Using silicon- gate MOS technology, this monolithic scanning array is designed for page reader, facsimile, process control and TV camera appl cations. As
amajor breakthrough In microelectronic image sensing
the RI- 256 offers:
• high resolution — 256 elements on 1 mil centers.
•on- chip scanning fo- serial output on a single video
line.
•charge storage mode operation for high sensitivity.
•choice of external or internal TTL compatible driver
circuitry.
•choice of external or internal video amplifiers.
•scan rates from 1 KHz to 10 MHz.
•programmable resolution (128 or 256 mode).
•standard 16 lead dual- in- line package with sealed
glass window.
Other devices, among RETICON's linear
array family, feature 64 elements ( RI-64)
or 128 elements ( RI- 128) on 2mil centers.
All with single video lines. All units with
or without TTL compatible driver circuitry.
All in standard 16 lead DIP package with
glass window. All available from inventory.

RET1CON

TM

365 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94040
(415) 964-6800

10
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The effect of light on the conductivity of metallic selenium was observed as early as 1851 and has been
used in the production of light sensitive elements since 1873. From that
time the construction and utilization
of the so-called "selenium cell" has
received much attention from both
scientist and layman. The characteristics were slowly improved, but
those familiar with the literature of
these workers and their critics will
understand the meaning of such
terms as " time lag," "temperature
effect," "instability," and others
used to describe the deficiencies
which have so hindered the practical application of these devices.
Now, the engineer has turned to
selenium as a likely answer to the
need for a rugged, stable, highly
sensitive photoelectric device.
After long political delays, broadcasting powers of 50 kilowatts have
just been granted to a number of
important American stations by the
Federal Radio Commission, but this
still leaves the United States far behind other nations in point of the
powers of its broadcasting stations.

Electronics/December 6, 1971

The Dieal
Multiplier.
It can multiply two 8-bit signed numbers in
135 nanoseconds. But that's just the beginning.
Look:
Delays and Package Count
We have asuper-fast, superflexible, monolithic digital
multiplier. It is the only one in
the world.
It's the Am2505. It multiplies a4- bit
number by a2- bit number and adds
the 6- bit product to another 4- bit
number. S = XY + K.
An array of 2505s multiplies two
signed numbers in 2's complement
representation, adds athird number
in 2's complement representation,
and gives you a double- length
signed result also in 2's
complement form.
You can make any size multiplier
you need. ( For longer word lengths,
build a bigger array. If you add a
few of our high-speed ALUs, the
Am9340s, you can go even faster.)
The Am2505 can multiply numbers
in active HIGH level ( positive logic)
or active LOW level ( negative logic).
The Am2505 is ideal in digital
filters, Fast Fourier Transform
Processors and minicomputers.
But the most important feature of
the Am2505 is that it's here, in
quantity, all you need.
If you're doing digital signal
processing or even thinking about
doing it, call us or Hamilton/Avnet.

Array
Size
8x8
12 x12

Number of
Arn2505s for
2n bit product
8
18

Number of
Additional
Am9340s
0

16 x16

32
32

24 x24

275

72

0

345
220
415
11

255
24

0

98
128
128

180

9

72

32 x32

185
16

0

98

155

7

50
50

215
485

13

290

0

128

2

205

0

72

28 x28

1

5

32
20 x20

Level of Adders Am9340

135

0

18

Typical Delay Times
ns. at 25 C

555
15

325
32

250
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Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.e
Telephone 800-538-7904 toll free, and ask for Shel Schumaker, or in California 408-732-2400. In Los Angeles, Steve Zelencik
at 213-360-2102. In Mid- America, Chuck Keough at 312-297-4115 In the eastern United States, Steve Marks at 212-343-2220,
or in Boston, Vince Sabella at 617-861-1550. 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086/TWX 910-339-9280/TLX 346306.
Electronics/December 6 1971
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The GR Systems Family.

O

GR Resistance Anodize Trim System
Circle 221 on reader service card
hilicronetic's Laser Trimming System
Circle 220 on reader service card

o

Full Capability Logic Circuit Analyzer
Circle 223 on reader service card

Low- Cost Logic Circuit, Tester
Circle 222 on reader service card

The Ultimate Network/Circuit Test System
Circle 224 pri reader service card

Total systems capability from Gener

The Ultimate Network/Circuit Test System
There's something in it for you
. . . a faster, lower- cost way to
perform analog tests, logic tests,
and passive tests. Take your pick
of any combination to measure
(simultaneously, if you wish) analog, hybrid and digital pc boards;
active and passive networks; hybrid IC's; active, passive and digital components. But get only the
capabilities you need now. Don't
worry about adding more later;
we've already made Drovision for
expansion with modular hardware and software.
Here's the big differehce between
our system and others. The measurement units in GR Systems

220.0 are modLles, especially designed for computer control.
They are not automatic instrumelts adaptec for computer control , but Lnique modules that do
the .rjobs fas:er th.an instruments.
There's no time wasted translating commands, driving readouts,
and the like. You get faster testing increased throughput, and
over-all cost savings in your test
operations.
The " ultinete" system illustrated
was designed and built for agiant

electrohics manufacturer who
needed 10- station capability to
handlIe a huge volume. Almost
everybody's testing requirements, however, can be satisfied
with a singlle-station; system,, selecting from the several modales
already designed fo , the 10- station ultimate.
Lets : a k aDout wha: GR can do
for you. Wri:e or call your GR
sales engiree,r or GR, Ccncord,
Mass. 11 Europe write Postfach
CH 8034, Zurich, Switzerland.

General Radio
NEW YORK (N.Y.) 212 964-2722 ( N.J.) 201 791-8990 • BOSTON 67 646-0550
CHICAGO 812 992-0800 • WASHINGTON, D.C. 301 881-5333 ‘, LOS ANGELSS 714 540-9830
TORONTO 416 252-3395 • ZURICH (01) 55 24 20
GRASON-STADLER 617 369-3787 • TIME/DA7A 415 327-8322.

NEW! THE PRAM.

The first 4-channel programmable op amp. With more application
possibilities than we could possibly list on this page.

HA-2400/2404/2405
Take agood look at this new linear
building block. It's unique and so
versatile we keep discovering more
and more applications for it.
Each PRAM contains four
preamplifier sections, one of which
is selected through the DTL/Til
compatible inputs and connected to
the output amplifier. The selected
analog input terminals and the output
terminal form ahigh performance
operational amplifier for just about any
use you can dream up. And we hope
you'll dream up some. If you do, send
them along to us and we'll see what we
can dream up by way of areward.

More challenges:
The foregoing diagrams show just
three of many applications we've
designed using the PRAM. The
following lists other possibilities we
haven't had time yet to prove out. Why
don't you try your hand at designing
them or any other ideas you come up
with, and send them to:
E. Fernandez
P.O. Box 883
Melbourne, Florida 32901.

Features:

Amplifier with Programmable D.C.
Level Shift

Offset current
Voltage gain
Slew rate
Av • 1
Av = + 10

A to D converter, Dual Slope
Integrating
Active Filter, State Variable Type with
Programmable Frequency and/or
Programmable " Q"

5nA
Amplifier, non- inverting
programmable gain
'

150K

-± 15V/is
50V/ps

0° to t- 75 °C
-85 °C
—25 °C to -t
-- 55 °C to + 125 °C

Crossbar Switches
Current Source, Programmable
F.M. Stereo Modulator

Gain Bandwidth Product
Av • 1
8MHz
Av • 10
40MHz
DTL/TTL compatible

Chopper Amplifiers

F.S.K. Modem
Function Generators, Programmable
Gyrator, Programmable

100-999 units
$10.45
$15.95
$23.65

Monostable Multivibrator,
Programmable
Multiplier, Pulse Averaging
Peak Detector with Reset

For more details on the PRAM contact
your Harris representative or
distributor.

Resistance Bridge Amplifier/
Comparator with Programmable
Range
Sense Amp/Line Receiver with
Programmable Threshold
Spectrum Analyzer, Scanning Type

Integrator/ramp generator
with initial condition reset

HARRIS

SEMICONDUCTOR

A DIVISION OF HARRIS INTER' YPE CORPORATION

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901
(305) 727-5430
DISTRIBUTORS: Schweber Electronics: Westbury, New York ( 516) 334-7474. Rockville. Maryland ( 301) 881-2970; Hollywood, Florida ( 305) 927-0511
Harvey/ R & D Electronics: Lexington. Massachusetts ( 617) 861-9200/Semiconductor Specialists, Inc.: Chicago ( 312) 279-1000; Detroit ( 313) 255-0300
Minneapolis ( 612) 884-8132; Kansas City ( 816) 452-3900: St Louis ( 314) 428-6100; Dallas ( 214) 358-5211; Indianapolis ( 317) 243-8271;
Pittsburgh 1412) 781-8120; Dayton ( 513) 278-9455 / RN. Weatherford Co.: Albuquerque 1505) 265-5671; Anaheim ( 714) 547-0891;
Austin ( 512) Enterprise 1443; Dallas ( 214) 231-6051; Denver ( 303) 427-3736; Glendale ( 213) 849-3451; Houston ( 713) Enterprise 1443;
Palo Alto ( 415) 321-5373; Phoenix ( 602) 272-7144; Pomona ( 714) 623-1261; San Diego ( 714) 278-7400; Seattle ( 206) 762-4200.
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People
the California Institute of Technology, Fletcher has been director
of the theory and analysis Laboratory in Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Electronics division, director of electronics in the Guided Missile Research
division of Ramo-Woolridge Corp.,
and board chairman of Space General division and systems vice president of Aerojet General Corp. He
left Aerojet to become Utah president in 1964.
"I don't look on myself as an
aerospace executive," the lowkeyed, friendly administrator confides. "I'm not aggressive enough or
the sales-oriented person that atypical aerospace executive would have
to be." He likens himself to former
Defense chief McNamara in that
McNamara wasn't the typical auto
executive, "But Idon't want to compare myself to him."
Committee man. Although he is
relatively new in his job, Fletcher
has long-standing ties to NASA. He
was a consultant to the President's
science advisory committee from its
beginning in 1958 until he was appointed to membership in 1967. He
also continues his interest in science
through national committee work,
having served on more than 50 such
organizations and having been
chairman of 10 of them.
NASA will need Fletcher's
pragmatic program-oriented experience as he attempts to steer the
space agency through the shoals of
White House and congressional
funding pressures.
NASA'S future shape will depend
on how well Fletcher can win
money for such important programs
as the space shuttle, the Grand
Tours of outer planets, and the inner-planet probes.
Looking beyond the immediate
problems, Fletcher foresees abright
future for the post-Apollo agency.
"Beyond the next decade, we may
move back into manned space," he
says. "We'll have the shuttle by
then, and it will have proven itself.
Maybe we'll return to the moon."
Calling himself an optimist, Fletcher thinks there might even be international skylabs which could become a manned peace-keeping
surveillance program.

A year ago we introduced 7 new JCM miniature RF coaxial connectors
that " do the job for a fraction of SMA prices.•'

Here, by popular demand, are 8 more

0286

«

If you don't require all the electrical performance built into SMA
type connectors, why pay for it? Up to 3 GHz for flexible cable
assembly and even beyond 6 GHz for semi- rigid assembly, our new
JCM series gives you the same electrical performance as the far
more expensive SMA types. The series includes connectors for both
panel and PC mounting. All are interchangeable and intermateable
with the standard, expensive SMA connectors. So you can use them
without making any changes ... and without compromising required
performance There are JCM connectors to accept virtually any
miniature size cable, so you don't have to stock a big variety.
It's worth looking into, isn't it? All it costs is astamp.
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY / Waseca, M nnesota 56093 Dept.

E.n.

Please check for technical information or test samples of our
new low-cost series 142-0200-001 JCM connectors.
E Please send techn.cal information.
E Idesire test samples. Please call me at
NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
CITY

;-;TAT,

TIP

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
Electronics/December 6, 1971
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Many Faces of MOS
Display Mixed Performance,
Cost, And Availability

MOS technology today includes varied approaches to
structure and processing techniques. Some are converted
to high volume production capabilities, others are in
advanced development and offer great promise for
improved performance and early implementation, and
still others are experimental. All must be evaluated
carefully for potential advantages.

P-Channel MOS Is Readily Produced
P-channel MOS isn't the most advanced, the fastest, the
lowest power, nor the most versatile approach, but it is
familiar and at several companies is in high-volume production. Hence, it is the prevalent MOS form for both
standard and custom circuits. Achievable speeds are,
conservatively, about 2 MHz — reconcilable with the
requirements of many data-processing applications.
Power dissipation, down to 0.5 mW/gate, presently is
about the same as the lowest-power bipolar line, higher
than other MOS forms, yet low enough for some really
large-scale integration. The MCM1131L 2240-bit character generator, for example, has a maximum power
dissipation of only 400 mW.
Representative PMOS circuits available now are
MSI/LSI parts, with simple gates and flip-flops conspicuously absent. Why? Typical PMOS technology loses its
price advantage as circuit complexity is reduced, giving
way to the widely available, broad-line bipolar families.
Since MOS generally is more appropriate for MSI/LSI,
the more creative complex designs are usually in custom
programs. Established PMOS process variations permit
custom tailoring of circuits, even to the point of making
them functionally compatible with bipolar logic. The two
digital forms can be used together without extensive
interface circuitry.

Two High Threshold PMOS Power Levels
Two power levels, medium (PD = < 1.7 mW/gate) and
low ( Pi, = < 0.45 mW/gate), are available with high
threshold (VT )PMOS. A 20% saving in active onchip
cell area is also achieved in the low power line, but the
tradeoff is speed. It is some four times slower, at 300
ns typical propogation delay per logic level, than the
medium power line. Nevertheless, where performance
is adequate, this represents the quickest, least expensive,
and least troublesome technology. High threshold logic
offers the designer the advantage of high noise immunity,
with turn-on voltages on the order of 3.5 volts making
it relatively secure from noise spikes and spurious signals.

Low Threshold PMOS Has Advantages
Low-voltage MOS is faster and more economical in the
system because of the lower power-supply voltage. It
is compatible with the most popular bipolar logic forms
such as TTL and DTL whereas the outputs of bipolar
types are simply too low to turn on the high voltage
PMOS devices. Of the methods used to lower the threshold, the < 100> crystal orientation achieves good
reduction of the threshold voltage and power supply
requirements, but speed and packing density are not
improved.
Another method, the Silicon Gate process, is preferred
at Motorola. Not only is the threshold voltage reduced
to an extremely low level, but circuit speed is increased,
packing density can be increased, and manufacturing
efficiency is greater. This technology has matured rapidly,
and an impressive number of products is available offthe-shelf.

P.CHANNEL MOS
Hit Thresho ld

CMOS —

Developing Rapidly

Any MOS circuit exhibits significantly lower power dissipation than bipolar capability permits, but far and away
the greatest power miser in sight is complementary MOS
circuitry, known as McMOS at Motorola. In fact, with
complementary MOS dc power dissipation can be
-14

'

-12
-10
o

High Threshold
MOS Transfer Curve

-8.0

'Typical
—Saturated
Bipolar
-2.0
Logic

o

r.
-4.0

-80

- 12

-16

--20

VIN (VOLTS )

Transfer characteristics curve of high threshold MOS cornpared with that of typical saturated bipolar logic lines. Clearly,
bipolar lines cannot cause turn- on of high threshold logic,
while the output of the latter would damage the bipolar devices.

reduced virtually to zero — enviable where battery
operation or battery backup is a requirement.
Matching comparable simple examples, a singlechannel circuit draws current from the power supply during the entire "on" portion of the input signal. With the
CMOS circuit, power dissipation occurs only during
input signal transitions. Extreme low power designs are
practical when frequency is less important, say for 100
kHz operation. Speeds in excess of 10 MHz also can be
designed at the expense of some power dissipation
increase due to the higher rate of signal transitions. Gen-

—3.5 TO — 5

SUPPLY
VOLTAGE
V, IV. I

Low Threshold
< 100 >
Silicon Gate

Eon Implant.

—1.5 TO — 2.5

Loads

MCHANNEL RIOS
fatea
ol
nl ae
te

COMPLEMENTARY
Metal Gate
Silicon Gate

—1.5 TO — 5

PROP.
DELAY
Ins/gate)

MO
Imint

POWER
DISS.
PER GAYS

75 no
300 no

2MHz
500 KHz

1.7 mW
0.45 mW

ll
I

70 no
60 no

2MHz
5MHz

1.0 rnW
1.0 mW

I
I3

35 ns

5MHz

15rnW

13

15

1

10 MHz

1.0 mW

I3
I6

1

I

20 MHz
25 MHz

50 nW
50 nW

RELATIVE
CHIP
COMPLEXITY

—17 TO — 27

Low Power

ROME
MARGIN
•
1'

"0"

1

15

—12 TO — 17

—12 TO —27

100 2

' 5TO 20

(±I1.5 TO (± 12.5
e0.5 TO ± 2.5

3TO 18
1.2 TO 15

40 no
25 ns

0.4
3

07

V„i2 2

BIPOLAR LINES
ET L

5.0 V + 20%
—10%

10 ns

60 MHz

ICI

5.2 V + 20 °. ,, Ins

400 MHz

15 mW•
25 TO 35 mW

40

1.2

1.2

20

0.4

0.4

Dil

5.0 ± 10%

30 no

8mW

20

NIL

3 ± 10%
OR
3.6 ± 10%

24 ns

12 mW
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What About NMOS?
Everyone eagerly awaits the ready availability of NMOS
for its speeds, potentially two/three times as fast as conventional high threshold PMOS. The Silicon Gate process
is applicable too, and it considerably increases the packing density potential. NMOS yields generally aren't good
enough yet to make this eagerly awaited technology
available at viable prices.

THRESHOLD
VOLTAGE

MOS PROCESS

'A

Special Low- Power Line (54/7 ll Has Power Si sipation of -•

ImW/Gate

COMPARISON OF MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS
OF MOS PROCESS AND BIPOLAR LOGIC LINES
erally, the high speed and low power drain make CMOS
asignificant factor in the future of MOS technology, and
by most indicators, amajor logic form.
Numerous manufacturers have announced standard
CMOS products, custom capability, or both, and Motorola has invested heavily in this area. Lower cost, because
of the basically simpler process, greater circuit density,
and lower power dissipation, suggest CMOS will prosper
at the expense of TTL. Penetration of the consumer
market is anticipated in areas such as watches, clocks,
various automotive applications, appliance controls, and
even toys. Features such as high noise immunity, operation from an unregulated power supply, microwatt power
dissipation, and low noise-generation are expected to
make the industrial market another big CMOS user.
Summarizing, Silicon Gate PMOS shapes up as aleading MOS form with CMOS maturing rapidly to take
its place as the second dominant approach, essentially
extending PMOS capability rather than replacing it.
NMOS will be built, but for the near term probably will
not be widely available. How to evaluate suppliers? Published specifications probably speak for themselves in
respect to standard products. For custom designs, consider carefully the total MOS capabilities of aprospective
supplier. Those with many faces are probably the best bet.
This is the second in aseries designed to present a
realistic, objective analysis of MOS technology in a
dynamic, competitive industry. For an examination of
this and other aspects of the MOS technology in greater
depth than is permitted here, circle the reader service
number or write to Motorola Semiconductor Products
Inc., P. 0. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.

MOTOROLA MOS
Directions in digital designs

Coming Next: "REFLECTIONS ON CUSTOM MOS"
Circle

19 on reader service cara
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The .411en-Bradley
cermet corps:
\\,\P‘
versatile standard packages \
containing R/C circuitry
designed to your needs.
The need: compact R/C networks in DIP's for terminator
applications in new generation
computer designs. To meet the

match your IC's. Lead frames
with built-in stand-offs are weldable or solderable. Volume production available.

circuit board space crunch,
Allen-Bradley combines resistors and capacitors in apackage

TOLERANCES

Absolute to ± . 5%

TRACKING

Excellent

RESISTANCE
RANGE

10 ohms to 10 megs,
standard; 1ohm to
100 megs, special

CAPACITANCE
RANGE

To 60,000 pF per cm'

compatible with automatic insertion equipment. These cermet networks save space and
attachment costs. Packaged in

SELECTED SPECIFICATIONS

TCR

As low as ±- 10,0 ppm/ °C

dual in- line molded packs that

CALIBRATION

Abrasive or laser

lock out the environment and

LEAD SPACING

100 mil standard

-i-

Investigate the advantages of
Allen-Bradley cermet R/C networks. For information write:
Marketing Department, Electronics Division, Allen-Bradley
Co., 1201 South Second Street,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204.
Export office: 1293 Broad St.,
Bloomfield, N. J. 07003 U.S.A.
In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., 135 Dundas Street,
Galt, Ontario.

NEW DIMENSION ELECTRONICS
Actual SdIllbh

EC71-4

Allen-Bradley 1971

ALLEN- BRADLEY
Circle 20 on reader service card
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Meetings
Reliability Symposium: IEEE,
Cortez, San Diego, Jan. 25-27.

El

Power Engineering Society Winter
Meeting: IEEE. Statler Hilton Hotel,
New York, Jan. 30- Feb. 4.
Integrated Optics Meeting: IEEE,
OSA, Sands Hotel, Las Vegas. Nev..
Feb. 7-9.
Aerospace & Electronics Systems
Winter Convention (WINCON): IEEE.
Biltmore, Los Angeles, Feb. 8-10.
International Solid State Circuits
Conference: IEEE, Sheraton Hotel,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Feb. 16-18.

The vehicle? Nikkei Electronics the Japanese version of Electronics
Magazine published in Japanese foi
consumption in Japan only.
Nikkei Electronics will be published
hi- weekly by NIKKEI/McGRAWHILL INC. — a joint venture of NIHON KEIZAI SHINBUN and
McGRAW-HILL INC. Nikkei Electronics will be published entirely
in the Japanese language including
advertisements.
• If you sell, or want to sell your
products in Japan, you can talk
to 20,000 buying influences in
their native tongue for just $400
a page.
• If you are already advertising in
any of the unaudited lesser media
in Japan, here is your opportunity
to consolidate your schedule in
the one strong medium, make a
dominant impression and save
advertising dollars.
If you are interested in advertising
in Nikkei Electronics contact your
local Electronics salesman or any of
the Electronics sales offices in the
U.S. and Western Europe.

Akezeateetles%Zet

el
A Nikkei/McGraw-Hill Publication.
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Tolerance
SCHAUER
1- Watt
ZENERS
Immediate Shipment
Low Prices
ANY voltage from 2.0 to 18.0

International Geoscience Electronics Symposium: IEEE, Marriott Twin
Bridges Motor Hotel, Washington,
D.C., April 9-14.
International Conference on Magnetics (INTERMAG): IEE, Kyoto International Conference Hall, Kyoto,
Japan, April 10-13.
Southwestern IEEE Conference &
Exhibition (SWIEEECO): IEEE, Baker
Hotel & Dallas Mem. Aud., Dallas,
Texas, April 19-21.
Off-Shore Technology Conference:
IEEE.
Astrohall, Houston, Texas,
April 30- May 3.
Spring Joint Computer Conference:
IEEE, Convention Center, Atlantic
City, N.J., May 15-18.

Quantity

Price each

1-99
100-499
500-999
1000-4999
5000 up

$1.07
.97
.91
.86
.82
All welded and
brazed assembly
No fragile
nail heads

Gold
plat,d
lead,

Write for complete
rating data and other
tolerance prices.

Buy the kitSave
'b. eAdm. alot
WI mg m i.

no nu..

CALL FOR PAPERS
27th Annual isA Conference: IEEE,
Coliseum, New York City, Oct. 912, 1972. Submission date of abstracts is March 27, 1972 to R. I.
Gray, ISA Conference Program
Chairman, 400 Stanwix St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.
1972 SID International Symposium:
IEEE, Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco,
Calif., May 23-25. Abstracts should
be submitted to John L. Simonds, Eastman Kodak Co., Research Labs./B-81, Kodak Park,
Rochester. N.Y., by Jan. 17.

Kit contains a51-piece assortment
of SCHAUER 1% tolerance 1-watt
zeners covering the voltage range
of 2.7 to 16.0. Three diodes of each
voltage packaged in reusable poly
bags. Stored in a handy file box.
Contact your distributor or order
direct.

A $54.57 value for
ONLY $2450
Semiconductor Division

SCHAUER
Manufacturing Corp.

4514 Alpine Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
Telephone: 513/791-3030

Circle 21 on reader service card
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SIMPLER,
FASTER
38510 HI REL
PROCUREMENT
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UNIQUE 38510: The only fully operational,
fully controlled, fully documented vendor
program for processing military grade
devices quickly.
If you have aMIL-M-38510 requirement, it probably would be wise to talk
to us about our UNIQUE 38510 program.
We've processed the products, fully
documented them, including the detailed
specs ( slash documents) and stockpiled

products at critical points in the process
so they're available to you at key points.
The flow of our UNIQUE program
is identical to that of MIL-M-38510. Our
testing procedures are MIL-STD-883.
Where slash documents don't exist,
to implement the program we've prepared
them in accordance with the 38510
format.
For you this means military quality

ICs without the need to prepare your own
general and detail specs. Or the need
to wait long periods of time for delivery.
We've done the homework for both of us.
We now have 18 slash documents on
more than 200 digital and linear products; more are being prepared. You are
encouraged to write for comprehensive
information on our complete program. It's
really quite unique. And quite important.

UNIQUE 38510 PROGRAM PROCESS SUMMARY
CLASS

A

ASSEMBLY

ENVIRON. TEST

PRESEAL VISUAL
883/2010/A

BAKE
883/1008/C
24 HAS

BOND STRENGTH
ACCEPTANCE

THERM. SHOCK
883/1011/A

CENTRIFUGE
883/2001/E
Y, ANDY,

SEAL

TEMP. CYCLE
883/1010/C

HERMETICITY
883/1014/B&C

PRESEAL VISUAL
883/2010/8

BAKE
883/1008/C
24 HAS.

CENTRIFUGE
883/2001/E
Y, AXIS

TEMP. CYCLE
883/1010/C

HERMETICITY
883/1014/B8C

BOND STRENGTH
ACCEPTANCE
SEAL

ELECT. TEST

BURN- IN

PRE Bit
ELECT.
25 0 C.

BURN- IN
883/1015
240 HAS

ELECT. TEST

MECH. SHOCK
883/2002/B

POST B/I ELECT.
25 0 C
*125 - D.0

55 . D.C.
25 ° A.C.

X-RAY
883/2112/100%

PRE B/I
ELECT.
25' D.0

BURN- IN
883/1015
188 HAS.

POST 8/1
ELECT.
25' D.C.

QUAL.
CONFORM.
QUALITY
CONFORM.
Cip A, B & C
EXT. VISUAL
883/2009/100%

QUALITY
CONFORM
Gp A, BAC
EXT. VISUAL
883/2009/100°,

20 weeks

o

Immediate

Special processing to your drawings or through
7 processing options and 4 quality conformance
options standard with Unique program.

BAKE
883/1008/C
24 HRS.

CENTRIFUGE
883/2001/E
Y, AXIS

TEMP. CYCLE
883/1010/C

HERMETICITY
883/1014/B&C

BAKE
883/1008/C
24 FIRS

CENTRIFUGE
883/2001/E
Y, AXIS

SEAL

TEMP CYCLE
883/1010/C

HERMETICITY
883/1014/B8C

PRESEAL VISUAL
FAIRCHILD STD.

TEMP. CYCLE
100%
883/1010/C
5 CYCLES

PRESEAL VISUAL
883/2010/B
BOND STRENGTH
ACCEPTANCE
SEAL

D

OP

PRESEAL VISUAL
FAIRCHILD STD.

SEAL

The UNIQUE 38510 program offers achoice of
5high-reliability processing options with
dramatically reduced delivery times.
CLASS A devices are processed on aper-order
basis, to your particular specifications or to our
existing program. 20 weeks delivery.
CLASS B devices are the most commonly
required. Therefore, 500,000 parts are continuously in process. They are inventoried at two
points: at Point 1for immediate delivery .... and

HERMETICITY
SAMPLE
1% AOL FINE
. 4% AOL GROSS

o

ELECT. TEST
100% 25 -C

PRE B/I
ELECT.
25° D.C.

BURN- IN
883/1015
168 HRS

POST 9/I
ELECT.
25' D.C.

PRE 8/I
ELECT,
25'C D.C.

BURN- IN
883/1015
168 FIRS

100% 29*C
D.C. TEST

at Point 2for additional processing to your
requirements, with 2-6 weeks delivery.
CLASS C products are handled the same as
Class B, but since they do not require burn-in
they are fully-processed to Class C requirements and inventoried at Point 3. Delivery time
is 1week.

QUALITY
CONFORM
GpA,B&C
EXT. VISUAL
883/2009/100%

QUALITY
CONFORM
Go A

2-6 weeks

1week

4weeks

EXT. VISUAL
883/2009/100%

QUALITY
CONFORM.
Gp A ONLY
EXT. VISUAL
4% AOL

4weeks

CLASS D devices are essentially the same as
Class B except preseal visual is to Fairchild
standards. Delivery is 4weeks.
CLASS QP is Fairchild's standard product with
168-hour burn-in. Inventoried at Point 4for
4week delivery.

FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR, A Division of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St., Mountain View, Ca. 94040. ( 415) 962-5011. TWX: 910-379-6435
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JUST ONE COULD SAVE YOU
A LOT OF REWIRING WHEN
YOU EXPAND.

Brond-Rex produce/ over 3,000
new designs every year.
Every year we design over 3,000 new
wire and cable configurations... because
your needs constantly change. Each new
design must be as sophisticated as the
equipment it connects... so it's as right for
tomorrow's applications as it is for today's.
That's why Brand- Rex products are
designed into the first stages of so many of
today's advanced systems, in the telephone/

communications; computer/peripheral;
commercial/appliance; industrial/utility;
and military fields. Even our tubing and
sleeving and microwave dielectrics are
made with the future in mind.
For our comprehensive All- Products
Brochure, write to Buck Rogers, Brand- Rex
Company, Willimantic, Conn. 06226.
Or call ( 203) 423-7771.

BROAD-REX...WÇ19 AHEAD
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Electronics Newsletter
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A technology that was still in the R&D category alittle more than three
months ago—MNOS memories—has been turned into a business at the
to make 20,000
Guidance and Control Systems division of Litton Industries [
Electronics,
May
10,
p.
40].
The
division
has
geared
to
produce
20,000
random-access
MNOS RAMs monthly
memory devices amonth using the silicon-nitride MOS technology—but
won't be its own prime source for the 1,024-word-by-four-bit RAMs,
which are going into memory systems the division is both selling and
using. Litton is negotiating with two of the top semiconductor companies
to take advantage of their higher-volume production, and drive the price
to 2.5 to 3cents abit—down from the 5to 10 cents abit it costs Litton to
make the units.
Meanwhile, Litton already has sold 20,000 systems incorporating the
device to amilitary customer that will use it to "remember" aprecise frequency and repeat it on command much later. Nonvolatility is the big
plus in MNOS: Litton is specifying 10 1° "writes"—or roughly two years—
on volatility. The devices also can be made resistant to radiation. During
the past 31/
2 months, the division has lined up some 40 representatives
in the U.S. and Europe to market the MNOS memory systems.
Litton preparing

Magnavox to male
12- in. b&w sets here

Intel puts 8- bit
parallel CPU on chip

SEMI says it's near
new financing deal

Now even Americans are bringing monochrome television receiver production into this country. The Magnavox Consumer Products division has
started tooling up to make 12-inch receivers at its Tennessee plant and
phase out offshore production if the cost factors remain competitive. The
firm already builds its 19-in, black-and-white sets here,
•
Magnavox previously returned its 12-, 14-, and 16-in, color sets to
these shores, so that all of its color receiver production is now U.S.-based.
This move follows arecent announcement that Sony will erect aTV
assembly plant in San Diego and asimilar plant will be built by Matsushita (Panasonic) in Puerto Rico [
Electronics, Nov. 8, p. 41]. According to
Magnavox, the 10% surcharge on imports, plus the increasing value of the
floating Japanese yen, will help make firm's American-built sets competitive.

The Intel Corp. has developed a complete eightbit parallel central
processing unit on a chip. Only four-bit sets are on the market now,
including those made by Intel, Fairchild, and National Semiconductor.
The new Intel device contains an arithmetic unit, seven eight-bit data
registers, a memory stack, and 45 wired-in, dataoriented instructions.
It's TTL-compatible and employs time-division multiplex to reduce pin
count to 18. Intended for use with standard RAMs like the 1101 and with
such ROMs as the 1601 and 1701, as well as with 1400 series shift registers, the CPU can directly address 16,384 words by eight bits of memory.
With delivery to start next month, Intel points out that its new chip
doesn't obsolete its earlier fourbit model because it was made for
different applications.

Semiconductor Electronic Memories Inc., which had the financial rug
pulled out from under it by its backer, Electronic Memories and Magnetics, isn't throwing in the towel yet. Donald Winstead, vice president
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for marketing, says the Phoenix firm is about aweek away from "finalizing
something" with one of two new backers.
Winstead says further that SEMI booked $ 100,000 in new business during the week of Nov. 22, but some potential customers have become nervous about ordering until new financing is arranged. SEMI shipped
$100,000 worth of bipolar semiconductor memory devices and systems in
November—about $ 100,000 less than its best sales month.
Meanwhile, it has cut back drastically—from 220 employees to 80—and
top management has taken salary cuts. Winstead says the fallback position
allows SEMI to have apositive cash flow. "We've cut back to the point
where we can live on what we see, but we have to make our forecast," he
notes, "and we're optimistic that we can."

Navy studying RCA's
multicolor LEDs

IBM, RCA seek
price hikes from
Nixon commission

ARTS may get
radar backup

26

The Navy is supporting research into anew class of light-emitting diodes
made from alloys of phosphides of gallium and indium at RCA's David
Sarnoff Research Center. The Navy's interest in the program, says the
Office of Naval Research, is part of its long-range instrumentation program, which is aimed at substantially improving aircraft avionics with
multicolor displays at no increase in power. The ONR points out, however,
that the process "brings closer to reality" solid state color television that
would eliminate cathode ray tubes. Still lacking, of course, is ablue lightemitting diode.
The LEDs can be made to produce "any color from red to yellow- green
without increasing power requirements," say Navy researchers. Moreover,
they say the RCA LEDs are "three times more efficient" than commercially available units which are also restricted to red or green, and are
economically feasible since vapor epitaxy permits the entire structure
to be fabricated in asingle operation. The color emitted varies with the
fraction of gallium phosphide used.

Two major electronics manufacturers, IBM and RCA, want Nixon Price
Commission increases on selected products that would continue the guideline-busting trend that has marked increases approved thus far. Where
the commission guideline is 2.5%, IBM has asked for increases ranging
from 3% to 8% on lease and purchase prices of its Series 360 and 370
computers, while RCA has asked for 6% on consumer and industrial replacement receiving tubes.
Both were previously planned, the companies say. With President
Nixon's Aug. 15 announcement of aprice and wage freeze, however, IBM
suspended the lease price increases it had earlier announced for Nov. 1.
RCA's increases were scheduled to become effective on Aug. 16, the
company says.

By late summer, the FAA's National Air Space Projects Office expects to
be finished writing specifications for a back-up system for Automated
Radar Terminal Systems. Part of the ARTS enhancement program, the
fail-safe system would transfer data directly from radars to the scan convertors and display units, bypassing the computers should they fail.
Present plans call for purchase of aprototype in fiscal 1973 for $5.5 million, plus expenditure of about $ 15 million in the following year if the
FAA decides to put the back-ups in all the ARTS centers. Adding redundancy capability to the units could increase the cost another $20 million.
Electronics IDecember 6, 1971
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1300 MHz RF sweeper
covers seven octaves
HP's " total solution"
computing counter system
Low-cost digital ' scopes

Finaliy: asynthesizer
anyone can afford
Get a qua ity frequency synthesizer at a
truly low price, without sacrificing signal
purity. Its many virtues include full digital
remote control.

When HP was founded in 1939 its
first product was an RC Wien Bridge
oscillator invented by William R.
Hewlett, now the firm's chief executive. Direct descendant of
those first products ( the 200
series RC oscillators), the new
3320A/B Frequency Synthesizer has
the frequency accuracy and stability of synthesizers, and the
spectral purity of oscillators—
all at avery low price.
3320A/B stability depends on a
single fixed- frequency oscillator,
so you can tailor your choice exactly to the job. Standard equipment is an ambient crystal with
drift below IL- 10 parts in 10 6per
year. An oven reference is op(continued on page 3)

Sweep seven octaves of RF
in 10 milliseconds flat

HP's newest RF Sweeper,
the Model 8622A
10-1300MHz plug-in in an
8620B mainframe. The lap
belongs to Miss Barbara
Althoff of Microwave
marketing.

Make Z-fold recordings
without ink

Hi' Model 7414A todr-channel theunal
tip oscillographic recorder.

Ever tried to find part of achart
recording on a500-foot roll of chart
paper? Compare with flipping the
pages of abook and you'll see how
much easier it is to handle the Z-fold
charts from the new HP 7414A
Oscillographic Recorder. It's athermal ( no ink), four-channel recorder
featuring pushbutton chart speed
change. Response is within ± 0.5 dB
from dc to 50 MHz, and falls off less
than 3dB at 100 MHz. The full range
of HP 8800 series plug- ins can be
used. Price is $4500 without plug- ins.
There's more; check the
Reply Card.

Meet the -Value Family .'
of HP sweepers
I. Flier« V011. »IRF
MIcroantIr Nuerpo,...
i• the fiP 8620 S.1.1 4..re Fond,

Just some of the reasons we think
you'll like our new 1300 MHz Sweep
Oscillator are:
• 10-1300 MHz coverage— in one
continuous sweep.
• 10 milliwatts calibrated output,
leveled to
0.5 dB full range.
• Clean, stable CW signals— less
than 5KHz peak residual FM.
• Solid-state reliability and
compactness.
• Low $2750 price for the complete
sweeper ( RF plug-in and mainframe).
Calibrated start/stop and AF
sweeps commend the 86220A
(RF Unit) and 8620B (Mainframe) for
both broadband and narrow band

sweep testing of RF components,
networks and systems. And stable
CW with low spurious, plus the
capability for low distortion AM and
FM permit this sweeper to be used
in signal simulation applications.
An optional 70 dB attenuator adds
more flexibility of use.
Although we're talking about the
value of the 86220A/8620B just for
its 10-1300 MHz coverage, don't
overlook the point that the 8620B
mainframe also accepts our other
solid-state RF plug- ins for coverage
to 12.4 GHz. Info on the 86220A
RF Unit ($ 1775) and 86208
Mainframe ($ 975) is yours simply by
checking the Reply Card.

From the "simplest," low-cost
sweeper to asophisticated, multioctave, programmable source, the
8620 family offers the highest value
in solid-state RF sweepers.
And it's easy to select the
precise configuration for your job;
this attractive brochure presents the
entire family in concise, logical
format.
For your copy, check the Card.

Need more stability?
Step up to rubidium

Quartz oscillators rank high in
frequency stability, but many systems
need something better, like the
HP 5065A Rubidium Frequency
Standard. This atomic standard has
100 times the long-term stability of
quartz. Besides upgrading system
performance, increased stability may
simplify the design of other parts of
the system. In PCM communications,
for example, switching from quartz
to rubidium may eliminate the need
for " bit stuffing" pulses needed for
synchronization when less stable
frequency sources are used. Navigation systems, color television systems,
and calibration labs can also benefit

Locate faulty IC's with
less time and effort

by upgrading to rubidium.
The HP 5065A has the best
guaranteed rubidium specifications
available. Long-term stability is better
than 1 X 10-"per month. Short-term
stability for aone-second averaging
time is 5 X 10 -12 .The 5065A is more
rugged than aquartz oscillator, too.
HP now gives an unconditional
3-year warranty on the rubidium
vapor frequency reference—not just
the gas cell, which hardly ever fails,
but the entire module including
cscillator, lamp, filter cell, and photodetector. At $ 7500, the 5065A offers
unsurpassed price/performance. For
more information, check the Card.
In frequency standards, the next
step beyond quartz is rubidium.
This one has the best
guaranteed specs, plus an
unmatched warranty.

Continued from page 1

tional and retrofittable. Or you
can phase- lock to an external reference.
Both instruments have arange of
0.01 Hz to 13 MHz ( the two lower
ranges are optional).
3320A adds synthesizer quality
to production and design work, yet
keeps you out of trouble with the
budgetmasters. It will put avolt
rms into 50Q and it has acontinuous + 13 dBm-to-0-dBm vernier, so
it's most useful where level control is not acritical item.
3320B is the super-synthesizer.
It has a4- digit leveling loop
with 0.01 dB resolution of acalibrated output from + 26.99 dBm to
— 69.99 dBm (- 73.00 under remote
control). It's flat ± 0.05 dB
from 10 Hz to 13 MHz, and level accuracy is zf _ 0.05 dB absolute at
10 kHz.
Because the 3320A/B is asynthesizer with ranges, its signal- to- phase
noise is improved as the instrument
is down ranged. Its low spurious content (> 60 dB down) and low har-

monic distortion (- 60 to — 40 dB,
depending on frequency) bespeak its
high-quality spectral output.
Programmable/Remote Control
Digital remote control is an option
on both instruments, and it can be a
retrofit later. On 3320A Option 003
gives you parallel BCD remote control over frequency only. There are
two remote control options for
3320B. Both give you control over all
functions except the last vernier digit
and the line switch. Option 004 is
parallel BCD. Option 005 is aunique
bit-parallel/word-serial ASCII option;
with it, one program device can control several 3320B's. With Option
005, 3320B interfaces directly with
the HP 3260A Marked Card Programmer, aphoto reader, or any
other 8- bit controller.
Price: 3320A ranges from $ 1900 to
$2715, depending on options.
3320B prices are from $ 2400 to
$3910. The 3260A Marked Card
Programmer is $ 750. For further
information, check the Card.

HP's 10529A Logic Comparator is
aclever gadget that's extremely useful
in design, production testing, and
servicing digital integrated- circuit
equipment. The comparator locates
faulty IC's in malfunctioning equipment as quickly as possible. It's
simple to use, self- powered, adjustment- free, requires no tools, and
costs only $ 295.
The logic comparator clips onto
powered TTL or DTL IC's and instantly identifies any pins where the
logic states don't match those at
corresponding pins of aknown-good
reference IC. Logic differences are
indicated on the comparator's 16
light-emitting diodes. There's one
diode for each pin of 14- pin or 16- pin
dual in- line IC packages, and a
lighted diode indicates alogic difference at the corresponding pin,
therefore afaulty IC.
When the user also wants to see
specific logic operation, the HP
10525A Logic Probe and 10528A
Logic Clip nicely complement the
comparator. The logic clip will
display all the actual states of 14- or
16- pin DIP IC's at aglance. When
pulses are involved, the logic probe
is handy; it has pulse detecting and
stretching capability. HP's 5010A
IC Troubleshooting Kit consists of
comparator, probe, and clip in a
carrying case. Price is $495, or
$20 less than if the three are
purchased separately.
To learn more, check the
Reply Card.
Here's a rapid, low-cost way to zero in on
faulty IC's. The logic comparator
simply clips onto your in- circuit IC's and
lights LED's for any IC pins associated
with faults.

Scan up to 1,000 channels
without acomputer

- +
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High-speed data acquisition doesn't always need
a computer. Two new
options enable this DVM
to measure fast- changing
signals, scan up to 50
channels at 1,000 per
second, and then print.

Programmable DC
power line grows again

The 6129B is the most recent
addition to the HP line of Digitally
Controlled Power Sources ( DCPS's),
which along with HP D/A's and
Multiprogrammer/analog power
supply combinations, represents an
extensive digitally programmable
dc power capability.
The new addition ($ 2700) is rated
at ± 50V/5A, five times the output
power of the existing DCPS's (6130B,
± 50V/1A; 6131B, -± 100V/0.5A).
All three of these DCPS's meet all
requirements for systems use.
Typical applications for these
DCPS's include stressing power
semiconductor devices on highspeed production lines, and establishing signal and bias parameters on
electronic modules under test.
For applications requiring more
than 250W, or where the DCPS's
300,usec programming speed and
0.01% accuracy are not required,
combining the 6936A Multiprogrammer with up to 240 standard
analog power supplies can provide
dc power outputs to 10kW, with
0.1% accuracy and programming
speeds from 10msec.
Finally, in applications where high
programming speed and lower
output power are required, HP
DA's can provide 50,usec programming speed with power outputs
of ± 10V/5mA (69321A) and
10V/20mA (6933B).
For more information, check
the Card.

There are two new options that
hive HP's 3480 DVM and 2070A Data
Logger even more can-do for the
dollar. 2070A is the little system you
form by combining afast 3480A/B
DVM ( 1,000 readings asecond) with
aplug-in scanner and adigital
printer. All in 7" of rack space, for
$4475 plus options, of which two
are new:
For $ 500, Option 001 Sample and
Hold gives the 3480A/B DVM's the
ability to measure fast- changing signals accurately. Trigger the 3480 now,
and it will remember the value of the
instant long enough to digitize it.
Trigger it, if you like, with the delayed
sweep on your scope, and digitize a

whole LF waveform, point by point.
For $ 1000, Option 005 Data
Storage makes the 3480's speed more
usable. Store up to 50 complete
readings at that 1,000/s rate, then tick
them out later at 10 lines/s on the
printer. Scan 50 transducers in only
50 milliseconds, yet preserve
every digit.
To learn about all the options open
to you with the 3480 DVM's— like
true rms, multi- ranges and n, and to
learn how alow-cost 2070A Data
Logger might do the job of a $ 10k or
$15k system for you, check the Card
for data sheets or three similarly
relevant Application Notes.

The 6129B extends HP's digitally
programmable dc power capability with its
250W output, 300,nsec programming
speed, and 0.01% accuracy.

Timer/Counter/DVM team up for
unique measurements

>32.
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The HP 5327B u uiuui timer/counter
measures frequency to 550MHz, sub- nanosecond time intervals, and has a built-in DVM.

A universal counter and digital
voltmeter in one package? Yes, but
the HP 5326B/5327B Timer/Counter/
DVM's are considerably more than
that. They're really an entirely new
type of counter, capable of making
measurements no other counter
can make.
First, there's the built-in 3- range
integrating DVM. It'll measure
external DC voltages, but, because
of unique design it can measure the
counter's trigger levels. Thus you can
measure things like 10°/0- to-90%
rise times, with the start and stop
levels set with DVM accuracy. It's
faster and more accurate than using
ascope with intensity markers to
show the start and stop points.
Even without the DVM these
counters are special. They average
repetitive time intervals to get
improved resolution—like 100 pico -

seconds, good enough to measure
propagation delays in logic circuits
and other short intervals. Unique
synchronizers found only in these
counters permit measuring sub
nanosecond intervals! Try to beat
all this performance at double the
price of the 5326B and 5327B.
There are two new optional highstability time bases: aging rates are
< 3 X 10-9/day and < 5 X 10 -10 /
day. Both change < 1 X 10' from
—20°C to + 65°C. Prices: $ 300 and
$450. Another option for the 5327
is high input sensitivity: 25mV rms,
0to 50°C; 10 — 15mV typical at
25°C. Price $ 125.

The HP 2100A " thoroughly modern mini

HP's budget- stretching family of
pulse generators now offers repetition rates to 100MHz, amplitudes
from 0.2 to 5V from a50n source.
These fast pulsers, with awide range
of pulse widths and transistion times,
are useful for testing both analog
and digital circuits— including
digital IC's. Newest:
• 8007A. 100MHz max rep rate;
rise and fall times controllable from
2.5ns to 250ps; $1600.
• 8012A. 50MHz max rate; transition
times, 10ns-500ms; $ 875.
• 8013A. 50MHz max, 3.5ns transition times; pos, neg outputs; $625.
All three models have an external
input for reshaping and amplifying
pulses generated elsewhere.
These generators are valuable
performers; for more info, check
the Card.
Three new members of HP's budgetstretching pulse- generator family— the
8007A, the 8012A, and the 8013A.

Models 5326B ($ 1595) and 5327B
($2150) are members of asix counter
family. Other models omit the DVM,
time interval capability, or both.
Prices are $950 to $ 1795. Check the
Card for full details.

A computer that expands with
The HP 2100A minicomputer—
your needs
more powerful and lower in cost
1111111111fte-,

Low-cost, functional
pulse generators

than its predecessors—gives OEM's
and end users new flexibility in
tailoring acomputer to specific
needs.
Merely by plugging in more
memory and adding peripherals, a
2100A can grow from an OEM
controller to amulti- language standalone computer, or become the
nucleus of time-sharing or batch
processing systems.
The 2100A has a16- bit word
length and can expand from 4K to
32K of core memory within its
12- inch high mainframe. With a
memory cycle time of 98Ons, it is

40 to 100 per cent faster than
previous HP models.
It's an entirely new design except
for the instruction set and I/O
structure. Keeping these the same
makes the 2100A compatible with
HP's existing peripherals and large
software library.
Other features include FORTRAN,
ALGOL, BASIC and Assembly software modules; 14 I/O channels, or
up to 45 with an extender; plus
floating point arithmetic and microprogramming capability. Prices
begin at $6,900.
This brief description only
scratches the surface; for more
information, check the Reply Card.

Desk-top computing counter system
is versatile and economical
Programmed by punched card, keyboard
or diodes, this HP system gives highest
performance frequency and time interva
measurements. Equations involving
these measurements, or external data,
are solved in real time.
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Better measurements, plus atotal
solution to measurement and computation problems— in seconds, and
economically. That's what the HP
5360A/5376A Computing Counter
System—adesktop measuring and
computing center for electrical
measurements—gives you. It puts
unmatched frequency and timeinterval measuring power and realtime arithmetic capability at your
fingertips. To duplicate its capabilities
you'd have to buy acounter and
computer, interface them and write
software. Cost? About $ 25,000, not
including software. The 5360A/5376A
does it all for $ 7850!
It will solve equations involving
its own measured data or that from
other digital sources ( DVM's etc.).
For example, it will linearize transducers, calculate phase differences,
calculate mean, standard deviation,
and fractional frequency deviation,
calculate maximum access time, and
generate control signals. Final solutions are displayed directly on the
5360A Computing Counter readout.
The 5360A Computing Counter
portion measures frequency to 320
MHz ( to 18 GHz with accessories)
and time interval with aresolution
of 100 picoseconds. Its frequency
measurements are 10 to 1000 times
faster than ordinary counters.

The 5376A Programmer automatically sequences the 5360A through
apredetermined series of measurements and computations. Operations
include -1-, —, X, ±, and V . It
also provides facilities for the
interchange of control signals and
data between the 5360A Computing
Counter and various other instruments and output devices, such as
DVM's, signal generators, printers,
and recorders.
Programs can have up to 200 steps,
and may include branching, looping,
subroutines, and constants. Programs
are entered by punched card or by
plug- in- diode read- only- memory.
The 5360A has 3registers for
accumulating data, 2for storage.
The 5376A can provide up to 6
additional storage registers. Program
constants can be stored in up to
three optional thumb-wheel
switches. These are useful, for example, in production testing, for
specifying upper and lower limits
or nominal values and tolerances.
Optional D to A converters can
provide analog outputs under program control for plotting results,
or as test stimulus or feedback
signals in closed- loop control systems.
5360A/5376A Systems start at $ 7850.
For full details, check the Card.

Communications links
get IF/RF sweeper

For fast, efficient alignment of
microwave radio links, use the HP
8605A Communications Sweeper, a
CW and swept signal source,
covering both IF (47-100MHz) and
RF ( up to three communications
bands can be selected from within
the 1.7-13.25 GHz range). The 8605A
features the excellent frequency
accuracy and flat power output
needed for stringent communications systems measurements. This
high-performance capability comes
in arugged portable package,
making the 8605A equally suitable
for lab and field tests. The RF
(microwave) coverage employs
economical microelectronic
modules, which means you can
tailor the sweeper just for the band
(or bands) of interest.
The 8605A is easy to use; IF and
RF controls are separate and independently adjustable. The operator
can shift back and forth between IF
and RF measurements without
readjusting any source settings or
changing any cables or plug- ins.
Output power is flat within 0.01dB
via internal leveling for the IF band
and via external leveling for the RF
bands, using the recommended
784A Directional Detector ($625)
and 11675A Leveling Cable Assembly
($50). Price of the 8605A varies from
$3875 up, depending on frequency
and number of RF bands selected.
For specifications and more
information on the 8605A
Communications Sweeper, check the
Reply Card.
Extremely flat-output Communications
Sweep Oscillator offers both 70MHz IF and
multiband RF ( microwave) coverage in
the same al ,
instrument.
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Affordable radar:
how to put it to work

A free LED is yours for the asking

Our gallium arsenide phosphide
lamp is offe-ed in both plastic and
hermetic packages.

If you'd like to have one of our
solid-state lamps to try, just ask.
All we ask in return is that you tell
us briefly about your application.
You'll receive afree LED with a
panel mounting clip. These HP
light-emitting diodes have a100,000
hour life with low power requirements-1.6 volts at 2to 10 mA.
They also have awide viewing angle
of 180 degrees with high brightness.
For comprehensive data and order
coupon, check the Reply Card.
Try one, you'll like it!

Communications kit
offers new components

Lower prices announced
for alphanumerics

Now, at paltry cost, you can get
asolid handle on what those
premium solid-state components can
do for you. For just $ 19.40 you
get seventeen high-technology
components, for breadboarding,
that would cost you $ 34 if you
bought them separately.
The kit ( HP 5082-0051) contains
anew transistor in aTO- 72 can
with 12 dB gain and a3dB noise
figure at 1GHz. You also get eight
fast- recovery (< 100 ps) Schottky
diodes, good for low- noise UHF
mixers, switches and clamps ( HP
5082-2835), four high- breakdown
(70 V) Schottky diodes for such uses
as high-level detectors, and four
5082-3080 p-i
ndiodes for lowdistortion attenuation and switching
at high frequencies.
For comprehensive data and order
coupon, check the Card.

Here's the Communications Sample Kit
that gives you a low-cost introduction
to HP's high-technology semiconductors.

Lower prices are now in effect for
HP's line of alphanumeric LED
displays. For example, in quantities
of 1,000, prices are cut from
$20 per digit to only $11. These
Model 5082-7100 series displays are
5x7dot displays. They are IC
compatible and come in dual- in- line
(DIP) packages of three, four or five
characters. Characters are 1/
4 - inch
high on 1/
3inch spacings. Display
packages are end stackable, thin
and lightweight. Maximum voltage
required is 1.6 volts.
Quantity
Price
1-9
$22.50
10-99
18.00
100-499
15.50
500-999
13.50
1,000
11.00
For more specifics, check the Card.

The Doppler output and return signal is
channeled through a single coupler in
each of the pa::<ages shown here—one
with X- band waveguide, the other with
a miniature coaxial connector.

A mere palm- full of hardware is the
heart of amicrowave Doppler radar,
lacking only antenna, power supply,
and readout. Because it's athin-film
hybrid microcircuit (and all solid
state), it's rugged and reliable.
Inexpensive, too: $200 for small
quantities, significantly less in large
volume.
To the designer who has the
problem of detecting and measuring
motion — or acceleration — the
35200 Doppler Radar module is the
perfect prescription. Detect subtle
movements of an unwelcome
intruder, or track adiesel train. For
traffic control, count passing cars
and measure their speed. Build an
anti- crash system to keep cars from
colliding ( trucks, trains or boats,
too). Feed an airborne navigational
system all it needs to know about
landing velocity and deceleration
rate.
Within the compact module is the
microwave power source ( i.e.,
transmitter); plus the circuitry to
detect the return and generate an
audio output containing all the
motion information.
To see how 35200 can work for
you, check the Card for our new
16-page engineering bulletin.
Applications, system design
considerations, readout needs, test
procedures, options and detailed
specs are presented.

HP's low-cost ' scope team exceeds your needs
for digital IC design and checkout

Designing and maintaining digital
equipment doesn't always need
$3000+ 'scopes — abig part of all
digital work is MOS and TTL, and for
these uses new low-cost HP plug- ins
with the fast-writing 180C/D mainframes form aneat, more than adequate package for as little as $1950.
35 MHz—for digital applications?
Sure. In analyzing the performance
of computers and peripherals you're
mainly concerned with accurate
measurements of pulse timing,
rather than risetime. ( It's true, of
course, that for accurate risetime
tests even 100 MHz is not enough!)
Fast sweep speed— like 5ns/div
—is more than enough for accurate
pulse time measurements. That,
plus amainframe which can write
bright while it writes fast.
Take an HP 180C mainframe (the
bench version) or a180D (the lower,
wider rack- mount version). It puts
out abright, clear trace at writing
speeds of 1500 cm/ns. What else
it's good for is clean, bright traces
on signals that recur only once
or infrequently.
Next, plug in anew low-cost time
base and sweep expander with
sweep speeds up to 5ns/div ( HP

HP 180C mainframe, 1808A or 1807A dual
channel amplifier, and 1824A time base
and sweep expander provide low-cost
digital design checkout capability.

Model 1824A, $550) and anew
2- channel 10 mV/div, 35- MHz
amplifier ( HP Model 1807A, $450).
Result: adigital journeyman—for
atotal of only $1950. Or add
$430 and substitute the new 75- MHz
Model 1808A plug-in, providing
ECL capability too.
Fast- sweep, low-cost time base
Next best thing to an elegant
delayed sweep generator, to study
high-frequency pulses, is the new
Model 1824A sweep-expand time
base. Its TIME/DIV knob shows
calibrated sweeps up to 50 ns/div,
and then the expander takes over.
It's interlocked to the TIME/DIV

HEWLETT khp PACKARD
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knob, so you always know what gear
you're in. Expansions up to 100 times
are available with direct readout.
And accuracy, even at full expansion,
is -± 3%. Speed limit: 5ns/div!
It triggers to 150 MHz and atrigger
hold-off control makes possible
stable triggering on complex waveforms or on aparticular pulse in a
digital word. What it doesn't give
you, that adelayed generator
would, is retriggering after delay and
calibrated delay times. And it will
save you $ 250 or more.
To find out more about HP'S
lower cost digital 'scopes, check
the Card.

East—W 120 Century Road, Paramus, N.J. 07652,
Ph. (201) 265-5000.
South—P.O. Box 2834, Atlanta, Ga. 30328,
Ph. (404) 436-6181.
Midwest-5500 Howard Street, SkOkie, III. 60076,
Ph. (312) 677-0400.
West-3939 Lankershim Boulevard, North
Hollywood, Calif. 91604, Ph. (213) 877-1282.
Europe— Rue du Bois-du- Lan 7, CH-1217 Meyrin 2,
Geneva, Switzerland, Ph. (022) 41 54 00.
Canada-275 Hymus Boulevard, Pointe Claire,
Quebec, Canada, Ph. (518) 561-6520.
Japan—Ohashi Building, 59-1, Yoyogi 1-chrome,
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 151, Japan,
Ph. 03-370-2281/92.
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Twenty thousand times purer water
is a lot purer water.
Water twenty thousand times purer than average
drinking water is produced for the North American
Rockwell Microelectronics Company ( NRMEC) starting
with the Culligan system shown above.
The final product water is zero in hardness, 1
kas zero
total dissolved solids, 18 megohm reststivity,
.
and a
bacteria count less than 10 ppm.
This water is produced by our new Reverse Osmosis
units and subsequent ion exchanges. Its high purity is
vital to the efficient manufacture of the microscopically.
small electronic devices made by NRMEC.
NRMEC devices incorporate circuit lines as narrow as
.0002 inch. Thus, the most minute impurity could immediately short circuit adjacent circuits and ruin the
entire device. To prevent this, NRMEC bathes the microelectronics devices with this very high purity water
several times during processing to assure maximum

THE WORLD-WIDE WATER CONDITIONING

cleanliness. The water does not permit precipitation of
impurities to the wafer surfaces.
Our Reverse Osmosis system has achieved two main
objectives for NRMEC. First, water ready for deionizing is now dependable and consistent in quality. It
is not affected by fluctuations in the local municipal
water supply. And second, water costs have been substantially reduced from the previous method of
starting with distilled water which was delivered daily
by truck.
In addition to conditioning process and production
water, Culligan capability includes equipment for softening, filtration, boiler water, cooling towers, and waste
water treatment.
Call your local Culligan Man today for a consultation.
He will evaluate your water needs as to flow, quality,
application, and treatment equipment requirements.

PEOPLE

WHO SERVE YOU

BETTER LOCALLY

Franchised Dealers in the U.S. and 85 countries. Culligan International Headquarters, Northbrook, Illinois 60062. Franchises available.
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Your key to MOS performance
Our revolu:ionary production process,
ion implantation, has quietly come of
age. Today it's the most uncomplicated
method for achieving such sophisticated benefits as low threshold
voltages for TTL compatibility and
depletion mode devices for state-ofthe-art performance. Want proof? Then
take a look at some examples of the
advantages offered by MOSTEK's ionimplanted proauct line:
(1) Threshold Adjustment. Take our MK
1007 P4x80-bit dynamic shift register,
for instance. Ion implantation makes
possible alow thresho'd
device for
:41
full TTL
Iiirr,eie
ffloC,ledifrak
compatibility
without the
need for interface
1) MK 1007 P
components or
4x80- bit Shift Register
high voltage, high power clocks. Our
clock is single phase. low capacitance
and TTL compatible.
(2) Depletion Mode Devices. With ion
implantation we have replaced enhancement type load resistors found
in all MOS/LSI to date with constant
current, depletion devices. Results?
See for yourself:

Low power over a wide supply range
for memories such as our MK 4007 P
RAM is illustrated by the constant
current drain versus
supply voltage _
shown in
Figure 1.
1
Power remains • • low with the
2) MK 4007 P
depletion loads
256x1 oit RAM
compared with
the enhancement loads of the competitive 256-bit circuit

today!

from otherwise conventional. costeffective P-channel LSI.
-

3) MK 5002 P
Counter/Display Circuit

Find out how easy it is to use the
products and processes of the leader
in MOS—MOSTEK. Call our home
office at ( 214) 242-1494 and ask for
marketing or applications assistance.
Or contact your nearest MOSTEK sales
office listed below, or your local
Sprague office or distributor.
Ask for our new catalog!

i(11JHE

1

Single 5V supply operation. MOSTEK's
MK 5002 P 4- digit counter/display
circuitforinstrumentation purposes
can operate from a single + 5V logic
supply, drawing less than 25 mW, or
from any supply from 4.5 to 20V! Ion
implantation is the only processing tool
capable of delivering this performance

MOSTEK
CORPORAT1011

An affiliate of Sprague Electric Company
1400 Upfield Drive
Carrollton, Texas 75006
Circle 38 on Reader Service Card

Regional Sales Offices: West: 12572 Panama Street. Los Angeles. Calif 90066. ( 213) 391-2746 Midwest: 515 South West Avenue. Jackson. Michigan 49203. ( 517) 787-0508 East:
60 Turner Street. WalMen, Mass. 02154. ( 617)899-9107.
Representatives: HAAR Inc., M:nneolis, Minn , ( 612) 920-8200; W. J. Purdy Co.. Burlingame. Calif. ( 415)347-7701: Littleton, Colc.. ( 303) 794-422
KCE Corp., San Diego, Cal.f
(714) 278-7643. _ os Angeles, Calif t213) 39' - 0586; Sheridan Associates, Cincinnati. Ohio ( 513) 761-5432; (Mew. Ohio ( 513)277-8911; Cleveland, Ohio ( 216)524-8120; Southfield.
Mich. ( 313) 3-3332, Florissant. Missouri ( 314) 837-5200: Pittsburgh. Pa. ( 412) 24:..-6655: FM Associates. Greeesboro, N. Carolina ( 919) 294-2754; Hurtsville. Ala. ( 205 536-999C;
Orlando. Fla. ( 305) 851-5710; Sprague Electric Co.. Wayne. New Jersey ( 201)696-8200: Schiller Park. II ( 312) E.78-2262: Richardson. Texas ( 211) 235-1256: Phoenix. Arizona ( 602)
91;6-7233: Seattle, W Ishington 206) 632-7761.
International: MOSTEK GmbH, 7S:uttgart SO. Waldburgst ,asse 79. West Germany 0711) 731305; System Marketing Inc., Center News Bldg.. 1 - 3-11 Sotokanda. Chiyoda-Ku. Tekyo.
Junan. W. G. Booth Pty., Ltd. 39 Church Street, Hawthorn. Victoria 3122. Australia
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Kansas City
to test digital
patrol-car links
New IBM teleprinter to be
matched against mobile
terminal in competition
for police data contract
Looking to link its patrol cars with
the giant National Crime Information Center ( see p.108), the Kansas
City, Mo., police department will
match anew and unannounced IBM
teleprinter unit against anew digital
mobile terminal built by tiny Kustom Electronics Inc., Chanute, Kansas, in tests beginning early next
year. IBM will be paying its own
way, while Kansas City is paying
Kustom $90,000 for its system.
Waiting in the wings with its commercially available Digicomp 300
will be Sylvania Sociosystems division of Mountain View, Calif —the
third choice, principally because of
the smallness of the Sylvania 32character CRT display.
The size of the test hardware
award to Kustom—a big one for law

enforcement
electronics—indicates
not only that Kansas City is serious
about becoming aleader in exploiting technology, but also that Kustom has aclear lead in the competition. Kansas City police officials
won't confirm, as competitors will,
that IBM makes the terminal slated
for January 1972 trial. IBM won't
talk either, citing the Justice Department's prohibition against discussing unannounced products under
the company's antitrust consent decree.
Nevertheless, IBM's participation
is asubject of open discussion in the
marketplace and indicates the giant
computer maker is seriously considering entry into the field of mobile
terminals for law enforcement
agencies.
No voice. "With capabilities of
the device we're seeking, we'll probably stop using voice communications, except in emergency situations," aKansas City police official
explains. The department expects
eventually to pay about $ 3,000
apiece for some 250 mobile units,

Picture talk. Kansas City police expect digital links to replace voice Shown is Kustom Electronics MCT-10, which will be tested against anew and unannounced IBM teleprinter.

and will have decided by July 1972
which company can do what needs
to be done.
Kustom's synchronous phase-shift
keyed system uses a 256-character
Burroughs plasma display [
Electronics, July 5, p. 36]. That avoids the
potentially hazardous high-voltage
and implosion problems plaguing
CRT displays, says Charles E. Gillam, manager of the company's data
communications division.
The purchase price includes six
mobile terminals, and the computer
interface and associated equipment
that allows the officer in the car to
access his data base directly; up to
200 additional mobile terminals can
be added to the package for $3,200
per unit.
The system moves messages at
1,200-plus bits per second on top of
the rf carrier, says Gilliam, 224
characters at atime in aburst mode
of less than one second. It also has a
carrier sense that avoids breaking
into voice transmissions, using a
random retransmission technique.
For security reasons, to avoid having hard copy in an unoccupied car,
the system queues messages in the
computer, to be retrieved when the
patrolman returns, Gillam says.
Motorola, too. Meanwhile, Motorola's Communications division in
Schaumburg, Ill., is demonstrating
its first system tied to the national
data base. Patrolmen of Allen
County, Ind., in 10 cars equipped
with the company's vP-100 teleprinter unit speak their inquiries to
the county's radio dispatcher, who
punches the request into the IBM
360 regional data base, which can
access state and Federal crime information centers. The system responds directly to the vehicle initiat-
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ing the request, bypassing the
dispatcher, via the central encoder
of the printer system and anetwork
operating on a frequency different
from the voice system's.

pad and the tips of the leads where
bonding wires will be attached ( the
rest of the lead frame will be plated
with tin in the final steps of the process).
In the mos Technology fabrication scheme, the lead frame is
Packaging
placed in the mold, the pad is bent
down below the plane of the leads,
and silicone compound is added to
MOS/LSI plastic
the mold. The die attach cavity in
package for 20 cents
the center of the package is left free
of silicone on both sides of its pad.
The cavity is made as large as 210
Under steady pressure to reduce
mils now, and could eventually go
cost of packages as the price of
to 250 mils square.
MOS/LSI chips themselves comes
The chip then is attached to the
down. semiconductor houses are
pad and lead wires are bonded.
coming up with their own designs
Gold-plated Kovar inserts are
for low-cost packages. [
Electronics,
snapped in place on each side of the
April 12, p. 75]. The latest is mos
chip cavity and the whole assembly
Technology Inc. of Valley Forge,
is molded over with epoxy to comPa., with a premolded, cavity-type
plete the package.
plastic package.
The exposed lead frame is tinAccording to manufacturing engineering manager Allen McDoulin, a plated for soldering into the printed
circuit board. Silicone is used to pre40- lead package will cost about 20
cents, far below the 90 cents to $ 1 vent any contamination of the chip
that's currently the going price for
(which is even more unlikely here
since no silicone is in contact with
40-lead ceramic packages.
the chip) and epoxy is used for the
The new version is only two or
outside coating because of its moisthree cents higher than transferture resistance.
molded plastic packages for LSI, acFuture look. McDoulin estimates
cording to McDoulin, but its advanthat about 40% of the total productages in eliminating possible chip
tion of mos Technology will soon be
contamination or lead-bonding failures due to thermal expansion far shipped in this form, and when the
company tools up for 24, 28, and 36outweigh this slight cost difference.
pin packages, almost all devices goThe package construction begins
ing from Valley Forge will use the
with a Kovar lead frame selectively
package. he says.
plated with gold on the die attach
Give it air. Plastic package developed by MOS Technology avoids complete encapsulation
of chip by first molding cavity around die- bonding pad and then over chip with epoxy.

Au BOND WIRE

MOS/LSI CHIP

Au- PLATED KOVAR

Au PLATED KOVAR
AIR
SILICONE

SILICONE
AIR
Au- PLATED KOVAR
EPDXY
EUTECTIC BOND
Sn PLATED KOVAR
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TI anxious to move
with Minimod
Texas Instruments, in signing its
cross-licensing agreement with General Electric for the Minimod integrated circuit packaging and bonding system, is showing the same
enthusiasm and optimism that GE
showed when it introduced the
scheme almost ayear ago. TI. while
purchasing all the equipment, must
allow GE to use any improvements it
makes. And in the process of making the announcement, TI admitted
for the first time that it had been
working on variations of the Minimod.
The Minimod approach involves
an etched copper lead frame laminated on a sprocketed strip of polymide film, about 35 mm wide, allowing reel-to-reel handling for
automated production of the ics
and also automated insertion in the
user's plant [
Electronics, Feb. 1, p.
44].
Problems solved. James H. Peterman, who is manager of -Ws
linear/computer interface circuits, is
obviously pleased with his catch.
"Not only has GE done much market and technological development
on the Minimod, but they were
much further along than we had
suspected. They have already solved
many of the problems we have been
grappling with." GE, in fact, had
been working with many of the
same customers Ti had been courting, and Peterman hopes to be able
to snare some users already buying
from GE, plus others who were hesitant to commit themselves to the
package because of the limited resources GE was devoting to the effort.
Two production equipment manufacturers—Kulicke & Soffa, Fort
Washington, Pa., and Universal Instruments Inc., Binghamton, N.Y.—
had been working with GE to develop the machinery that users of
the Minimod would need. Although
Universal vice president John Hohl
says he was disappointed to see GE
drop the project—" Ifeel the action
set the concept way back." he says-
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it now appears that still other semiconductor manufacturers may step
into the picture. Motorola Semiconductor and Signetics are among
those most often mentioned by industry observers.
TI'S Peterman feels that one important area where the Minimod
will be ahit is hybrid circuits, where
it could serve as a beam-lead-like
package once the device is punched
out of the plastic carrier strip. The
scheme's easy adaption to a large
number of leads, such as 32 in a
circle less than 1inch in diameter,
should make it popular for use on
ceramic substrates applications
where present molded dual in-line
packages are too bulky.
No second source. TI now is in the
position of first source with no second sources immediately available,
but Peterman says he isn't concerned: "The backup to the Minimod parts may not look exactly the
same." He points out that since others are working on similar schemes,
it may not be necessary to have adirect second source. The scheme is so
flexible that it wouldn't be difficult
for anyone to produce at least a
compatible package. Peterman also
doesn't think that the Minimod will
necessarily be limited to large-scale
users, but is adaptable to relatively
simple and inexpensive mounting
equipment.
He expects to have the line set up
and running "pretty quick," probably in TI'S Houston IC plant. He
feels there shouldn't be any abnormal delays. "As soon as GE finishes
some production commitments,
they'll just put the equipment in
some boxes and send the boxes on
to us."

Solid State
Ion- implanted MOSFET
ups breakdown to 200 V
Circuit designers using conventional
mos field effect transistors are limited to maximum breakdown voltages of about 40 volts. But researchers in the solid state research
department at Hughes Aircraft Co.,
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MOSFET with a backbone. Researchers at Hughes Aircraft say their ion- implanted MOSFET with breakdown in the 200-300 V range permits directly driven external devices.

Newport Beach, Calif., have overcome that limitation and extended
MOSFET breakdown voltages to the
200-to-300 y range. They say this
makes it possible to directly drive
external devices, such as electroluminescent displays, which require
high voltages. Another possibility is
the potential to fabricate one-chip
calculators with the decoders and
drivers on the same chip.
Close controls. They're doing it
with closely controlled ion implantation, says Darrell Erb, a member
of the technical staff. Dosage control
is critical, and the team only
recently has been able to control the
implantation dosage to the required
2x10 12 ions per square centimeter.
The tight control over the dosage
is required to regulate the threshold
voltage of the device, Erb reports: it
must be maintained within 0.5 v of
the theoretical threshold level of approximately 2 y to extend breakdown voltages into the 200-to-300-v
range. The implantation dosage for
the high-voltage MOSFETS compares
with dosages of 10 14 ions per square
centimeter for the self-aligned gate
MOSFETs that have been produced
at the Hughes facility.
Erb stresses that the high-voltage
units are made with just one additional step beyond standard p-channel mos processing— implantation.
The ion beam is directed at an entire wafer, in which the source and
drain areas have been diffused, and

over which asilicon dioxide gate insulator 1,200 angstroms thick has
been grown. The gate metal has also
been deposited, but slightly offset,
rather than being centered between
the source and drain regions. That
way, the implanted channel is
slightly offset; it's closer to the drain
region.
But with the gate separated from
the drain by the implanted channel,
the Miller feedback capacitance
usually encountered between the
gate and drain in nonimplanted
mos devices is minimized. The
drain is completely enclosed by the
ringlike gate metal and the implanted channel is formed inside
this ring.
Erb says: "We've done extensive
reliability studies that include tests
at 150°C for a month, and we've
found that the degradation in
breakdown voltage can be less than
10%. We've tested and looked at
thousands of devices, and have
found that getting good reliability
hinges on achieving good threshold
control on the device."
He adds that the same techniques, minus the ion implantation
step, are being used at Hughes to
make high-voltage MOSFETS that are
radiation resistent—"devices that
maintain their high-voltage capability greatly beyond those of bipolar
radiation- resistant devices." He
maintains these are the only highvoltage, radiation-resistant devices
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C-5A-sized, fully reusable, piloted
booster with orbiter for $ 10-billion
to $ 13 billion. NASA'S latest version
carries a price tag of $ 5 billion but
the agency hasn't chosen between
concepts for piloted, partially reusable, or disposable boosters.
Although NASA favors reusable
Space electronics
boosters, Fletcher explains that "we
would prefer to get going on a less
optimal system to prove the device."
NASA nervous
Later, he hints, the initial version
about shuttle cash
could evolve into a more optimal
craft. This also would mean that
Officials at NASA, who are hanging NASA could try to lock the White
their post- Apollo manned space House and Congress into the proprogram primarily on the space gram and then try to expand it.
Cheap costs more. The problem
shuttle, are worried that there may
with the cheaper shuttle version,
not be along-range program at all.
The White House's Office of NASA tells the budget office, is that it
Management and Budget hasn't yet will cost more to operate over the
approved the approximately $ 200 long run, depending on how the
million for fiscal 1973 to rush even a number of operational flights is
pared-down shuttle program be- counted. The Defense Department
yond the study stage— and the supports the shuttle concept, but not
longer the budget office takes before enough to help fund it.
The fiscal 1973 budget appears to
the requests go to Congress in Janube safely above $ 3billion, although
ary, the more justifiably anxious
the White House hasn't confirmed it
NASA becomes.
yet, but NASA would have to give up
NASA Administrator James C.
the shuttle if the budget were to
Fletcher frankly admits that
"manned space is in trouble if the shrink much, Fletcher says.
He flatly rules out compressing
shuttle isn't funded." The freshman
administrator (see p. 14) says that if science programs to make funding
room for the shuttle. The budgets
it isn't funded, "it can be construed
for scientific and planetary proas awarning from the White House
grams will rise slightly in the new
and Congress that they're not interested in manned space." Fletcher budget, Fletcher says, but " they
have reached their approximate dolsays NASA has " alot of support from
Congress," but only, he adds, " if lar level" and will remain at that
level for years to come. "They're big
they're convinced of the programs'
programs anyway," he says. "Viking
worth."
is reasonable at that cost ($ 800 milSmall is better. Budget beagles,
lion). You can do a fair amount at
facing problems of adeficit budget,
that level."
sluggish economy, and high unemFletcher emphasizes NASA'S inployment, shy from funding large
creasing trend toward applications
programs like manned space flights.
both "in absolute dollars and relaFletcher and other NASA officials,
tive dollars." The space agency's adhowever, argue that NASA programs
are " labor intensive." Most of ministrator mentions aeronautics research and applications, " a
NASA'S money goes into industry
reassertion, if you like," in commuand the biggest portion serves to
nications and metereological satelcreate aerospace jobs, Fletcher
lites. Besides Earth Resources Techpoints out.
nology Satellites and the $ 2 billion
To help sell the shuttle to White
Skylab programs, Fletcher says
House and Congressional accounNASA also would be developing
tants, NASA now is offering a simmore techniques in transoceanic
pler version of the booster and pigcommunications for Intelsat and digyback orbiter with a much lower
price tag. Originally, it wanted a rect broadcast satellites.

available; the bipolar units that operate at high voltages and are radiation- resistant have large base
widths that absorb radiation, degrading them in a radiation environment.
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Companies
Hogan completes
Fairchild alignment
C. Lester Hogan, who often has
turned to reorganization to improve
his operations and management
teams, finally may have come up
with alineup that could be apermanent one—or, as permanent as one
can get in the churning semiconductor industry.
The president of Fairchild Camera and Instrument has sharply reduced the number of people reporting to him and has reorganized
Fairchild Semiconductor into anew
group of five operating divisions.
While it may appear that his move
was partly in reaction to the continuing loss picture at Fairchild [
Electronics, Nov. 8, p. 42], the reorganization actually winds up a plan of
action he started early this year.
In fact, the restructuring has its
genesis as far back as 1969 when
Hogan began planning to phase
himself out of running the old semiconductor division and naming one
of his team to head it. Winner of the
job is Wilfred J. Corrigan, who will
lead the new Semiconductor Components group. The new organization looks good on paper, though
the evolutionary changes leading up
to it have, in part, caused the loss of
several senior managers.
MOD change. Hogan took advantage of the reorganization to do
something about his Microwave and
Optoelectronics division, which is
not doing as well as was expected.
Reorganizer. Fairchild's C. Lester Hogan
now has five-division operation.

CRT READOUT
CHAR. SET ABCDEFGHIJK LMNPQRS-

hig • 1'234 é i
— m,simpd4<1,>d+f?

TEKTRONIX 7000- Series Oscilloscope Systems
CRT READOUT, unique to the TEKTRONIX 7000-Series
Oscilloscope Systems, provides a combined display of
waveforms, measurement parameters and symbols on the
CRT for direct reading.
Wrong answers because of overlooked control settings
are now passé.

CRT READOUT tells you the full story.

Speed, perception and convenience are available because the scale data is printed right on the display. These
values are automatically corrected for both probe attenuation and sweep magnification. There are also special
symbols for identifying trace position ( IDENTIFY), amplifier polarity (4. )and uncalibration (>).
Correct answers are always on your photographs with
CRT READOUT. The photos will show the waveforms
along with their parameters and symbols — A REAL TIME
SAVER.
CRT READOUT is available for 7000-Series plug- ins working in frequency, time, voltage, current, resistance and
temperature domains - - - AND there are MORE coming.
CRT READOUT functions in all 7000-Series mainframes
and plug- ins except those having a suffix N ( 7403N,
7653N, etc.).
Tektronix, Inc. lease and rental pIans are available in the
U.S.A. For information, call your local TEKTRONIX Field Engineer or write: Tektronix, Inc., P. 0. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97005.
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CRT READOUT responding to various functional instructions and generating up to 50 symbols is shown
using the 500-MHz 7904, a four-plug-in Oscilloscope
with a pair of 500-MHz, 10-mV 7A19 Amplifiers, a 525MHz 7D14 Digital Counter and a 500-ps/cm 7B92 Dual
Time Base.

TEKTRONIX®
committed to
technical excellence
Circe 43 on ieader service card
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Joseph Van Poppelen, whose job
was wiped out by the reorganization, was named to run the division,
which has been merged into the
Semiconductor group. John Atalla,
former division manager reporting
to Hogan, is now an assistant to Hogan, apost which recently has been
the jumping-off point to other companies.
Separate units. The five divisions
in the semiconductor group will be
separate operations with profit responsibilities and their own marketing, manufacturing, and development sections. Each will be
responsible, for example, for new
product planning, product design
and development, reliability and
quality assurance, and pricing.
In addition to Van Poppelen's
Microwave and Optoelectronics division, the divisions and their managers are: Digital Products under
Tom Longo; mos under Roy Pollack; Analog Products ( linear ics
and hybrids) under John Husher,
and Discrete Products under Greg
Reyes.
The division split also reflects the
efforts that Hogan has been making
to move Fairchild in faster growing,
larger semiconductor markets where
the firm wasn't getting its share of
business. Part of Fairchild Semiconductor's problems in the past year or
two has been that the division
wasn't much of afactor in such markets as mos and plastic- packaged
TTL circuits. Markets areas where
the company had been strong were
in some of the older 1c logic families
where sales were declining and to
the computer mainframe makers,
which sharply reduced their component buying when the EDP market
turned soft.
Fast mover. To get moving in
mos, Fairchild earlier this year
hired Pollack away from the RCA
Solid State division after 20 years
there. Pollack, who was charged to
take Fairchild to a " leadership" position in mos, already has made several moves, including getting his
own wafer fabrication line. He
moved fast, and even though the
money was not in the 1971 budget,
Pollack will have his dedicated line
running by Christmas—or just four
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months after he proposed it to management. He says he also believes
he's stopped the " massive turnover"
of personnel in Fairchild's mos operation, which has hurt it badly over
the past four years.
For avariety of reasons, Fairchild
moved slowly into plastic-packaged
TTL and because of that wasn't participating in the fastest-growing part
of this business. But that was until
this summer, and at the same time
TTL business started moving upward, Fairchild turned on its dualin- line, plastic- packaged TTL production.
Creation of the Semiconductor
Components group follows the consolidation of Fairchild's equipment
division last July into two new
groups: Federal Systems and Commercial Systems. And in November,
the Central Research and Development Laboratory, which had been a
separate group, was put under the
Semiconductor group. Two other
posts no longer at the corporate
level and reporting to Hogan are
planning and marketing. Now only
three operating groups and four
staff functions report to Hogan, who
says the move " completes the
reorganization of the company into
three major profit centers."

is definitely in the mos business
to stay " across the board," declares
chairman Moses Shapiro.
All of the professional staff in Salt
Lake City—about a dozen people
out of 35—have been offered positions in Hicksville, where equivalent
facilities for process development
and pilot production have been constructed, Narma says.
As for the general mos business
picture for GI, Narma concedes cutbacks in orders by Japanese manufacturers, particularly by calculator
manufacturer Sanyo, had a "temporary impact," but, he adds, it was
not a major one. GI was able to fill
in with business from other sources,
he says. One such area is the new
calculator from Royal Typewriter
division of Litton Industries that
uses asingle mos chip from GI and
is in volume production. It lists for
$139.95. And two other single-chip
calculators are coming in very short
order, he says.
GI is also in production with all of
Intel's silicon gate products, including the 150-nanosecond version of
the 1103 random access memory,
which, Narma admits, took a "little
longer than expected" to bring into
production. Over the year, however,
Narma is looking for mos sales to be
up over the previous fiscal year's
figures.
GI

GI moves R&D east,
says it's in MOS to stay

North American merger

General Instrument Corp. has decided to transfer the activities of its
small R&D facility in Salt Lake City
to its main semiconductor operation
in Hicksville, N.Y. The decision,
which immediately sparked doubts
within the industry about Gi's continuing position as asupplier of mos
devices, was made because of the
"problems encountered in transferring processes developed in the R&D
atmosphere of the Salt Lake facility
to production in Hicksville," explains Rein Narma, group vice president, semiconductors. We felt the
process development and implementation needed to be considerably closer than 2,000 miles apart."
No top level management
changes are contemplated, he says.

with Collins nears
While the term " affiliation" has
been used by both North American
Rockwell Corp. and Collins Radio
Co. officials to describe the former's
investment in Collins, it appears
that a merger [
Electronics, August
16, p. 26] is closer than expected.
The reasons: Arthur A. Collins,
founder, president, and chief executive officer of Collins, has stepped
down in favor of Robert C. Wilson.
Honorary chairman. Wilson has
been executive vice president for the
industrial products and electronics
groups of North American Rockwell. He assumes the former chiefs
title, with Collins becoming honorary board chairman. Because Col-
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In Answer To Your Gripes About
Every Other Portable Recorder
The no jazz CPR 4010. A 7 speed, /
2 "or 1" tape, 10 1
1
2 "reel portable recorder/reproducer.
/

Old Clichés Revisited
What's so great about it? Mainly, it's the easiest machine around to use, maintain and service« ( We know you've
heard that before, but bear with us for a minute.)

Operation
We've got a single knob for transport speed and electronics
equalization. Automatic. Other transport functions are pushbutton controlled including our proprietary AUTOLOAD
automatic, mistake proof tape loader that works precisely.
Every time. All the electronics are in one housing. Even
monitor meters, voice logger. 7speed servo card, and all
14 record and reproduce modules. It's easy to add options
because it's pre wired. All you do is plug in.

CPR

Maintenance and Servicing
Time for the annual P.M.? Its no big deal. The back panel's
hinged. Just flip it down. All motors. power supplies, electronics,
etcetera, are right there. ( It even runs in th's position.) Nothing
special needed. How's that for simplicity?

Performance
Briefly, from the top: 7speed transport, 15/16 to 60 ips: 7speed direct, all automatically switched, 300 kHz at
60 ips; 7 speed FM record; 40/20 kHz, automatically switched. Any 2
speeds of FM reproduce; low tape flutter and TBE; isolation from reel
perturbation via dual capstans and tension sensors. Low mass,
closed loop IRIG servo system. The same electronics design
as our top- of-the- line VR-3700B.

Bell & Howell & the CPR 4010
Get all the specs. Just ask Bell & Howell, CEC/Instruments
Division, 360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, California 91109.

CEC/111STRLIMEMS Duvision

BELL E HOWELL
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lins was so personally involved in
managing his company, it had been
conceded by many that any merger
would be problematical as long as
he ran the company.
With Collins out as chief executive officer, and with North American Rockwell controlling the majority of the Collins board, acquisition
is almost acertainty. When the most
recent move was announced, Willard F. Rockwell, North American
Rockwell's chairman and chief executive officer, said that acquisition
"could be a good possibility down
the road, but at this moment, Ijust
couldn't say."
Collins announced first-quarter
sales down $24.7 million, and losses
of $ 8.8 million.

Medical electronics
Pacemaker recharged
from outside source
An electronic heart pacemaker has
been developed with batteries that
can be recharged from outside the
patient's chest. In other pacemakers,
worn-out batteries have to be replaced by surgery.
Developed by ateam of Israeli researchers and a Columbia University engineer, the device relies on nickel-cadmium batteries recharged
by rf power from an external transmitter. Robert I. Bernstein, professor of electrical engineering at Columbia's School of Engineering and
Heart throb.

Israeli-American

pacemaker

gets recharge current inductively.
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Applied Science, predicts the batteries could last as long as 25 years.
In contrast, the mercury cells ordinarily used must be changed every
two years or so.
The advantage of having apower
source for pacemakers which does
not have to be replaced by asurgical procedure has long been obvious. Besides the cost of the operation, apatient also must endure the
risk of the operation and exposure
to infection. Nuclear-powered pacemakers that can run for years are
one solution. For example, Medtronics, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.,
said to have the largest share of the
pacemaker market, is working with
aFrench concern on aunit powered
with plutonium 238. And AIL division, Cutler- Hammer, Deer Park,
N.Y., developed a unit that placed
the batteries and timing circuitry in
an accessible pack that is carried
directly on the patient's chest. The
patient received the pacemaking jolt
inductively.
Generated in Israel. The new
pacemaker took shape in Israel
while Bernstein was avisiting fellow
at the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot. Power for the batteries in the
device is received by induction from
a 100-kilohertz signal emanating at
acontinuous level of "a few watts"
from a transmitter held against the
patient's chest, Bernstein says.
The transmitter's signal is coupled
to a coil of wire, about 1 inch in
diameter, mounted on the pacemaker. This coil has enough turns to
produce sufficient voltage to charge
the batteries after the signal has
been rectified and passed through a
regulator, reports Bernstein. The
regulator circuit, he explains, prevents excessive current from being
fed to the batteries.
It takes anywhere from 8 to 10
hours to charge the battery, and this
must be done every four to six
months, Bernstein says.
There is nothing unusual in the
pacing circuitry itself, which is unaffected by the 100-kHz battery charging signal, says Bernstein. A freerunning multivibrator set somewhere betwen 60 and 80 pulses per
minute triggers a switching circuit.
This, in turn, discharges a set of

electrolytic capacitors into a stimulating electrode buried in the heart
muscle.
The new pacemaker is triangular
in shape, about 21
/ inches long on a
4
side, and about / inches thick. Its
three batteries—supplying 3.6 volts—
are about the size of a25-cent piece
but several times as thick. The pacemaker is built using discrete devices
because ICs are too expensive.
So far, the unit has been tested
only in dogs, with three more animal tests scheduled for the next six
weeks. Clinical testing in humans is
expected to begin after the first of
the year at the Tel Hashomer Institute. The American manufacturer of
the pacemaker will be ElectroCatheter Corp., Rahway, N.J.
58

Communications
Frequency monitor gets
Government contracts
The first contracts for asystem that
meets FCC requirements for studying mobile radio spectrum usage
have been awarded to Fairchild
ElectroMetrics Corp. The computer-controlled system, called Fairs
(for Fairchild automatic interceptor
and response system), scans the
spectrum and displays the status of
channels in use on aCRT.
Using knowledge acquired designing and developing ground intelligence and frequency management systems for the military. NASA
and other Government agencies,
Fairchild is building two prototypes,
both scheduled to be operational in
June 1972. One is being made for
the FCC under a $ 250,000 contract,
and the other is covered by a
$220,000 contract with the Navy's
Pacific Missile Range, Point Mugu,
Calif.
Wide range. A typical system operates from 5 kilohertz to 12.5
gigahertz and consists of an antenna
array for surveillance, a digitally
controlled receiver system, a minicomputer, the CRT display, and input/output devices. Hardware is
off-the-shelf equipment. The FCC
system, for example, will include a
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The new military standard
for 1.5 watt power zeners
is Unitrode's double pin bonded design.
The 1N4461-89 series from Unitrocie is available
This results in a voidless, monolithic structure
off- the-shelf as JAN and JANTX zeners to ,,,,,,,.,..,
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A single pair of wires, or a
leased telephone line, can
carry the audio signals for
a complete control system.

REMOTE
CONTROL
SWITCHING WITH
AUDIO SIGNALS

For inaccessible areas or
mobile installations, a
radio transmitter and receiver system can carry the
signals.

(actual
size)

MODEL RF20 L

III

contactless resonant
reed encoder/decoder
.395 x .620 x1.100
An audio tone can be generated by an
electronic oscillator or resonant reed encoder circuit, then transmitted by wire
or radio. The tone activates a resonant
reed relay to perform acontrol function.
Bramco reeds permit over 100 selective
control frequencies within the 67 to 3000
Hz. spectrum. This is assured by: ( 1) the
narrow response band-width of about
1% for decoders and ( 2) the high accuracy of Bramco reed encoders ( 1 / 10
of 1% of design frequency).
A big advantage of reeds in control
switching is that they are ideally suited
for simultaneous and sequential coded
tone systems. The actual number of control functions possible in such a system
is virtually unlimited. For example, over
3300 individual control functions are possible with only 16 frequencies coded sequentially in groups of three.
Compared to other types of tone filters,
resonant reeds are small and inexpensive. They give more control functions
per spectrum, per size, per dollar.
If you work with controls that select,
command, regulate, or indicate, you
should know how it can be done with
audio signals. We custom design and
stock a broad line of encoder/decoder
components and modules. Bramco also
custom designs LC filters from 0 to 200
KHz.
For literature write Bramco Controls
Division, Ledex Inc., College and South
Streets, Piqua, Ohio, or call 513-773-8271.

LÉnz-xBRAMCO CONTROLS DIVISION
LEDEX INC.

While Univac's agreement with RCA
to take over RCA customers will
move Univac closer to IBM in the
Government market, it adds 171
machines to Univac's total.
However, the Honeywell acquisition of General Electric's computer
operations was enough to move
Honeywell up to fourth place from
sixth; Honeywell's installed base
was 299 computers last year and 465
at the end of June 1971. The shift
moved Control Data Corp. down to
fifth place despite cpc's increasing
its Government base from 404 computers to 498.
National Cash Register was
knocked out of the top five by the
shifts and the fact that instead of
321 computers in Government use it
now has 298.
Surprising rise. Overall, the surge
of minicomputer buying caught the
Government's General Service Administration unawares. The GSA has
predicted that computers in government inventory would drop from
5,277 in fiscal 1970 to 5,235. Instead,
the total jumped to 5,961 and likely
is now well over 6,000.
Minicomputers accounted for 640
of the 648 computers added to the
Federal inventory. This was 100% of
the growth attributed to the socalled special management category
that the GSA exempts from its direct
control when used by individual scientists and engineers for laboratory
instrumentation, controlling communications and processes, replacement of analog computers, and for
input to larger computers. Purchase
of the minis also accounted for the
Computers
apparent increase in governmentowned computers to 72.1% of the inventory, up from 63.9% last year.
U.S. agencies turn to minis,
The Atomic Energy Commission,
boost DEC sales
for example, increased its computers
by 200, half purchased from DEC.
Although the big money lies in
Guess which company has the hottest computer sales in the Govern- the large computer systems, the influx of minis may bring atightening
ment market?
It's Digital Equipment Corp., of GSA controls.
George W. Dodson, chief of comwhose sales of its PDP series of
puter procurement, says the $ 50,000
minicomputers
in
fiscal
1971
jumped its listings in the Federal in- exempt purchase limit was arbitrary
ventory of computers from 499 to and could be revised by the Government. The house subcommittee on
710. This gives DEC asolid hold on
third place behind IBM, with 1,428 government activities, whose chairman, Jack Brooks ( D., Texas), set
computers, and Univac, with 1,053.

Hewlett-Packard 2116B computer
with a 16K memory and aFairchild
BRT-35 digital control synthesized
receiver.
Fairs uses a synthesized local oscillator system and swept intermediate- frequency output, which
eliminates the need for a synthesized first oscillator. Both FCC and
Navy versions will have a crystal
reference for their synthesized local
oscillator systems. H. Dean McKay,
government marketing manager for
Fairchild ElectroMetrics in Panorama City, Calif., notes that police
communications systems normally
use crystal oscillators and it is important to have asource at least as
stable.
Intermediate- frequency data is
demodulated and signal-processing
circuitry modulation characteristics
are provided for signal analysis. The
analog signal amplitude data then is
converted to digital data at the signal processor and routed to the
computer for analysis.
The contracts could be the forerunners of considerable business for
this type of equipment. In the case
of the FCC, the prototype will be
housed in a mobile van used to
monitor all allocated channels in
Chicago. The idea is to test the system to manage all allocated frequencies, not just police channels.
The Navy installation will be
used by the western area frequency
coordinator at Point Mugu, who
regulates Government- used frequencies.

College and South Streets, Piqua, Ohio 45356
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Let us mill.
Not all sheet-metal parts should be manufactured
by force and violence. It's much more humane to dissolve away the unwanted metal. This process, called
photo chemical machining, leaves the parts unstressed,
unbent, unbroken, unbeaten. It's extremely accurate.
And it may cost less than militant methods such as
stamping and machining.
We became expert in photo chemical machining by
running one of the largest chemical milling operations
ever set up. It's acontinuous process that turns out a
couple of million color TV aperture masks per year.
(Each mask is pierced by half-a-million tiny, round
holes.)
If we can make masks, we can make almost anything by photo chemical machining: parts such as IC
lead frames, display-tube numbers, grids, heaters,
computer-card guides, electric-razor cutter heads. We
do everything: artwork, milling, finish plating.

Gold-plated transistor lead frame. (Stamped part)

Stamp out everything.

40-lead IC frame. ( PCM part)
Naturally, we welcome run-of-the-mill chemical
milling work. ( It's our bread and butter.) But we're
overjoyed when people give us a really tough PCM
job. We have awhole crew of metallurgists, chemists
and designers, and they can come up with sweet answers where others produced sour notes.
So if you're having any problem with PCM parts,
come to us.
Instead of just milling around.
For more about PCM, call Bill Johnson at 717-2652121. Or write him at GTE Sylvania, Chemical &
Metallurgical Division, Towanda, Pa. 18848.

One of our most creative areas is the stamping of
electronic parts.
We can bang them out like amachine gun—about 10
million parts per day. From awide range of materials.
/n all sorts of finishes and tempers. To extremely close
tolerances.
We've got presses that will blank, cup, draw, pierce,
bead, knurl and trim—all in one pass.
We'll take on the most intricate shapes you have,
make our own dies for them and knock out beautiful
parts by the barrelful.
And we'll do it at a reasonable cost. ( After all,
stamping is the most economical way to mass-produce
metal parts.)
So give us your huddled contacts. Your teeming
lamp bases. Your integrated circuit parts. Your cans
and headers. Your anything and everything.
And we'll stamp 'em out for you.
Call our stamping people at 717-764-9853. Ask for
Hal Martin. Or write to him at: GTE Sylvania, Parts
Division, 1128 Roosevelt Ave., York, Pa. 17404.

SYLVANIA
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Some of our
customers said they
needed agood
D. I. PReed Relay
for high density
packaging that fits
I.C. sockets and
was automatically
insertable and the
needed it...

Fast!

814 Series
D.I.P. Reed Relay

So we made it

Fast!

And are ready
to deliver

Fast!

prices—
and you can't beat that.
Write for the data.
At our

Also ask about our:
Dry Reed Switches
Proximity Detectors
Dry Reed Relays
Mercury Reed Relays
Solid State Relays
Electronic Module Boards
If you don't have our
condensed catalog—
TWX or write for one.

wabash
NEW PRODUCT

ENGINEERING, INC.

A Subsidiary of Wabash Magnetics, Inc.
First and Webster Streets
Wabash, Indiana 46992
Telephone ( 219) 563-2191
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the new competitive bidding rules
for government computers, also will
look at the growth of minicomputer
sales to see if a loophole has been
found in laws aimed at getting price
discounts by consolidating many
purchases into large-quantity orders

Univac could
become No. 2
For 2,500 people at RCA's defunct
computer operation facing jobless
Christmas season, the red letter day
is to be December 17. That's when
the final agreement will be executed
under which Sperry Rand Corp.'s
Univac division will assume responsibility for RCA's existing customers
for general purpose computers in
the United States, Canada, and
Mexico. And Univac has indicated
its interest in hiring some 2,500 RCA
computer personnel, including engineers, systems analysts programers
and sales representatives to continue servicing RCA customers.
When RCA pronounced in September it was going out of the business,
its computer division employed
about 9,500 people.
Once the agreement is approved
by both companies, Sperry Rand
will pay RCA approximately $ 70
million on Jan. 7, 1972, plus a varying percentage of future revenues
over five years. Estimates are that
the total value of these additional
payments could reach from $30 million to $60 million.
New markets. Acquisition of the
RCA customer base—in excess of 500
customers with more than 1,000 installations worth $ 1 billion—could
vault Univac into the position of the
number 2 computer company, behind IBM and ahead of Honeywell
Information Systems. Univac itself
has more than 8,700 installations
worth, it estimates, some $ 3.2 billion.
Moreover, Univac will gain better
penetration of some markets—government, education, and manufacturing. And says Sperry Rand chairman, J. Frank Forster, the company
hopes the new acquisition, shorn of

the marketing and development
costs faced by RCA, will be profitable in the first year of operation. Of
particular importance, he continues,
is "how much it does for us in the
long term," alluding to the good will
which could be created among RCA
customers who might eventually
switch to machines in Univac's
lineup.
Univac will "service customers
with RCA machines for as long as
the customers want them," adds
Sperry's executive vice-president
Robert E. MacDonald, until technological innovation begins to overtake the RCA machines and make
them obsolete.
Still waiting hopefully in the
wings and trying to "leave the door
open to negotiations," however, is
Mohawk Data Systems, the company which said it bid some $ 10
million more than Univac's $70 million offer not only for RCA'S customer base, but its equipment line,
and one of its two plants.

For the record
Winner. The first two of NASA's four
High Energy Astronomical Observatory satellites will be built under a
$70 million contract by TRW Systems group, winner in acompetition
with Grumman Aerospace Corp. of
Bethpage, N.Y.
The 21,600-lb spacecraft will include 12,500 lb of experimental
hardware to measure cosmic radiation, X-rays, and gamma rays over
a minimum orbital lifetime of one
year. First launch of the 30 ft. long,
9-ft.-diameter satellites atop aTitan
3rocket is scheduled for 1975, with
the second planned for one year
later.
Autonetics in. The Autonetics division of North American Rockwell
Corp. has joined the bidders for the
B-1 bomber avionics interface contract despite the fact that its parent
organization has the prime contract
for the airframe, which many felt
would have ruled Autonetics out of
the avionics contract. The division
joined IBM, General Dynamics,
Boeing, and Hughes in the competition.

TWX 810-290-2722
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If We've Told You Once,
We've Told You 10 Different
Ways:

CASE 199 e
HAS MORE CHIP SIZES U.

L.

CASE 199
HANDLES MORE POWER

Choose the right size chip for your
application from the widest, small- tolarge size range: 60 x60 to 120 x 140.
They're all design-spec'd to afford the
biggest choice of preferred standards
and unsurpassed custom capability.
And chip and package are completely
compatible.

TO-220AB
75 W

90 W

CASE 199
ALWAYS LIES FLAT 7.

10 watts more power. Up to 90 watts total.
Plug a plastic power transistor into your
general-purpose amplifier/switching circuits
that handles over 10% more Pi,than the
TO-220AB. Prime reasons: the biggest, most
efficient package- heat-sink and the shortest,
chip- to-chassis thermal path in the industry
. . . only 0.032". or.is the lowest, too —
1.39°C/W maximum on higher current types.

The hole- in-the-middle means
equal thermal and/or electrical
contact all around, not just on
one end. No worries about die
or case cracking — the screw
never touches the plastic.
Design in the 199. The only one
with a ± 1mil flatness spec.

0 CASE 199
.MOUNTS EASIER
Throw out half your hardware.
Use only one machine screw,
3 washers and a locknut for all
metal- to-metal mounting arrangements. Period. We even bevel the
hole on the heat sink side. No
special washers or countersinking
holes for extra bushings to line up
mica washers. No more shorts.
The 199 provides optimized collector isolation with a minimum
of hardware. The 199, easy pieces.

4

CASE 199
.OFFERS MORE LEAD FORMS
1

e
Lead forms for TO- 66 and TO- 220A A , plug-in
replacement — lead forms for PCB sockets — lead
forms for flat or flag- mounting — lead forms for
virtually any socket/power requirement. A total of
7standards. Pop them right into your sockets from
the shipping carton. No extra bending operation ...
no possible in-house device damage. Use 100% of
what you pay for.

C CASE 199
U. OFFERS MORE DEVICES

Lire

) 11
cda

CASE 199 CI
PROVIDES THE NARROWEST PROFILE U.
20% less body thickness than the
TO-220AB means a denser multipleunit mounting advantage in applications like hammer drivers where close,
standup mounting is required. Thin
is in.

CASE 199
LETS YOU STANDARDIZE

n CASE 199

n
a.

FURNISHES 5TECHNOLOGIES

High- efficiency, high- frequency EpiBase workhorses
... revolutionary and economical Darlington circuit
simplifiers . . . complementary, PNP/NPN directcouplers ... high-speed, fastresponse double- diffused
switches ... high- voltage,
fast- switching, triple- diffused types. One is for you.

SMALL

,

MEDIUM

LARGE

90% of the small Case 77 Thermopad types
and the large Case 90 Thermopad types
you've designed into volume- insertion, production lines can be had for the same setups
in the medium Case 199 Thermopad. Same
chips. Same package style. Optimized price
to fit your needs.

Send for Case 199 data sheets and a copy of our LEADFORMS brochure. All about
plastic pan ...r. Pox 20912.
A7 R5036.
TRADEMARK MOTOROLA INC.

More devices between 100 mA and 10 A
— more types from 30 V to 350 V —
more units from 20 to 90 W. Well over
40 different types ... almost 4times the
devices than anyone else. Fill every
sock.4 you've got with the right
performance.
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The Brush 222.1t works
where you need it.
In fact, it works anywhere. Because this
rugged, two- channel recorder holds its
own signal conditioners, internal battery
supply and charger. So it's completely
portable, completely self-contained.
Which means you can count on infor-

/1111711/11e___.
7
inn 7
irrir - • •

r.

mation- on-the- spot. And the Brush pressurized ink system gives you traces that
are always crisp, clear, and smudgeproof.
And the Metrisite', our own servo loop
feedback system means you can also
count on 99 1/
2 % linearity.
The Brush 222 also gives you two 40mm channels and two event markers. Built-in preamps with
a measurement range of 1mV per division to 500 V
BRUSH INSTRUMENTS
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full scale. Plus balanced, floating, and
guarded inputs. And a frequency response to 35 Hz.
The two sealed Gould Gelyten batteries
give you 12 hrs. of continuous operation.
Up to 6,000 hrs. of total operating life. And
you can completely recharge the batteries

in just 16 hrs. All you do is plug the Brush
222 into an a.c. outlet overnight.
The Brush 222. It's a born troubleshooter. And well worth looking into. For
more information, write Gould Inc., Instrument Systems Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Or Rue Van Boeckel 38,
Brussels 1140 Belgium.

oouLD
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Washington Newsletter
December 6, 1971
White House okay

Major stumbling blocks continue to delay the long-awaited aeronautical
services satellite. The Office of Management and Budget, the Office of
Telecommunications Policy, and the State Department have not yet
resolved some key issues about the proposed FAA-European Satellite
Research Organization's system. For instance, they question whether
the production sharing provision (interpreted to mean that a company
must have 50% international participation before bidding) would
yield the best or lowest-cost system if one company should come up with
an outstanding design. The OTP also objects to the precedent the production-sharing might set. Another problem, also stressed by the Air
Transport Association and the Communications Satellite Corp., is whether
the system should be government-owned, leased, or privately owned.
Meanwhile, FAA officials express concern that the Europeans, said to
be ready and able to build their own system, may cool at the delay and
pull out of the joint venture, which the FAA says is favorable to the U.S.
White House indecision has caused the bidders' conference scheduled
for early December to be postponed until amemorandum of understanding can be signed between the U.S. and Europe—possibly atime-consuming diplomatic exercise. "Clear, definitive word" on the system is therefore not expected before the first of the year, informed sources say.

on Aerosat delayed
until New Year

Congress to vote
on funds for
SST spinoffs

Army moves to
counter House
questions on Stano

Future Navy subs
to use hull- mounted
electronics?

Congress, which shot down the supersonic transport earlier this year, will
shortly decide whether to allow the survival of 10 development projects
from the SST program by approving a fiscal 1972 supplemental appropriation of $ 15 million. Three of the projects are avionics systems—a
variable-speed, constantfrequency generator, aflight control system, and
an pilot display system.
But the Federal Aviation Administration's SST projects office and Boeing, both of whom are still reeling from the aftershock of the vote that
crashed the SST, are trying to discourage publicity for fear that Congress might think they are trying to relaunch the SST program. A Senate
aviation subcommittee staffer, however, doubts whether the SST projects
will face any trouble when his subcommittee votes on the matter shortly.
The Army is working hard to counter the first congressional criticisms
of the Surveillance, Target Acquisition, and Night Operations effort
before it becomes abig issue in fiscal 1973 budget hearings next year.
In the 1972 budget just passed, the House cut nearly 30% from the
service's R&D request for surveillance and night operations, dropping it
to $ 6.4 million. And, though the Army may be able to reclaim some of
those lost funds, it is proceeding cautiously in view of the appropriations
bill report doubting whether remote sensors that were useful in remote
parts of Southeast Asia will also be of use in Europe.

The Navy, looking to "the submarine of the future," is beginning seriously to explore mounting much of the boat's electronics between the
pressure hull and outside shell, or fairings. But this goal will become
feasible only if industry can come up with anew class of ultrareliable
components that can perform without maintenance or adjustment under
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water for 90 days, the projected length of a nuclear submarine cruise.
Industry interest is growing, and Raytheon Corp., currently in the second
phase of a study contract with the Office of Naval Research, has
invested company money in the program in an amount "equal to or more
than" the contract's $60,000 value.
Ideally, hull-mounted hardware in pressure-hardened (gas-filled) or
pressurecompensated (waterfilled) boxes would contain everything except "those things you need to get your hands on and repair like navigation, fire control and weapons systems," says an ONR man.

FAA interested
in associative
processor

Air traffic control tests using an Air-Forceloaned associative processor
have gone so well that the FAA wants to buy asecond- generation, solid
state unit of its own for more extensive tests beginning in September,
1972. The unit would be installed in an air traffic control system at either
Minneapolis- St. Paul or the FAA's Atlantic City experimental center as
afollow-on to the plated-wire Goodyear Aerospace unit now being tested
at Knoxville, Tenn. [
Electronics, July 6, 1970, p. 40].
Then, after eight to 10 months of tests and evaluation, the FAA plans
to evaluate a comparable unit at an O'Hare-sized airport in 1973. Expected to compete for the $ 1million, 4,000-word processor (in which
each 256bit word can handle one airplane) are Goodyear, Honeywell
and Texas Instruments. If the evaluation program proves out, the FAA
could buy the larger processors for its big airports.

Rf device
rules change

DOD's "think tanks"
on the way out?
Yes, says Congress

54

Not entirely satisfied with electronics Manufacturers' voluntary testing
of rf equipment that doesn't require individual FCC licensing, the Federal Communications Commission has proposed rules requiring bilateral
certification. That is, it will not be legal to operate low-power communications devices, and industrial, scientific, and medical equipment until
certification is received from the FCC.
The rules, which are open for comment until Dec. 31, do not alter
technical or performance standards, but say that FCC test measurements
and technical data submitted with applications will be made public when
the FCC authorizes the equipment—"which will probably precipitate
industry comment," says an electronics industry spokesman.
Talk among the nation's think tanks such as Rand Corp. is that efforts
to find new Federal and local customers outside the Defense Department
will have to be accelerated in order to offset congressionally-ordered cuts
in Pentagon support of the private, notfor-profit operations. Rand lost
about one-quarter of its $11.2 million Air Force budget request, the Research Analysis Corp. dropped back from the Army's requested $7.4
million to $5.6 million, the Center for Naval Analyses was cut back from
$8.6 million to $6.5 million, and the Institute for Defense Analyses lost
$2.5 million of its $11 million request.
Though some of the organizations—formerly called Federal Contract
Research Centers—have publicized their nondefense activities recently,
DOD sources say, "Much of that is window dressing. Most are still heavily
dependent on us for money." Strongest argument within the affected
companies for continuing their defense efforts is that "it gives the customer an independent judgment, rather than that of Federal employees
who may be inclined to tell their bosses what they want to hear."
Electronics IDecember 6, 1971

Make the simple move

to less assembly time.
Do it the easy way with Amphenol's 17 Series miniature rear- release connectors.
A gentle push from the back of the connector and
the contact snaps securely in place. No tools or
broken fingernails, just easy fingertip assembly.
And to remove the contact for fast field servicing,
insert a simple plastic tool in the back of the connector and out pops the contact.
You can have a choice of screw- machine contacts in bulk packaging, or stamped and formed
contacts on a carrier strip. Semi-automatic crimping or hand tools available for either type of contact.

The Min- Race 17 Series connectors are available
in 9, 15, 25, 37, and 50 contact configurations. All
meet EIA Standard RS-232C for data communications input-output connectors. And all are intermountable and intermateable with other Min-Rac
17 Series connectors as well as competitive " D"
type connectors.
Find out how simple it really is. Just write Dick
Colt asking for the whole story on our Min-Rac 17
Series rear- release connectors. Amphenol Industrial Division, Bunker Ramo Corporation, 1830 South
54th Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60650.
BUNKER
RAMO

AMPHENOL
Circle 55 on reader service card

Call on the power of the Kokomoans
for your systems of the 70s.
The tough breed of High Voltage
Silicon Power Transistors.
VCEX
Transistor Voltage

Continuous
VCE0
lc
(sus)

Maximum
Power
Dissipation

DTS 401

400V

2A*

300V

DTS 402
DTS 410

700V
200V

3.5A*
3.5A

325V
200V
80W

DTS 411

300V

3.5A

300V

DTS 413 400V
2.0A
/

325V

DTS 423

400V

3.5A*

325V

DTS 424

700V

3.5A*

350V

DTS 425

700V

3.5A

400V

DTS 430

400V

5A

300V

DTS 431

400V

5A

325V

DTS 701

800V

1A

600V

50W

Vertical magnetic CRT deflection circuits.

DTS 702

1200V

3A

750V

50W

Horizontal magnetic CRT deflection circuits operating off-line.

DTS 704

1400V

3A

800V

50W

DTS 721

1000V

3A

800V

50W

High voltage DC regulators.

DTS 723

1200V

3A

750V

50W

Very high voltage industrial and commercial switching.

Typical Applications
*Ic Peak = 5A
Vertical magnetic CRT deflection, has good gain linearity.

*Ic Peak = 10A
\ Horizontal magnetic CRT deflection, features fast switching
time, high reliability under horizontal sweep fault condition.

100W

Voltage regulator, switching regulator, DC to DC converter,
class A audio amplifiers.

75W
* Ic Peak = 10A
High Vcso and Vcso ratings make it practical to operate
100W
\ directly from rectifier 117V or 220V AC line.
100W
*Ic Peak = 10A
High VCBO, VcEo (sus) ratings make them ideal for use in deflection
100W
\ circuits, switching regulators and line operating amplifiers.
125W
Voltage regulators, power amplifiers, high voltage switching.
125W

DTS 801

1000V

2A

700V

100W

Color vertical magnetic CRT deflection circuits.

DTS 802

1200V

5A

750V

100W

Color horizontal magnetic CRT deflection circuits.

DTS 804

1400V

5A

800V

100W

2N3902t

700V

3.5A*
325V
100W * Ic Peak = 10A
Ideal for switching applications. Can be operated from rectified
3.5A*
400V
100W
117 or 220 volt AC line.

2N5157

700V

2N5241

400V

5A

325V

125W

2N2580

400V

10A

325V

150W

2N2581

400V

10A

325V

150W

2N2582

500V

10A

325V

150W

2N2583

500V

10A

325V

150W

2N3079

200V

10A

200V

2N3080

300V

10A

300V

tMil. qualified units available.

/

For general use in electrical and electronic circuits such as
converters, inverters, regulators, etc.

Transistors are NPN triple diffused.

Î
EE

Delco Electronics

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION,
KOKOMO, INDIANA
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Now available from these distributors
in production quantities.
ALA., BIRMINGHAM • Forbes Distributing Co., Inc. (205)-251-4104
ARIZ., PHOENIX • Cramer/Arizona
(602)-263-1112 •
Sterling Electronics
(602)-258-4531
CAL., LOS ANGELES • Kierulff Electronics, Inc. (213)-685-5511 •
Radio
Products Sales, Inc. (213)-748-1271
CAL., PALO ALTO •
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. (415)-968-6292
CAL., REDWOOD CITY • Cramer /San
Francisco, (415)-365-4000
CAL., SAN DIEGO • Milo of California,
Inc. (714)-232-8951
CAL., SAN DIEGO • Radio Products
Sales, Inc. (714)-292-5611
COLO., COLORADO SPRINGS. Walker
Electronics (303)-636-1661
COLO., DENVER •
Cramer/Denver
(303)-758-2100 • Denver Walker Electronics (303)-935-2406
ILL., ROSEMONT (Chicago) • Kierulff/
F-J-R (312)-678-8560
ILL., SKOKIE (Chicago) •
Electronics (312)-282-5400

Merquip

IND., INDIANAPOLIS • Graham Electronics Supply, Inc. (317)-634-8202
MD., BALTIMORE • Radio Electric
Service Co. (301)-823-0070
MASS., NEEDHAM HEIGHTS • Kieruhf Electronics, Inc. (617)-449-3600

MASS., NEWTON • The Greene-Shaw
Co., Inc. (617)-969-8900
MICH., ROMULUS • Harvey/Detroit
(313)-729-5500
MINN., MINNEAPOLIS • Stark Electronics Supply Co. (612)-332-1325
MO., KANSAS CITY • Walters Radio
Supply, Inc. (816)-531-7015
MO., NO. KANSAS CITY • LCOMPKansas City, Inc. (816)-221-2400
MO., ST. LOUIS • LCOMP-St. Louis,
Inc. (314)-647-5505
N.J., CLIFTON • Eastern Radio Corporation (201)-471-6600
N.M., ALBUQUERQUE • Cramer/New
Mexico (505)-265-5767 • Sterling Electronics ( 505)-247-2486
N.Y., BINGHAMTON • Harvey/Federal (607)-748-8211
N.Y., EAST SYRACUSE •
Cramer/
Eastern (315)-437-6671
N.Y., NEW YORK • Harvey/New York
(212)-582-2590
N.Y., ROCHESTER • Cramer/Rochester (716)-275-0300
N.Y., WOODBURY • Harvey/New York
(516)-921-8700
OHIO, CINCINNATI • United Radio,
Inc. (513)-761-4030
OHIO, CLEVELAND • Pattison Supply
(216)-441-3000
OHIO, DAYTON •
Kierulff/F-J-R
(513)-278-9411

OKLA., OKLAHOMA CITY • Radio,
Inc. (405)-235-1551
OKLA., TULSA •
Radio, Inc.
(918)-587-9123
PENN., PHILADELPHIA •
Almo
Electronics (215)-676-6000
PENN., PITTSBURGH • RPC Electronics (412)-782-3770
S.C., COLUMBIA • Dixie Radio Supply
Co., Inc. (803)-253-5333
TEXAS, DALLAS • Adleta Electronics
Company (214)-741-3151
TEXAS, FORT WORTH • Adleta Electronics Co. (817)-336-7446
TEXAS, GARLAND • Kierulff Electronics, Inc. (214)-271-2471
TEXAS, HOUSTON • Harrison Equipment Co., Inc. (713)-224-9131
UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY • Cramer/
Utah (801)-487-3681
VA., RICHMOND •
Meridian Electronics, Inc., aSterling Electronics Company (703)-353-6648
WASH., SEATTLE •
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. (206)-763-1550
WASH., TACOMA • C & G Electronics
Co. (206)-272-3181
CANADA, ONT., SCARBOROUGH •
Lake Engineering Co., Ltd. (416)-751-5980
ALL OVERSEAS INQUIRIES:
General Motors Overseas Operations
Power and Industrial Products Dept.,
767 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022. Phone: (212)-486-3723.

Ready Now for Your Systems of the 70's: The Kokomoans' new
breed of silicon power is ready to handle your high energy switching and
amplification circuits. Our high voltage transistors permit the design
of simplified circuits . . . without the extra weight, bulk and complexity you
get with low voltage, higher current systems.
Delco silicon power transistors have earned areputation for survival
in the most rugged applications. Their proven performance in
solid state deflection circuits in the new, large-screen color TVs
is but one example.
It's because we design Delco transistors to have greater peak
energy capability—to be able to withstand higher surges of
voltage and current for aspecified time. And we back it up with
Peak Energy Testing to verify our safe operating curves.
Designing for your new systems of the 70's? The Kokomoans
have the silicon power you need.

ce°

Kokomoans' Regional Headquarters.
Union, New Jersey 07083, Box 1018, Chestnut Station, (201) 687-3770.
El Segundo, Calif. 90245, 354 Coral Circle, (213) 772-5181.
Kokomo, Ind. 46901, 700 E. Firmin, (317) 459-2175 (Home Office).
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Customer) Cable
Constructions
by Chester
Behind every foot of multi- conductor cable produced by our Chester Cable Operations, are the vast resources, technical skills and virtually unlimited facilities of Cities
Service. From the basic copper ore to the finished product, every care is exercised in
strict quality control to assure you of dependable and practical cable construction to
fulfill your most exacting requirements.
The samples of Plasticote' -multi-conductor cables shown on these pages are but a
few of the thousands of " specials" produced for our many customers. No matter what
your needs in conductors, insulations or jackets, check first with Chester .... we know
you'll be more than pleased with the results.

A. RECORDING STUDIO: Audio sound
cable: 25 shielced pairs, stranded copoe.
conductors, ow loss insulation, twis:ed
with urinsulated drain wire, isolated aluminum tape 3hrields, cabled, PVC jactet
B. TV CAMERA MFR.:
Camera corrrol
cable for Audio and Video signals: a composite of PVC and polyethylene insula.ed
conduczors, cabled, overa.I braid shield
PVC jacket.

[

G. LARGE CITY: Communication cable 5.0
pairs, oolyethylene insilated, cabled, mn:inuous layer of copper shielding tape, FVC
jacket per spec. IMSA-19-2, 600 volts.

CITIES SERVICE
COMPANY

H. LEADING SHIPBUILCER: shipboard
ca-ale: stranded conductors. ny/on-jackeed
'UC insulation, pairs shielded and face-ted, cabled, PVC jactet, and aluminum
araid armor overall; per spec. MIL C-615.

C. AIRCRAFT EMULATOR MFR.: Contro
;able: 12 triples shielced jacketed
stranded cooper conductors, PVC insu ate& indiUdual shield jacket co oil
coded. cabled overall PVC jacket.

I.

D. ELEVATOR MFR.: Control cable: 35 conductors, stranded copper, PVC insulated
conductors cod by coles and prinleo
numbers, cabled with open binder; indi
widual conductors U/L listed.

J. BFOADCASTINGCOMPANY:Renobe
:ontror broadcasting ci.b1c: stranded 7. onductors, polyethylene insulation, pairs 2.
riples shielded and jacketed, cabled, aVt;
acket •overall.

E. INTERCOM ECUIPMEIIT MFR.: 5C
conductor irter-o fice communication anc
-signaling catle solid bare copper. PVC
insulation, paired, cabled. PVC jacket
U/L listed.

K. COMPUTER MFR.: Conpu er corbel
oaole: 55 conductors. sanded copper
conductors, PVC insulatec, formed into 7
groups of 7 conductors cabled,
jacket; U/L listed.

F. ELECTRIC UTILITY CO.: Statior
control cable for general use: 37 condsctors, strandec, oolyethylene and PVC insulated. coor • coded, cabled, overal .
tough PVC jacket; per NEMA/ IPCEA Specifications.

L. MACF-INERY MFR.:Bus drop cable :3
PVC ihsulated stranded conductors, eitIlb
spit uninsulated grounding conduerzi.
cabled overall PVC jacket; J/L lisitcd;
pe • NEC.

J. S. 30VERNMEN7: Coaxial cat:le
ype RG-218/ U, solid copper condu;•or,
pclyelhylene insulated, copper fir lid
shield, PVC jacket; per spec. MIL C- 17V72

G.

-. •:t
é
.
:.•
)

CITIES SERVICE COMPANY
CHESTER CABLE OPERATIONS
CHESTER, NEW YORK 10918
PHONE: ( 914) 469-2141 TWX ( 914)469-9801
Circle 59 on reader service card

WANT ACTION...
ON PRECISION MADE ALLOYS FOR ELECTRONICS?

G. W. EMCH
MARKETING MANAGER.
ELECTRICAL, MAGNETIC AND ELECTRONIC ALLOYS

Are you getting the " action" you deserve? Need amore reliable,
fully integrated source for special metals with very special
properties ... controlled thermal expansion ... precise electrical
resistivity ... high magnetic permeability? Problems getting
better material performance in ademanding electronic application?
Universal- Cyclops will assure you " action", both the deliveries and reliability
you deserve from afull line of electrical, magnetic and
electronic alloys. As astarter, contact your local representative,
or phone (412) 561-6300. We'll serve you well.

Write for your handy
Electrical, Magnetic
and Electronic Metals
Reference Card

UNIVERSAL- CYCLOPS
SPECIALTY STEEL DIVISION

CO.POPATION
EME -254

60

650 WASHINGTON ROAD. PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15228

Circle 60 on reader service card
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Sperry displays aire available ir 3 digit, 2 digit., aid
11
/ (7 segmemt charactar
4
and a Iwith + ana
digit
mocels in both V3"ami IA"
sizes.

Compare portable displays
If you, think that LED's, phosphor / fluorescein .:displays are the only one's you can
logically use in ycur portable equipment, you
better take aclose comparison look at Sperry.
The facts speak for themselves:

COMPARE READABILITY... a roust requirement. Sperry displays tcan be read in direct
suntg -it. Try the others.

851m 100d/11500111W
COMPARE POWER . . a very impertarit factor. IA inch LED s
normally require over 500mW. 1
2 " pIllaosphory fluorescent de/
vices normally requi, -e over 100mW. Because .Spery displays
are so bright to beg n with, they car go all the way down to
85 ,
mW w.thout affecting readability. What about vohage? A
simple, inexpensive DC/DC converter -lakes he battery vo tage
up to the 170 volts required tp operate Spe -ry displays.
COMPARE RELIABILITY . . .
is the key. Sperry displays
are Jsed atoard the Boeing 747.
Need we say more

e

•

COMPARE SIZE . . . it's the bousing to character size ratio that counts. Which display co
you wart In your portable equipment?

SPE R.«"

s

spe • ry "

Ad d these Sperry ad itantagesi to continuous uibroken figures
and a low cost of $ 2.30* perd git fo - eitier the 1
2 ," and 1
/
/3 "
device ard yo-a car end the comparison and specify Sperry —
the right displays for your por.ableeqçuipment or any gear. Get
the whole sicry on Sperry displays by requesting complete
tech lical in'o ,matipn using this publiiceion's reader se-vice
card or pho -ie or write: Sperry iniforration Displays Civision,
Post Office Box 3573, Scottsdale, Arizora 85257, Telephore
(6)2) 94 7 -8371

Sperry IA"

LED 1;‘,"

INFORMATION DISPLAYS

Its awhole new ball game in display devices!
JL
ir
SPEINI

RAND

Ciircle 61

Dri reader serwice card

Patent Pending

Easec os 5,300 digit quantify.

The No. 1Interface Line is also
the No.1 problem solver.

Find a need and fill it. That's our orders.And now
the one and only specifically designated, complete interface line in the field tackles two more stumbling blocks
with:
The only bidirectional one-shot in existence, and the
first IBM-compatible line driver and receiver.
Applications and features below— along with the entire
8T series of exclusive interface devices. Your # 1problem
solvers. Offering unique advantages unavailable in any

other ICs on the shelf. All production- proven, in stock
now from your Signetics distributor, salesman or rep.
FREE complete handbook of applications for the # 1
interface line is yours for the asking.Circle # 230 on
reader service card, or
write Signetics-Interface, 811 E. Argues
Avenue, Sunnyvale,
California 94086. Or
call (408) 739-7700.
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Find your need. We'll fill it.
APPLICATION

SOLUTION

Precision digitizer for disc, tape and drum systems.
Digital communications receiver.
Signal conditioner.
Bidirectional transition detector.
Frequency doubling.

8T20 New Bidirectional One- Shot.
Combines linear comparator, one-shot and logic all- in- one. Functions as a zero- crossing detector with an input threshold of 15
±.4mV and positive or negative edge triggering, or both.

To meet compatibility requirements of IBM System 360 I/O interface specs, channel to control unit. When tying on any peripheral
equipment such as core memory, discs, graphic terminals, etc.

8723 Dual Line Driver.
8724 Triple Line Receiver.
The first and only interface driver/receiver pair proven totally
compatible with IBM 360.
Replaces discrete components.

To conform with EIA-Std-RS232, MIL- Std- 188 and CC- ITT-V24
specs, when transmitting and receiving digital data.

8715 Dual Line Driver.
8716 Dual Line Receiver.
EIA/MIL communications devices.

Digital data transmission and receiving, using coaxial cable,
twisted- pair, or other low impedance lines.

8713 Dual Line Driver.
High current driver with short-circuit protection and DOT- OR
capability.

Party- line data transmission.
Schmitt trigger.
One-shot.
Data transfer in bus- oriented systems.
Modular systems design.
Minicomputer design.
Multiplexing.

8T14 Triple Line Receiver.
High input impedance receiver with Hysteresis.
8709 Quad Bus Driver.
Tri state logic configuration to inciease system performance. High
speed ( 10ns) and high current ( 40mA) capability.
8T10 Quad D-Type Bus Flip- Flop
Tri state outputs with input and output disable. 50MHz typical
toggle rate.

Driving seven-segment numerical displays, LEDs or incandescent
lamps.

8T04, 8T05, 8T06 BCD- to- Seven Segment Decoder/Drivers.
For driving almost any type of display— LEDs, Numitron, etc.

Low voltage (+ 5V) to high voltage (40V) level translation.

8780 Quad 2- Input NAND Gate.
8790 Hex Inverter.
Low- to- high voltage inteqace gates.

High voltage ( 10V-50V) to TTL (+ 5V) level translation.

8T18 Dual 2- Input NAND Gate.
High-to- low voltage interface gate.
SIGNETICS CORPORATION - A SUBSIDIARY OF CORNING GLASS WORKS
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Technical articles
Special report, Part 2: Lasers fight pollution: p. 64 ( cover)

The mounting outcry over air pollution has reached optoelectronics engineers,
who are designing an assortment of laser equipment to combat it. With infrared
sources operating at the absorption wavelengths of pollutants, says author Laurence Altman, scientists can monitor automobile exhausts or industrial smokestacks from safe distances, and bypass the lengthy and unreliable procedures inherent in chemical methods.
The cover: Texas Instruments Inc. developed a lead-tin-telluride laser diode ( shown
mounted on a gold heat sink) specifically for air pollution monitoring. Below it is a
crystal of PbSnTe material.
A system designer demands better digital ICs: p. 70

Semiconductor manufacturers have been very busy developing new technologies
and exploiting them to their limits, but is all of this work relevant to the systems designer? Not really, asserts author Bert Forbes, an experienced minicomputer designer: in his opinion, the IC houses are putting the chip design before the system,
and it's high time they were making circuits that are more functionally useful to the
logic designer.
Digital system picks off nanosecond transients: p. 80

Any designer knows how frustrating it can be to set up an elaborate experiment
whose result is a microsecond- or-faster transient, and then lose the signal because
his recording equipment isn't up to the task. But a dual-gun storage tube is the
basis of a new data acquisition and display system that, according to authors
Glenn Mills and Keith Treece, can record transients of less than 500 nanoseconds,
and digitize and store them for leisurely analysis.
Know your charge transfer device tradeoffs: p. 86

There's no question that charge transfer technology can be very useful for building
solid state memory and imaging systems, says atrio of authors from General Electric Co. What is in question, however, is which of the three ways of building the devices is best. The only way to find out, the authors assert, is to know the advantages and tradeoffs among MOS bucket brigades, charge coupled devices, and
surface charge transistors, and match them to your application.
How to get out of the path of avalanche damage: p. 92

How many times has acircuit designer watched his transistors ( or his entire circuit)
degrade or go up in smoke just from a turn-on or testing transient? Weep no more,
asserts author C.D. Motchenbacher; he tells how you can avert loss of gain and increases in transistor noise due to avalanche damage by preventive design or protection via diodes.
And in the next issue. . .

Special report on electronics markets in Europe . . . C / MOS and PCM combine
for remote data acquisition . . . Planox process boosts MOS performance . . . six
ways to pulse injection laser diodes.
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Optoelectronics engineers pit
lasers against air pollution
Part 2 of athree-part special report on optoelectronics focuses on how
companies are building semiconductor and spin- flip Raman laser systems that
can be tuned to the exact wavelength of air pollutants for on- site monitoring
by Laurence Altman, solid State Editor
El Only rarely does astill-emerging technology find an
immediate and urgent calling, but it's happening right
now in optoelectronics. The technology is tunable lasers
and the calling is air- pollution monitoring.
With lasers, airborne pollutants— whether from industrial smokestacks or automobile exhausts—can be
measured with accuracy in the parts- per- billion range.
This degree of accuracy is essential as afirst step toward
controlling the increasing dangers of pollution. Moreover, the laser detection approach offers a significant
advantage over present sampling techniques: pollution
can be monitored on-site. but safely out of the way of a
severe environment, such as the inside of asmokestack.
And the air sample does not have to be removed for a
leisurely inspection in a laboratory, during which time
temperature or chemical changes can reduce the actual
amount of pollution.
The basis for laser measurement of pollution is general enough: pollutants can absorb or scatter coherent
light energy; by passing the laser beam through an air
sample and by observing either the degree to which the
beam's energy is absorbed or the resulting Raman scattered spectrum, the amount of contaminants present
can be gauged accurately.
In practice, the requirements on the laser are specific.
Either it must be of fairly high power, so that Raman
scattering can be detected, or it must be tunable, because then the beam can be tuned to the precise absorption wavelength of the pollutant. In this case, it must
emit in the infrared band, because the absorption
spectra of almost all the known pollutants fall within
the 3-to- 15 micrometer area. According to E.D. Hinkley, P.L. Kelley, and co-workers of mrr's Lincoln Laboratory in Lexington, Mass., of the four types of tunable
lasers—optical parametric, dye, semiconductor, and
spin-flip Raman—only the latter two are suitable because they emit in the infrared.

milliwatt of continuous, tunable, narrow-line radiation
at liquid helium temperatures, and 10 watts pulsed at
77 K; materials operating at shorter wavelengths should
lase continuously at higher temperatures as well. Coarse
tuning within the infrared frequencies has been
achieved by adjusting the chemical composition ( Pbl_x
Sn xTe PbSi_xSex lasers), which changes the energy gap
of the semiconductor.
Although continuous tuning is essential for spectroscopic studies, quasi-continuous tuning of diode lasers is
adequate for pollution-detection applications. However,
before these lasers can be universally used, the problem
of the low temperature presently required for their operation must be solved. Liquid helium temperatures are
now needed for continuous operation of these ir diode
lasers; liquid nitrogen conditions are required for
pulsed duty. What's needed is development of more efficient diode materials and refrigeration methods.
Lasers and auto exhausts
One of the most exciting pollution applications of
diode tunable lasers is for automobile exhaust control.
Texas Instruments, Dallas, one of the first to work with
diode lasers in this connection, is developing diodes ( a
cross-section of one is shown in Fig. 1) to achieve emission in the required band. Ideally the diode would emit
at the absorption wavelength of common exhaust pollutants; if the laser beam is absorbed, the pollutant is
present. By correlation techniques, the kind and amount

Semiconductor lasers shape up
Activity is humming in infrared semiconductor lasers.
At Lincoln Labs, diode materials under consideration
for the new lasers include such binary compounds as indium arsenide, indium-lead, germanium-lead, lead selenium, lead sulfide, lead telluride, and pseudo-binary alloys such as PbSnTe, PbSSe, HgCdTe, and InGaAs.
As for the lasers themselves, lead chalcogenide diode
lasers fabricated at Lincoln Lab have produced about 1
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Light weight. Ti's proposed system could be used for across-the
stack monitoring of gases. TI sees a 10- lb-or- less system to beam
energy through gas for detection and analysis of reflection.
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GE and bad air
General Electric Co., one of the earliest companies to
study pollution measuring techniques, recently developed an infrared- laser atmospheric monitoring system
that could be basic to measuring pollution in both rural
and urban areas. GE, in a joint effort by its Electronics
Laboratory in Syracuse, N.Y., and its Ordnance Systems
unit in Pittsfield, Mass., has built a breadboard system for
field evaluation and is testing its performance under
sponsorship of the Federal Environmental Protection
Agency. The present breadboard is being tested at a
rural location near Cazenovia, N.Y.; urban measurements also are under way at Syracuse.
The system, which operates in the middle region of the
infrared spectrum, measures average pollution concentrations over long ranges at what the company considers
relatively safe power levels (about 1watt). It comprises a
CO 2 laser that can be scanned over a designated spectral range; a transmitting and receiving optical system; a
signal processor, and a retroflector that returns the laser
beam to the receiver for monitoring after it has traveled
through the air.
Using a laser configuration that allows the system to
transmit energy at several wavelengths in a rapid sequence, the beam is directed to the remote retroflector
located from one to 10 miles away. Energy returned from
the retroflector is collected in the receiver system and
referenced to the laser output energy to compensate for
power differences at each wavelength. Once detected
the degree of energy attenuation is determined at the selected wavelength and a pattern of absorption-vswavelength is obtained. That's how the average concentration of the pollutant over the path length is determined.
The system can be aligned to four wavelengths- 9.505,
10.532, 10.675, and 10.719 micrometers. At these
wavelengths the system is designed to measure the ethylene and ammonia content of the atmosphere.
If the breadboard technique proves out, GE hopes to
develop a general system concept for multipollutant
monitoring of a large urban area. This general system is
shown in a block diagram. The setup system would add
beam
rotation
and
multiple
retroflectors to the
breadboard concept. A spectrally scanning laser would
emit multiple wavelengths to provide ir energy over the
spectral range ( 3to 12µm to detect gases such as ozone,

of pollution can be determined.
Ti's central research laboratory is working under a
contract from General Motors Corp. [
Electronics, Sept.
13, p. 29]. The job is to develop acompact diode laser
emitting throughout the spectral range of the major pollutants found in automobile exhausts-4.2 to 10µm—to
help GM meet the stringent government pollution standards by 1975. The pollutants are carbon monoxide at
4.2 rim, carbon dioxide at 5gm, and unburned hydrocarbons and sulfur gases at the longer wavelengths. TI
researchers selected the type of PbSnTe diode laser developed by Lincoln Labs because its wavelength emission can be tailored simply by varying the amount of
tin: the smaller the tin concentrations, the shorter the
wavelength.
In the GM scheme an array of lasers will be put together with asuitable one-for-one array of detectors in
the path of the exhaust. Each PbSnTe laser diode would
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sulfur dioxide, ammonia, nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide,
ethylene, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide, as well
as representative hydrocarbons. With such a range of detectable pollutants, researchers at GE feel their system
concept could meet operational needs in ambient airmonitoring and provide new data for atmospheric research.
Clearly, safety is a watchword in the implementation of
any laser pollution monitoring system. In this regard, the
system designers feel they have a winner because of the
system's ability to operate in the middle or at low- power
levels. The eye, the part of the body most vulnerable to
radiation, is opaque to radiation above 1.3 micrometers.
The shortest contemplated system wavelength is 3 gm
which makes the possibility of retina damage remote.
And because the system's output levels are 1 watt or
less, the total system power density is about 0.01 w per
centimeter hardly a general menace when compared to
the Air Force permissible exposure level of 1w/cm for a
50-to-250 millisecond exposure.
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be doped with enough tin to make it emit at the absorption line of one of the pollutants that are being subjected measurement.
TI has built several experimental models and has
made diodes that lase at the required wavelengths.
However, the focus is to make the diode laser operate in
the cw mode, which is best for spectroscopy—and it's
very difficult with this material system. TI engineers are
cooling the laser to about 28 K and hope to be able to
run cw at higher temperatures—liquid nitrogen, for example.
In addition, TI researchers, in aseparate effort, have
bee-n considering the feasibility of aprototype package
(Fig. 2) which could be used as amulti-purpose infrared
monitoring system. It would be an inexpensive active
system suitable for across-the-stack or ambient monitoring of sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitric oxide (NO), or other
smokestack gases. This monitoring system would em-
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PROTOTYPE PACKAGE
APROPOSED MULTI- PURPOSE ACTIVE INFRARED MONITORING SYSTEM
MIRROR OR REFLECTOR

Spinning and flipping. In Bell Labs' experimental setup, a spin-flip
laser beam passes through gas sample cell. NO gas as low as 10

Infrared eye. Work on efficient pn junctions for new laser materials
hat emit in the infrared is progressing. Shown is cross-sectional

parts per billion can be detected in integration times of 1s.

view of a PbSnTe diode, developed by TI, mounted on heat sink.

ploy an infrared diode laser and detector mounted in
inexpensive expansion coolers, as shown in the figure.
The system would make uses of the wavelength tuning
capability of diode lasers; its weight would be less than
10 pounds.
Researchers at TI are developing the tunable ir laser
diode approach for pollution monitoring because they
feel it offers them the capability of monitoring pollution
gases without the need for employing high laser power.
They feel this may turn out to be the primary stumbling
block of other monitoring methods, which rely on Raman scattering—requiring fairly high-powered laser
sources. Although the radiation level from these sources
probably would be below the threshold of harmful
emissions, it's felt that public sensitivity to even moderate levels of laser power being used in crowded urban
environments could well produce asituation that could
lead to regulatory snags. These, of course, would hinder
system implementation.

rupted infrared radiation. If the wavelength of the infrared radiation coincides with the wavelength of an
absorption line, a periodic heating of the gas takes
place. The resulting pressure fluctuations are detected
by acapacitor microphone placed in the cell. With this
approach, absorbed powers as small as 10 -9 w can be
detected.
For very low gas concentrations infrared radiation of
high intensity and monochromaticity is required. The
spin-flip Raman laser yields tunable radiation in the 5to-6 i
um range and in the 9- to l4- um range.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. Amplitude
modulated pump radiation is obtained from aliquid nitrogen-cooled carbon monoxide laser; average pump
power is about 0.7 w. This radiation is focused with a
lens into a 2-by- 2-by-4-µm indium antimonide sample
placed in amagnetic field as shown.
A number of gas samples have been analyzed with
this technique at Bell Labs. Again, concentrations of
nitric oxide as small as 0.01 part per million were detected in an integration time of 1s.

Raman lasers tackle bad air
['unable spin-flip Raman lasers offer another approach and this is being actively pursued at Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J. In work aimed at air-pollution detection, Bell scientists have made measurement
of nitric oxide (NO) concentrations as low as 1part per
billion in measuring times of about 1second. Moreover,
the technique is general enough to be used for detecting
various other gaseous pollutants.
Nitric oxides are important pollutants in automobile
and power plant exhausts. The relationship of these oxides to smog production because of their absorption of
ultraviolet radiation is well established.
Wet chemical techniques are the traditional methods
of detecting gaseous air pollutants. In particular, NO is
checked by its conversion to NO 2 and its final absorption in an acid permanganate solution. Of course, in wet
chemical systems, each pollutant requires adifferent set
of techniques; arelatively large volume of the gas to be
analyzed is needed; and achieving reasonable sensitivity requires agood deal of time.
That's why there's so much interest in measurement
via infrared absorption. In this method, developed by
C.K.N. Patel and his colleagues at Bell Labs, acell containing the gaseous pollutant receives periodically inter-
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And in the stacks

In an independent effort, the Bendix Corp„ Southfield, Mich., is developing pollution-sensing equipment
for monitoring point sources of pollution—public utilities, industrial stacks, cement processors, and other
large individual sources of air pollution. Fewer in number and easier to identify than the sources, the pollutants are more readily investigated.
Bendix feels that mobile remote instruments, incorporating a radiation-detection system, are the best
approach. Such instruments monitor stack effluents by
looking for an identifying electromagnetic radiation
from remote locations. Microwave radar is unsuitable
because of its relative insensitivity. Similarly, infrared
and visible light techniques for detecting characteristic
emissions or absorptions suffer from noise and drift
problems and are in the uncontrolled background of
hot stack gases or sky conditions. As such, they are either night-only or day-only oriented. Malcolm Johnson,
the key researcher in pollution monitoring at Bendix
feels the technique of Raman spectrascopy makes such
analysis possible.
The Raman effect essentially is an inelastic inter-
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action of light with amolecule. When photons of moderate energy strike a molecule, the scattered light usually has the same frequency as the incoming light.
Occasionally, however, the vibration of the electric field
associated with the light couples into one of the natural
modes of the molecule, and the scattered photon leaves
with its frequency shifted up or down, depending on
whether energy is gained from or lost to the molecule.
This shift in frequency and wavelength is specific for
molecules of aparticular chemical.
The Raman effect is relatively weak—probability of
occurrence is about 1,000 times smaller than elastic or
Rayleigh scattering in a gas. It also requires a highly
monochromatic source to prevent overlap of lines, particularly in agas mixture.
High resolution

The new monochromatic lasers are such asource, and
they transformed, in Johnson's view, the Raman effect
from alaboratory curiosity into apractical instrumentation technique. If a gas sample is irradiated with the
single wavelength of the laser and the scattered radiation is examined with ahigh- resolution monochromator, one sees, along with the very large Rayleigh peak, a
series of much smaller peaks at other wavelengths
nearby. The frequency of each peak identifies the molecule; the intensity of each peak indicates the number of
molecules being irradiated. Since most pollutant gases
of interest— SO 2,CO, and NO in particular— exhibit
well-separated Raman lines, the Raman effect may provide auniversal technique for monitoring stack gases if
the problems of low signal-to-noise ratio can be overcome.
A laser-Raman system proposed by Bendix for monitoring stack gases is shown schematically in Fig. 4. It
consists of alaser source (operating at 2,600 angstroms);
a detector that receives the returned light beam (reflected at the Raman-scattered wavelength of 2,700À); a
polychromator that separates the incoming beam into
its wavelength components and acts as afilter to remove
all extraneous wavelengths, and a computer and readout console.
Signal-related parameters that can be varied to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio include laser wavelength,
Scatter brainstorm. In this Bendix system, the laser emits at 2,600
angstroms; the wavelength of the scattered light is shifted to reveal
the presence of molecules of the polluting gases and materials.

RANGE FINDER POINTER

POLYCHROMATOR
DETECTOR
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power and operating mode; transmission and receiving
optics, and signal handling in the detection system.
Sources of noise include solar background, shot noise
(statistical fluctuations at low signal levels), scattered
light at other wavelengths, detection-system electrical
noise, laser intensity fluctuations, and wandering of the
stack gas out of the beam. Finally, the signal can be
weakened by attenutation through the atmosphere between the laser and the detection system, by divergence
of the laser beam over an area larger than the stack
plume, and by inefficiencies in the transmission and detection system (the lenses, reflecting surfaces, and photocathode).
Needed: ultraviolet wavelength

Laser wavelength should be considered first because
most other sources of noise and attenuation depend on
it. The Raman effect intensity is proportional to the inverse fourth power of this wavelength (halving the
wavelength increases the signal intensity by a factor of
16). This relationship indicates selection of a

And in smoggy Britain

Americans don't have a corner on concern over air
pollution. To meet the pollution threat in principle
cities in the United Kingdom, Laser Associates has
just delivered a $ 45.000 truck- mounted system for detecting atmospheric pollutants and detecting and
measuring the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere. The system will be used by Central Electricity
Research Laboratories for tracking emissions from
smokestacks and cooling towers, detecting temperature inversions in the atmosphere, and tracing the dispersion of hot water from power stations.
The system will measure the water vapor in the atmosphere just above the surface. Range is normally
up to three or four miles but can reach 10 miles.
The system has two ruby laser transmitters, one
tuned to the peak water absorption wavelength of
6,934 angstroms, and the other tuned just clear of the
water absorption band. Lasers are pulsed alternately
up to amaximum rate of one pulse per second and the
backscattering compared; the difference provides a
measure of the water content at that point.
The backscatter is collected in an eight- inch Newtonian telescope and detected by a photomultiplier.
Maximum output from each laser is 100 millijoules
with a pulse length of 25 nanoseconds. For detecting
common pollutants like smoke, only one laser is used
(the one clear of the water absorption band). Detected
backscatter indicates presence of the pollutant.
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Characteristic

Argon ion

Neodymium iYAG

Nitrogen

5145 À

2678 À

1.06

3371

Ultraviolet wavelength

2572 À

2678 À

2650 À

3371 À

Mode

continuous-wave

continuous- wave

continuous-wave

pulse

Ultraviolet power ( average)

40 mW

1W

4 mW

100 mW

Average output ( photons/second

5x 19"

1.3 x 10"

5.3 x 10"

1.7 x 10"

Average received signal ( photons/sec)

1.9

140

0.13

12.0

Price

$10,000

$25,000 ( proposed)

$15,000

$10,000

wavelength as far into the ultraviolet as is possible.
However, two other factors enter into the choice. First,
at about 2,500À, atmospheric attenuation becomes significant for path distances of less than 1kilometer. Second, ozone in the upper atmosphere cuts off all solar
radiation with wavelength below 2,950.
To assess the ozone effect, consider that at a
wavelength of 3,400, solar flux onto acollector 20 cm
in diameter is 3.9 x 10 12 photons/s-À looking near
zenith but not directly at the sun at midday. This is 11
orders of magnitude greater than the return signal from
the 100-mw pulsed nitrogen laser at that wavelength.
Even using gating techniques with this laser, the background can be reduced only to 4 X 106 photons/s-i,
still five orders of magnitude greater than the signal. At
a wavelength of 2,700À, on the other hand, the ozone
attenuation coefficient through the upper atmosphere is
103°, so that background flux is zero at sea level.
Signal-to-noise ratio depends not only on laser
wavelengths but also on power availability. The table
lists power outputs and other important characteristics
for several ultraviolet lasers in the wavelength range of
interest. Right now, the nitrogen laser has the highest
average photon output though its signal-to-noise ratio is
very much lower than those of lasers operating below
the ozone cutoff.
Since very high peak powers of the nitrogen laser occur in very short pulses, some researchers have tried to
use pulsating techniques in conjunction with the
middle- ultraviolet pulsed ruby and pulsed nitrogen lasers to overcome high background noise levels. Although the approach does significantly increase the signal-to-signal ratio, and although these lasers have
powers exceeding those presently available at
wavelengths below 3,000À, solar background is still so
high that only night operation would be practical in a
realistic stack-monitoring situation.
Checking on 0 3and SO2
An alternative system that has been proposed would
operate below 3,000À, but would use the relatively
strong Raman backscatter from atmospheric nitrogen,
oxygen, and water to construct absorption curves for ozone (03)and sulfur dioxide (SO 2), both of which have
strong absorption peaks in this wavelength region. Such
asystem, if feasible, could serve as arelatively sensitive
atmospheric sensor but would not be practical for stackgas monitoring.
The neon laser, with a 1-w output at 2,678À and asignal-to-noise ratio six orders of magnitude greater than
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Neon ion

Fundamental wavelength

that of the nitrogen laser, would— if it becomes available—be the logical choice for aRaman system.
In such asystem, the detection and optical portions
must be highly efficient in this wavelength range and
should, if possible, reject other wavelengths. A reflecting telescope (Cassegrain), 20 cm in diameter, would
be suitable if focused onto a small CzernyTurner
monochromator and used with alow-noise photomultiplier detector. To expedite rejection of scattered visible
light through the monochromator, oxygenated cesium
telluride (CsTe)—which is solar blind—would be used
for the photocathode; this material has apeak quantum
efficiency of up to 10%, and when combined with 50%
optical efficiency, it results in an overall photon-to-output-pulse efficiency of 5%.
On location
In a typical monitoring situation, a stack plume 10
meters thick might be located 1 kilometer from the
monitoring instrument. (A measurement-accuracy requirement of ± 10% and a measurement-time requirement of 10 sor less can reasonably be assumed.) Under
these circumstances, a 1-w neon ion laser operating at
2,678À can detect asulfur dioxide (SO 2)concentration
of 5 parts per million in the stack plume, a level well
within existing monitoring levels (SO 2 concentrations in
stack gas are typically 100 to 1,000 parts per million and
will not drop much below 100 parts per million even after planned improvements have been implemented).
According to Johnson, these results seem to indicate
that more power is available than is required, and that
less expensive, less powerful, doubled- frequency laser
would be adequate. However, the excess power offers
two advantages: it permits measurement even under
poor atmospheric-visibility conditions, and it provides
an area- monitoring as well as apoint-source monitoring
capability, since abackground of 0.05 ppm of SO 2 over
an area of 1kilometer gives the same 10 counts readout
as a 5-ppm stack concentration in a plume 10 meters
thick. Indeed, in area-monitoring applications that permit longer integration times, this technique promises to
be one of the most sensitive.
Present prices (in the range of $ 10,000 to $ 25,000 depending on the laser used) would seem to rule out use
of this kind of setup on a practical large-scale basis.
However, prices traditionally drop. dramatically as these
components become more widely available.
Part 2 of a three-part series on optoelectronics. Reprints of Part 1 are available at $2.00
each, reprints of the entire series will be available at a later date. Write to Electronics Reprint
Department, PO Box 606, Hightstown. N.J 08520. Copyright 1971. Electronics. A
McGraw-Hill Publication
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A Question of
Value.
Q.

Avantek UTO thin film amplifiers
represent real value to an engineer
because they offer:

A.

a) Major savings in design time.
b) Patented cascadability with
broadband performance.
c) Lightweight, miniature TO-8 package.
d Wide selection of models.
All of the above.

UTO Amplifier Summary
Frequency
Noise
Output
Response
Gain
Figure
Power
(MHz) ( dB) ( dB) ( dB)
Minimum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Model

Model
UTO-511

5-500

15

2-5

—2

UTO-501

5-500

14

4.0

—2

UTO-502

5-500

14

55

+7

UTO-503

5-500

9

70

+ 13

UTO-504
UTO-521

5-500
5-500

6
27

110
5.5

+ 17
+6

UTO-522

5-500

23

7.0

+ 12

Frequency
Noise
Output
Response
Gain
Figure
Power
( MHz) (dB) (dB) ( dB)
Minimum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum

UTO-1001
UTO-1002
UTO-1003

5-1000
5-1000
5-1000

14
14
9

5.0
6.5
8.0

—2
+7
+ 13

UTO-1501
UTO-1502
UTO-1503

5-1500
5-1500
5-1500

9
9
6

5.5
7.5
9.0

—3
+6
+ 12

UTO-2011
UTO-2001
UTO-2002
UTO-2003

1000-2000
1000-2000
1000-2000
1000-2000

7.5
7.5
8.0
8.0

5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

—3
—3
+3
+7

Discover the Value
of UTO Amplifiers through Avaltek's
Introductory Package Deal

git+

A quantity of UTO thin film amplifiers has been
allocated for sale at special package prices,
valid through March 31, 1972. The offer is
limited to one package per frequency range
per customer. Available packages include, but
are not limited to, the following:
UTO-501
502
503
Regular Price
Special Package Price

$ 340
195

UTO-1001
1002
1003
$400
195

UTO-1501
1502
1503
$ 445
195

UTO-2001
2002
$ 360
195

UTO-2002
2003
$350
195

For full details, contact Avantek today.

Avantek

years ahead today.

Avantek, Inc., 2981 Copper Road, Santa Clara. California 95051. Phone ( 408) 739-6170. TWX 910-339-9274 Cable: AVANTEK
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A system designer's lament:
give us better digital ICs
Reviewing the evolution of available digital IC functions,
an experienced minicomputer designer concludes it's about time
that chip manufacturers became more responsive to user needs
by Bert Forbes,Hewlett-Packard Co

Cupertino, Calif.

0 Semiconductor manufacturers should stop being
chip-wise and system-foolish. For the last decade integrated circuits have been justified by what could be
done within the available technology, rather than by
what should be done to streamline the logic. But it's
about time this data sheet specmanship gave way to a
realization of what system designers actually need.
Obviously, that's not to say that today's off-the-shelf
ics have no desirable features. Some do. But often these
same ics suffer from other features that the system designer could well do without.
For digital-logic-oriented electronic engineers, the
problem began with the advent of lcs. Before then they
used whatever kind of circuit they wanted, if necessary
designing it from scratch. For instance, most had
learned in college how to build ac-coupled flip-flops out
of discrete transistors. But when they began using ics,
they didn't need to design such circuits any more.(unless they became directly involved in laying but.: ics),
and they also found that the characteristics of the technology largely precluded the use of ac coupling—although some ac flip-flops, such as Motorola's MECL
1013 and 1027, are available.
The need for dc coupling, however, required new and
different storage elements. The simplest—apair of crosscoupled NOR gates—is plagued by clock skew, or slight
time displacement, and by spurious input pulses, so it
was quickly replaced by clocked set- reset flip-flops and
master-slave pairs driven by asingle-phase clock.
A limited utility
The usefulness of the master-slave pair is limited by
its absolute dependence on the clock phase. In the circuit that drives the pair, nothing can happen except between clock pulses, and the possibility of clock skew
narrows these limits even further. Nevertheless, it
makes a clocked synchronous machine easy to design.
Such amachine can exist in any one of aseries of states
for an interval of time called the "state time." In general, the first part of the state time is atransition period,
during which the inputs to flip-flops in the machine can
change, and the remainder is a stable period, during
which no change occurs in their inputs. Usually during
part of the stable time, a clock pulse or other signal
transfers the condition of these inputs into the flip-flops,
which store it and collectively in their new condition define the next state of the machine. Then during the sub-
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sequent transition period the new condition propagates
through aseries of logic blocks to define flip-flop inputs
for the next stable period. (In fact, only the masters
change state during the stable time—the first events of
the transition time are the state changes of the slaves.)
In à clocked-synchronous system the allowed transition time must be greater than the longest path from the
output of any flip-flop to the input of any other flipflop. If this transition period is too short, the input signal to a flip-flop may change during the stable period,
rendering its output logically indeterminate ( Fig. 1).
Another problem with a simple set-reset flip-flop,
whether single or in master-slave pairs, is its indeter-

1. Uncertainty. The output during state time 5 in this timing diagram
of an arbitrary flip-flop is logically indeterminate, because the input
changed during the stable period of state time 4. During stable periods all inputs should remain unchanged.

2. J- K flip-flop. This collection of eight NAND gates is an early version of one of the most widely used IC flip-flops. Its distinguishing
characteristic is that it changes state when both J and K inputs are
simultaneously positive— unlike a set- reset flip-flop, which under
similar conditions has an indeterminate state.
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minate state following the input of simultaneous or
overlapping set and reset signals. To overcome this difficulty, the J- K flip-flop was devised. This circuit, in its
simplest form, is merely apair of master-slave flip-flops
with the set input gated by the reset output and vice
versa ( Fig. 2). Opposite phases of the clock pulse drive
the master and the slave; the master is set or reset depending on which of the two inputs, Jor K, is positive
when the clock rises; if both Jand K are positive, the
pair changes state either way.
In this form, however, the J- K flip-flop has an undesirable property, sometimes called ones catching; if it is
intended to remain off during a particular clock cycle,
but a spurious transient, or binary 1, appears on the J
input while the clock input to that gate is positive, the
master "catches" the transient, turns on, and the slave
follows it when the clock input goes negative.
Unwanted instability
This characteristic is also visible in the flow chart
(Fig. 3), which is one way of defining the behavior of a
sequential machine. In the flow chart each rectangular
box represents a stable state of the machine, and each
diamond represents an equation of conditions determining whether the machine will transfer to one of several sequential states or remain in aprior state.
For example, the flow chart shows that the J- K
master-slave flip-flop remains in state A as long as either the clock or Jis negative, and transfers to state B
only when both these inputs are positive. It then remains in state B as long as the clock is positive, regardless of whether J stays positive or not. But when the
clock drops, the flip-flop enters state C. The idea is that
Jis necessary to enter state B, but not to leave it.
Of course, the flip-flop can also "catch zeros"—it can
turn off spuriously. This is evident from the symmetry
of both the logic diagram and the flow chart.
One way to minimize the difficulty of ones catching is
to use avery short clock pulse. But such anarrow pulse
is often difficult to generate and propagate to all parts
of asystem.
A better solution is to use an edge-triggered flipflop—adesign that, while not new, has only recently appeared in a variety of configurations in commercially
available tcs. It permits the use of asymmetrical clock
pulse—one with equal up and down times—and the inputs need be stable for only ashort time before the arrival of the transition that sets the flip-flop.
The flow-chart for an edge- triggered J-K flip-flop
(Fig. 4) shows that the Jinput is no longer acondition
for the transition from state A to state B. Instead, this
transition occurs whenever the clock pulse goes positive;
the reverse transition occurs at the fall of the clock
pulse, if Jis down. Only if Jis positive when the clock
pulse falls does the flip-flop transfer to state C.
Consequently, J is a condition for the transfer from
state B to state C, and the circumstances that cause Jto
go positive need exist only for short intervals before and
after the fall of the clock pulse, known as the setup time
and the hold time respectively. Not only does this eliminate the danger of ones catching, but it gives the system
designer more time to bring up J— from the end of one
hold time to the beginning of the next setup time, in-
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3. Master-slave flip-flop. Flow chart defines the behavior of a
simple flip-flop circuit. This flip-flop transfers from state A to state B
when clock and input Jare high, and then to state C when the clock
falls, whether J is high or low. Thus it can sometimes make these
transitions incorrectly when spurious Jsignals occur.

stead of just the down time of the clock.
This flow-chart shows the inverse of the clock, as an
input, thanks to a convention that edge-triggered J- K
flip-flops are sensitive to apulse's negative-going edge.
A minor inconvenience
Having separate lines to set and reset aflip-flop isn't
always convenient. Stated another way, a system designer may wish to take advantage of the J- K flip-flop'sstate change when both inputs are positive, by redefining the K input as k and connecting the two inputs together. Semiconductor designers recognized the need
for this circuit early in IC development, and filled the
need with what has become known as the delay or
D-type flip-flop. Fortunately, it was originally designed
as an edge-triggered device. Had it not been, it too
would have suffered from ones catching.
Its flow chart is akin to that of the edge-triggered J-k
flip-flop; the 0and 1outputs of the K block at the lower
right of Fig. 4 would be reversed. It also uses the true
clock instead of its inverse. In short, the conventions
that apply to D and J- K flip-flops are different.
Unfortunately, the D flip-flop has no way of holding
stored data beyond a single clock cycle, but requires
valid data on the input every cycle. (This problem
doesn't occur in the J- K flip-flop, because the Jand K
inputs can be kept negative to prevent the data's changing on subsequent clock pulses.) But in many applications of the D flip-flop, valid data in every cycle just
isn't possible.
One solution, shown in Fig. 5, is to add agate to the
clock input. But this is likely to create ahost of timing
problems. For one thing, it adds skew to the clock pulse.
For another, it adds phase sensitivity just like that encountered in the simple master-slave pair.
In the diagram, this sensitivity arises from the circuit's positive-edge triggering, indicated by the small
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symbol inside the flip-flop block, and from the use of an
OR gate as an inhibit gate. In an edge-triggered circuit,
good practice calls for the triggering signal to be inhibited at its post- triggering level, to reduce the likelihood
of false triggering. Thus apositive-edge signal would be
inhibited by holding it at its positive level. With apositive-going clock pulse, the inhibition is obtained with a
positive signal and an OR gate. However, the inhibit signal must be timed to appear only when the clock itself is
already positive, or it will generate its own false triggering edge.
Reverse situation
If a negative-going inhibit signal were used with an
AND gate, the reverse situation would arise: the removal

of the inhibit signal while the clock was at its positive
level would generate a false trigger. But because it is
likely to be generated by another flip-flop set by the
same clock pulse that is to be inhibited, the inhibit signal normally rises while the clock pulse is positive, and
can perform its function without generating false edges
through the OR gate.
A better solution than gating the clock is either a
D-enable flip-flop or its complement, a D-inhibit flipflop. Like the simple D circuit, this one sets the circuit to
the state of the D input, with every clock pulse— but
only when the enable signal is present ( or when the inhibit signal is not present). The clock is not gated, and
the D and E inputs are edge-sensitive, and therefore do
not catch ones. Figure 6is aschematic of the concept, in
the form of external logic blocks plus an tc flip-flop. In
all edge-sensitive circuits, the inputs must be stable a
short time before triggering— the setup time—and in Fig.
6the setup time is rather long.
Building everything into the chip, however, reduces
the setup time for aD-enable flip-flop. Details of such a
wholly integrated arrangement are likely to differ a
little from .the one shown. Its principal characteristic

Where do we go from here?
Other circuits that would delight system designers if
they were available include: a flip-flop combining the
advantages of the D- enable and J- K flip-flops, for use
with rn_ ( one such device already exists for on); a
counter with an edge-sensitive hold state; and athreeport expandable register.
The last is especially badly needed. Comprising several registers, each with a limited number of bits, it
would have one input and two outputs— to permit its
use on the two major data buses of a minicomputer.
Several units could be laid side by side to provide different word lengths, and stacked vertically to provide
different numbers of registers.
A device that almost meets these specifications is
Fairchild's set of eight two-bit registers, with an internal wired on that, though the registers are expandable
to any length, permits only eight to be stacked.
Despite its disadvantages, the Fairchild device goes
a long way toward the " bit slice" concept, that is, the
use of several identical ics to make up to a processor
of any word length. Such abit slice is already available
in mos. It's time it became available in TTL or ECL.
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4. Edge-triggered J-K. Here the Jinput controls only the transition
from state B to state C, and therefore can change any time before
clock C falls, allowing only brief setup time. As in the other flowcharts, reverse transitions controlled by Kare symmetrical.

would be the absence of agate on the clock input. But
inverting amplifiers should still be included on the chip,
for the clock and perhaps also for the enable line. They
can reduce the load presented to external drivers and
introduce less skew than would an external buffer.
A flow-chart of the D-enable flip-flop ( Fig. 7) shows
that the rise of the clock pulse causes a transfer from
state B to C, or from D back to A, only if enable signal
E is present and data signal D has the appropriate level;
and E takes priority over D in both transitions.
Most users are sophisticated enough to realize that
edge-sensitive logic and buffered signal lines offer considerably increased flexibility in the shape of less setup
time, an easier design task, and increased reliability in
not catching ones. These advantages more than offset
the slight increase in cost and propagation delay.
Both edge-sensitive logic and buffered signal lines are
present in the National Semiconductor om8551 quad D
flip-flop ( Fig. 8), which also has a two-input D-enable
signal active at its more negative level. The signal
matches the characteristics of "rn decoders, and the two
inputs permit an additional level of decoding on the
chip. Most other quad and hex D flip-flops on the market are ordinary flip-flops with a common clock line,
and will be unsatisfactory for some applications.
Problematic variety
Many of the ra, medium-scale integrated circuits
available today have some of the problems discussed
above. For example, Texas Instruments Incorporated's
sN7495 four- bit shift register with parallel-load capability has buffered signal lines and edge-sensitive parallel
inputs. But the line that signals whether the register is to
load new data or to shift old data is not edge-sensitive,
with the consequence that the mode cannot be changed
from LOAD to SHIFT while the clock is positive without
causing afalse clock edge. A similar device is Fairchild
Semiconductor's F9300 shift register, which has an
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are kept inactive before the middle of the cycle. If this
circuit had edge-sensitive mode controls, it would be
well suited for use in small computers.
Most work being done today is on medium- and
large-scale ICs. But an improved single flip-flop for a
computer's control section can also be useful. Even microprogramed computers need asubstantial number of
such flip-flops, both J- K and D types, as well as some
unit logic ICs and some msf.
The most desirable features of both types of flip-flops
Counter country
can be combined in a single device that is more powerful than either type alone. Fairchild's F9828, part of
Ms! has given the world all varieties of counters— up,
the CTL family made for Burroughs Corp., is such adeup-down, parallel-load, binary, decimal, and so on. One
of these, Ti's sN74193, is typical of a design that may vice. All its inputs are edge-sensitive, the DE input
have been all right for its original purpose—an elec- serving both as amode signal and as an enable line for
the D mode. When DE is high, the D input is active and
tronic calculator—but is not well suited for computers.
the flip-flop behaves like aD-type circuit. But when DE
This counter can be loaded in parallel, and has two
is low, the Jand K inputs are active and the device beclock inputs with which it can count either up or down;
but its parallel loading is accomplished by ajam trans- haves accordingly. This circuit's power lies in its ability
fer that defeats one of the principal advantages of a to change from a D to a J- K or vice versa at any time
master-slave flip-flop: no direct path from input to out- during the clock cycle.
put. Such aloading method forces the system designer
Switching functions
to use multiphase clocks or additional machine states,
Such a flip-flop can be used in counters, where fAsi
since otherwise race conditions could occur and either
start the machine on an unpredictable sequence of circuits don't provide the desired function, loading
states or set up uncontrolled oscillations. The sN74191, through the D input and counting with the J- K inputs.
also from TI, is somewhat more useful in that it has a Alternatively, it can be used in acomputer's status register, where some of the bits must be set and cleared unsingle clock line and an up-down mode control.
Among the simpler up-only counters, Fairchild's der very varied conditions. Two of these flip-flops easily
fit into a16-pin dual in-line package.
F9316 has edge-sensitive parallel loading, but the mode
The organization of atypical small computer imposes
controls are not edge-sensitive. It can be placed in a
hold state if both parallel-enable and count-enable lines some additional requirements on the design and use of
edge-sensitive mode line but long setup times.
Moreover, these two shift registers both lack a hold
state in which they would neither load nor shift. Yet this
would be auseful capability in many computers, where
paradoxically much of the circuitry is often idle. TI'S
sN74198 eight-bit parallel-load shift register, which can
shift either left or right, comes close to this capability—it
has a gated clock. But an edge-sensitive hold state in
place of the gated clock would make it more flexible.
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6. Edge-sensitive enable. Adding a little logic to basic flip-flop, ei
ther on or off the chip, makes the enable line edge-sensitive and ob
viates gates in the clock line. It's called aD- enable flip-flop.

fcs. Such a computer usually has two external buses,
one or more internal buses, and several registers or
other data sources multiplexed onto each bus.
Of the external buses, there is one for the memory
and one for input/output. ( Some recently introduced
computers, notably Digital Equipment Corp.'s PDP-11,
have combined the two external buses into one.) The
memory bus can be either synchronous or asynchronous, but the input-output bus must as asynchronous so that it can service both fast and slow peripheral units. For internal buses speed is essential.
Register tie-ups
One of the major design problems in aminicomputer
is multiplexing several registers onto asingle bus. With
emitter-coupled or complementary-transistor logic families, the register outputs can include an enable gate that
has electrically common outputs. The common connection provides the equivalent of an OR function, known
as an emitter dot ( from its representation on logic or
wiring diagrams) or awired OR.
A wired OR is not possible in conventional TTL circuits because of the "totem-pole" output that provides
both active pull-up and active pull-down ( Fig. 9, left).
If such aconnection were attempted, alow-impedance
path would exist between the V. supply and ground
when the two register output states were different. Not
only would aheavy current flow along this path, possibly damaging or even destroying the transistors, but the
logic output would be indeterminate. (Usually the pulldown transistor has alower saturation voltage than the
pull-up transistor. This means that the common connection can't reach asufficiently positive level to represent
a 1unless both pull-up transistors are on, so that the
common connection is effectively awired AND. But it's
dangerous, and safer to call it indeterminate.)
Some designers get around this problem by not using
the totem-pole output, and accepting the consequent
speed penalty. In its place they put an open-collector
gate on the output of each register, with asingle collector resistor serving all gates, as shown at the right in Fig.
9. This is again awired AND, with aslow rise and afast
fall, and is inefficient in terms of signal delay, package
count, power dissipation, and output signal waveshape.
The most satisfactory solution uses the new threelevel rrL gate, which has the conventional high- and
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7. Edge-triggered D-enable. Flow chart shows how enable signal E
takes priority over data line D in turning flip-flop either on or off.

low-level outputs, plus a high-impedance "off" state.
This gate's principal restriction is that only one data
source on the bus can be active at any one time. But this
limitation is characteristic of most bus-organized systems. Within these limits, conventional totem-pole TrL
outputs can be connected to abus as long as all but one
of the totem-poles are in the third state—that is, with
both output transistors turned off.
The circuit is placed in the high-impedance state by
pulling down on the base node of the Darlington pair
Q3-Q4 ( Fig. 10), which turns it off and simultaneously
deprives the phase splitter transistor Q2 of collector current. In addition, the same signal provides asink for the
normal TTL input current through a connection to an
extra emitter on the input transistor.
The threefold way
This circuit's main characteristics are its leakage current in the high-impedance "off" state, its output capacitance in the same state, and its maximum source
and sink current in the two normal high and low states.
The leakage current limits the number of outputs that
can be connected together, because the one active gate
has to supply the leakage for all the inactive gates in addition to the input current for the normal loads. The
output capacitance adds to the capacitance of the bus to
limit the circuit's speed.
Though the objective of the three-state design is to
avoid presenting a low-impedance path from voltage
source to ground through the bus, such apath can still
occur momentarily as aresult of clock skew and differences in component delays. It can be minimized by
shaping the enable/disable waveform so that the enabling delay is longer than the disabling delay. There is
amomentary current surge anyway, but in this it is no
different from conventional rrL and a small capacitor
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between the voltage supply lead and ground minimizes
the resulting noise.
A storage element that has this three-state output is
National Semiconductor's Dm8551—the same quad D
flip-flop referred to previously as attractive because of
its edge-sensitive logic and buffered signal lines. It also
has the D-enable feature that is ideal for a bus-structured computer. Additional msi functions with the same
characteristics are badly needed—such as shift registers
and counters, which are presently obtainable only by
connecting three-state gates (National Dm8094, for example) to the output of two-state TTL circuits.

VCC

Added advantages
Three-state logic also benefits other areas besides the
CPU data path— for example, read-only and read-write
semiconductor memories. Because one chip usually
does not contain the required number of words, many
chips with extra address decoding and bused outputs
have to be connected together and are likely to have a
rather large output capacitance which athree-state output could drive much faster than can atypical open-collector output.
To put this in perspective, consider a read-only
memory of 1,024 words by 32 bits. It can be assembled
from 64 chips, each storing 128 words by 4bits, plus an
address decoder. The 1,024 words would require 10 address bits with full binary encoding. Three of these bits
would be decoded to select one of eight columns with
eight chips in each column, while the other seven would
be identically decoded on all 64 chips to select one of

OUTPUT = ?
9. Wired OR in TTL. Usual output circuit of TTL logic block ( left) has
both active pull-up and active pull- down, which precludes common
connection of outputs in a wired-OR configuration. But substituting
passive pull-up for upper transistor in totem- pole ( right) permits
wired OR but sacrifices speed.
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8. Quad D flip-flop. This diagram, of National Semiconductor's
DM8551, shows the circuit's edge-sensitive logic and buffered signal
lines, as well as the disable gate that makes the circuit suitable for
use in awired- OR configuration in bus-organized computers.
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the 128 words on the chip. (Of. the 64, only eight would
be selected by the first three address bits, but the connections to all 64 are obviously permanent so that the
56 disabled chips also load the address lines.) For an
address line to drive 64 loads requires buffering to provide enough power.
On the other hand, if the memory had three-state
outputs, the three address bits could control the enable/disable circuits, reducing the actual address load
to only eight.
In sum, then, three-state logic has related characteristics that fill the needs of abus-organized small computer very well. It is the result of acooperative effort between lc technologists working for amanufacturer and
computer designers working for auser, and it therefore
points the moral of this article: that integrated circuits
can and should be made that are functionally more useful to the logic designer than most of those currently
available. Although adding some of the desired capability may increase the cost of a single chip, it often decreases the overall cost of asystem using that chip.
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(Designer's casebook
Interrupt register
secures all data signals
by D.J. Hummer and T.E. Zinneman
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

A real-time computer frequently must respond to signals produced by such devices as counters and timers. If
alatching interrupt register is used for detection, register dead time can be eliminated so that valuable data
signals are not lost.
Normally, an interrupt register consisting of several
flip-flops is used. The outputs of the flip-flops are wireoRed together onto one interrupt line. When it receives
an interrupt signal, the computer reads the interrupt
register to determine what device requires service. The
register then is reset to remove the signal from the interrupt line.
However, if asignal occurs on another input line during the reading and resetting of the register, it is highly
probable that the computer will not detect the signal.
Although this "dead time" may only be several microseconds, important device interrupt signals can be lost.
The interrupt register shown overcomes this difficulty. Basically, it accommodates N inputs, and consists
of a NAND gate latch, an AND gate, and a NOR gate
latch. For alogic 0 input, the NAND latch is set (
QA =
1), and the NOR latch is reset (
QB = 0). When an input
goes high, the level transition enables the AND gate, setting the NOR latch (
QB = 1). This triggers the interrupt
line and resets the NAND latch (
QA = 0) to prevent the
interrupt line from being triggered by the same signal.
The gate signal, which is normally high, only goes low
during the reading-and-resetting sequence, an operation that takes only afew microseconds. When the gate

Voltage-frequency converter
uses four- layer diode
by T.C. O'Haver
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.

By using afour-layer diode to reset a conventional dc
integrator to a fixed potential, a voltage-to- frequency
converter (or voltage-controlled oscillator) can be built
with only one operational amplifier and four other components. The circuit offers aconversion linearity of bet-
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signal is low, all NOR latches are isolated from the inputs and cannot be set by incoming signals. As soon as
the gate goes high, a new input signal sets the NOR
latch.
To avoid missing any interrupts, the duration of an
input signal must be longer than the time the gate signal is low. The gate and reset signals may be obtained
from one-shots that are triggered by a strobe signal,
which is generated when the computer is ready to read
the register.

GATE

TO

INTERRUPT
LINE

RESET PULSE
Safeguarding multiple data. Interrupt register allows wire-oRed
data signals to be gathered by computer, while register is being read
or reset. NAND latch is initially set. Input signal enables AND gate and
sets NOR latch; this triggers interrupt line for computer readout and
resets NAND latch. All inputs are read as long as time that gate signal
is low is shorter than duration of input signal.

ter than ± 0.2% of full scale from 0to 10 volts. In addition, both sawtooth and pulse outputs are available.
The dc input voltage is integrated by amplifier A1,resistor R1,and capacitor C1,producing a ramp with a
slope of -Et/RiCi volts per second. When this output
sawtooth exceeds the forward threshold voltage (Et)of
the four-layer diode, the diode switches into its low-impedance stage.
Capacitor C1 now discharges until the voltage across
it is approximately 1tr (
diode recovery voltage). The
diode then recovers and the cycle repeats. Because of
the switching action of the diode, apulse output is also
produced at the diode's anode terminal. The frequency
of the output sawtooth is about EtilliCi(Et- 1).
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Any general-purpose operational amplifier will perform satisfactorily; total parts cost is about $6 to $20.
For the components shown, output frequency is about
100 hertz per volt, with alinearity of ± 0.2% of full scale
for inputs from 0to 10 v and less than ± 0.2% of reading from 0.2 to 2V. Similar results can be obtained with
capacitor values of 0.01 to 1microfarad.

Better linearity can be obtained by using a 1- m F capacitor, but at the expense of reduced output frequency.
The circuit operates well up to 5kilohertz; however, it
becomes limited at higher frequencies by op amp slew
rate. The value of R1 should be chosen to keep amplifier input current above 10 microamperes to avoid errors due to diode leakage current.

Switching Integrator. Four- layer diode serves as voltage comparator and reset switch for voltage-to-frequency converter. A1,RI,and C1
produce sawtooth output by integrating dc input. When output ramp reaches diode threshold voltage, the diode conducts and discharges CI.
Cycle repeats when capacitor voltage drops to diode recovery voltage. Pulse output is due to voltage drop across 15-ohm resistor.

IC transistor array
compensates for temperature
by Arthur Chace
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.

An inexpensive integrated transistor circuit can supply
aconstant current while providing its own temperature
compensation. This combination of characteristics is especially useful when a differential FET-input amplifier
has to be biased at its zero-temperature-coefficient point
[Electronics, June 21, p. 76], because the amplifier's constant-current source should be temperature-compensated for optimum performance.
All five transistors in RCA's type cA3046 package are
used. Transistor Qi operates as aconventional transistor, but the other four are employed as diodes—Q2, Q3
and Q5 as forward- biased diodes, and Q4 as a zener
diode.
The temperature coefficient of diode element Q2
matches that of transistor Q. And the positive temperature coefficient of the zener element is compensated for
by the identical, but negative, coefficients of Q3 and Q5.
Since all circuit elements are on a common substrate,
temperature tracking of individual elements is good.
The emitter of Q5 is connected to the substrate and
should be the most negative point in the circuit.
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A-dconverter provides
real-time error correction
by Marvin K. Vander Kooi

-

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara. Calif

By adding comparator logic to an analog-to-digital converter, the latter can be stopped from producing an "illegal" output code due to noise pulses or voltage drift.
Whenever a converter with a binary-coded-decimal
(BcD) output operates on asignal having adjacent digit
9s, acode error may result. If the last 9contains a noise
*Formerly with Fairchild Semiconductor, Mountain View, Calif.

pulse equal to only 0.001 of the full-scale signal, the
BCD output may become 10-0. The " illegal - 10 cannot
be handled by a BCD input to acomputer, nor can it he
displayed as a single digit on a readout device. With a
successive-approximation a-d converter, these " illegal"
codes can be detected since the converter is always comparing its output to its input.
In brief, the converter's output is detected by the
NAND gates and changed to negative-voltage logic by
Qi and Q2. When Q0 conducts, it overrides the comparator output, causing the converter to reject the "illegal" bit. On the next clock pulse, the converter moves to
the next bit.
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published.

BCD code correction. " Illegal" BCD output codes caused by noise or drift are detected by NAND gates and converted to negative-voltage
logic. When transistors Q 1 and Q» conduct, they override comparator output, preventing analog-to-digital converter from accepting " illegal"
bit. An " illegal" bit, a 10, usually occurs when signal containing a9also carries small unwanted noise or drift voltage.
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Moo many chips aren't
in shape to ship or assemble,
maybe you need asolvent
that cleans residue-free.
You need FREON.
Your yields could be suffering because
of improper cleaning during the manufacture of semiconductor and I.C. devices.
Residue interferes with yield and reliability.
In aFREON cleaning system,
components emerge thoroughly clean, dry
and residue-free because the final step is a
rinse of freshly distilled, filtered FREON.
FREON cleaning agents remove
silicon dust, lapping compound, residual
plating salts, water, electronic grade
alcohols, ionic contaminants and all types of
handling and packaging soils.
They are used in avariety of operations: surface preparation before masking to
improve resist adhesion...pre-diffusion

cleaning...before plating and deposition to
assure good adhesion...before lead bonding
to assure proper bonding attachment...
pre-seal cleaning prior to packaging. There
are more.
FREON cleaning agents require no
inhibitors and are reclaimed through
continuous distillation. They are nonflammable, nonexplosive and have alow
order of toxicity. Special safety equipment
is not needed.
Your next step to increased yield is
to write for more information about FREON
cleaning agents and properly designed
vapor-phase cleaning systems. Du Pont
Company, Room 22449H, Wilmington, Del. 19898.

FREON

cleaning agents
FREON is Du Pont's registered trademark for its fluorocarbon
cleaning agents.
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Digital system transfixes
nanosecond transients
Centered around adual- gun storage tube, adata acquisition and
display system records transients less than 500 nanoseconds
long, and digitizes and stores the data for leisurely analysis
by Glenn S. Mills and R. Keith Treece,

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, N. M.

El When the entire result of an elaborate experiment is
contained in one signal lasting less than 2microseconds,
the equipment for recording that signal had better be
good. Fast- transient experiments occur commonly in
shock and vibration testing, sonar applications, electronic troubleshooting, explosives testing, radar signal
analysis, plasma research, and many other fields.
Sandia Labs often needs to record two fast transients
simultaneously, however, and has developed a twochannel data acquisition system that captures microsecond signals, translates them immediately into digital
form, and stores the data in adigital computer for display at the experimenter's convenience. All this takes
the system only 3 seconds, in contrast to the hours, if
not days, that it takes to produce acomparable analysis
of aphotographic trace.
Operation is unique but straightforward. The input
signal deflects the write beam of a dual-gun storage

WRITE

tube, which traces it onto asemiconductor target. The
trace remains there long enough for a read beam to
scan the target ( fast sweep vertical) and generate adot
signal each time it intersects the stored signal. Digitized
values on the first X ( time) and each Y ( amplitude) axis
of each intersection are then transferred to memory.
The computer also calibrates the system automatically,
corrects for nonlinearities, and detects invalid data.
Because the trace lasts some time, the read scan can
take about athird of asecond, even though the original
write time may be only a few microseconds. This relatively slow reading cycle permits high-resolution digitization: amplitude resolution is one part in 256, and time
resolution, one part in 512.
A block diagram of one channel of the system is
shown in Fig. 1. The dual-gun storage tube's write-deflection circuit resembles that of aconventional oscilloscope, except that the vertical deflection field is gener-
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1. Capture and hold. In fast-transient data acquisition system, dual-gun storage tube (top) writes a transient trace as fast as 500 nano
seconds full scale. Then electronics circuits ( center) read out and digitize trace at slower rate, and store digital data for display ( bottom).
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2. 'Boom, boom. In each of these four scope photos of an actual bridgewire explosion transient, sweep time is 2 microseconds. (A bridgewire is an electrically energized wire that detonates a bomb by exploding inside its detonator.) Display ( upper left) shows untreated data of
bridgewire voltage on one of the two input channels. Other channel ( upper right) records differentiated (di / dt) bridgewire current, also shows
spurious data points produced by noisy spots on target. Corrected scope display ( lower left) shows interpolated data points that computer
substitutes for invalid points. From this trace further processing derives final bridgewire current waveform ( lower right).

3 On the level. Horizontal trace intersected by vertical read scan

SWEEP C

SWEEP B-1_]

vides vertical and horizontal blanking and counting
pulse trains, which generate synchronous analog sweeps
on both channels for vertical and horizontal deflection.
An intensifier pulse train turns on the read beam only
during the proper vertical sweep intervals. Since the tar-

..ZEP A

ated by a stripline circuit inside the tube. The inputsignal channel bandwidth extends from 700 hertz to 37
megahertz (3decibels down), and is limited by the signal delay line. The write horizontal sweep is controlled
by a single-sweep trigger, armed before the test. A
square intensifier pulse, synchronous with the horizontal sweep, turns on the normally cut off write beam. The
write sweep can be set for full-scale times of 0.5, 1.0,
and 2.0 microseconds.
Part of the input signal is fed to the trigger, and starts
the beam moving before the rest of the signal, which is
momentarily delayed, can reach the vertical deflection
structure. This delay, standard in high-response scopes,
prevents any loss of the signal's leading edge.
On the read side, a 500-kilohertz master clock pro-

1FRAME = 1COMPLETE i

produces sharp video data pulse breaking through the digitizing
threshold level, but fast rising trace yields broader, shorter pulse.
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4. Prescannlng. Part of the target is swept by the read beam to reduce unequal collector currents, due to surface charge leaks.

get trace is not visible to the operator, aseparate XY
display operates from sweep and Z-axis (dot intensity)
signals going to the digital subsystem.
As the read beam scans the target and crosses the
written trace ( Fig. 3), the secondary emission current at
the collector increases, and brightens the Z signal at the
XY intersection on the display unit. Because the dots
are very close to each other, they form atrace that looks
almost continuous to the operator.
Separate signals
For the digital subsystem, the low-amplitude Z signal, also called the video signal, goes through some extra steps to improve digital counting of clock pulses. For
example, because surface charge leakage makes the amplitude of the collector video signal vary horizontally
across the target's scanned area, part of the target is
presCanned to bring the background video signal to an
acceptable level within the normal raster area ( Fig. 3).
Digitizing starts with threshold detection of the Z-signal pulse produced when the read beam crosses the
written trace. As Fig. 3 showed, the amplitude and
width of this pulse vary with the slope of the written
trace: when the vertical scan intersects the fast-rising
part of the pulse, the resulting video data pulse is broad
in time and low in amplitude; when the trace is more
horizontal, the data pulse is narrower and higher.
Since the most important information may be in the
fast-rising part of the transient, the detection threshold
is set as low as possible, yet higher than the varying

5. Enhancement. Video signal circuit clips pedestal from data
pulse, removes noise and differentiates pulse in filter, and then passes to counter only those pulses that exceed preset threshold level.
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Speed reading— and writing
The dual-gun storage tube used in the transient analyzer produces electrical signals, not the visible image
of the conventional cathode ray tube. The read beam
electrons ( or the primary beam ep)are accelerated by
about 600 volts toward the zinc sulfide target. For
each primary electron impinging on the target, about
two and a half times as many secondary electrons, es,
are emitted and attracted to the collector ring. That is,
there is again, K, of 2.5. As the collector ring, which is
initially at a higher potential than the target, collects all
the secondary electrons, the zinc sulfide loses its
charge, or becomes more positive, at a rate equal to
(K-1) times the read beam current. The target continues to become more positively charged until its potential, Vt,essentially equals the collector's potential, V.
In equilibrium, the excess electrons, et,return to the
target. In this way the read beam continuously scans
the target and maintains it in a positive state, waiting
for the write beam, the input transient, to come along.
The 10,000-v write beam has enough energy to ionize asmall dot on the target and discharge the positive
surface charge. Consequently, as the write beam
sweeps across the target, it produces a continuous
trace on the target surface. Then when the read beam
intersects the discharged written trace, the collector
current jumps to about two and a half times its equilibrium value. This increased signal, called the video
signal, is detected, conditioned, and measured in time
and amplitude to become one of the 512 digitized
readings of the input transient.

NICKEL
SUPPORT
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„„--- ZINC SULFIDE TARGET
Vt
READ BEAM

WRITE BEAM
10,000 VOLTS

er,

e, = Ke p

ec
+
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background. Figure 5shows how this is done: the video
clamp removes the signal pedestal; the bandpass filter
removes the high-frequency noise and low-frequency
background bow; and the filter also differentiates the
data pulse. Stopping the digitizing counter on the trailing edge of the differentiated pulse effectively digitizes
at the center of the written trace, eliminating error due
to differences in write beam width.
The digital subsystem is contained on asingle chassis,
and is built with commercial rrt logic. It has two independent functions, served by the digitize/read-in section and the reconstituted display ( Fig. 6).
The digitize/read-in portion includes its own 500-kHz
clock, which feeds acounter for generating the vertical
sweep and blanking-pulse train. Another counter divides the vertical pulses by 512 to provide the horizontal sweep and blanking timing. That is, each 256-pulse
vertical scan results in one horizontal timing pulse, 512
of which make one frame scanning sequence.
Since the trace is erased by the continuously scanning
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6. Read In, read back. With the computer serving as the system director, video pulses from two channels are counted and move into computer memory. Then, at afaster frame rate, the digitized traces are reconstituted on the XY display ( lower right) for review by experimenter.

read beam, digitizing of the written trace must start immediately. However, the read beam may be anywhere
in the raster pattern when digitizing begins. Thus the
first data value read into the computer memory is the
horizontal pulse count accumulated in the horizontal
register at the point in the frame at which the write
beam is triggered. The computer recognizes this count
as the address of the memory location for the first vertical count which had been shifted into the vertical register, and the program places subsequent incoming vertical counts in their proper memory locations. Thus, no
matter where the writing starts in the read scan, the
computer organizes and stores the read data as if it actually started at the beginning of the transient.
At the end of each vertical sweep the accumulated
pulses, representing trace amplitude, move into the vertical register. Then the register is cleared when its content is read into the computer memory.
The reconstituted display, using aconventional cathode ray tube, creates the input signal from the digitized
data stored in the computer memory. The computer
and electronics generate a scan raster similar to, but
faster than, the read scan of the storage tube—its speed
is about 12 frames asecond, to minimize flicker and to
make the transient appear permanent and stationary.
At the start of a display frame, the computer loads
into the display register the count for the first vertical
(amplitude) point, and the clock counts are fed into the
display vertical counter. When the display vertical
count equals the count stored in the display register, the
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compare logic outputs apulse to the display's Z axis—
which brightens the raster at that point. Pulse counts
are stored octally: thus afull-scale register store of 4008
equals 256 pulses. Sequentially, each vertical sweep results in abright dot on the face of the CRT. But because
a new horizontal sweep starts automatically at the end
of each frame, and the frames follow one another very
fast, the sequence of dots appears as acontinuous-trace
reproduction of the original transient signal.
Self-help
One important feature of the data acquisition system
is automatic self-calibration just before data read-in,
providing an accuracy of 1
-1% of full scale. Calibration
takes less than aminute and includes: scaling the digitized data to engineering units (time, volts, amperes,
etc.); and correcting for nonlinear sweeps, nonlinear
vertical sensitivity (gain), system drift, differences in
trigger delays between channels, and misalignment of
the tube's read and write deflection systems.
Calibration starts with the operator pressing one
switch, which introduces three precise calibration signals—time, amplitude, and fiducial—into each channel.
During amplitude calibration seven dc voltage levels-30, 20, 10, 0, - 10, -20, -30—are impressed on the
vertical deflection system, one at atime. Across the target of an ideal tube with perfectly linear sweeps, the
seven levels would be equally spaced and perfectly flat.
In this ideal situation the vertical sensitivity would be
characterized by one number, N volts per vertical count,
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Also in the picture: stand-alone ultra-fast digitizers
Building a two- channel, fast- response data acquisition
system is worth it when the amount of testing and the
need for rapid and accurate conversion of data to engineering units can justify the $50,000 cost, not counting
the online computer. Sandia Laboratories has built three,
and was planning to build asix-channel system soon.
However, the dual-gun storage tube is no longer available. Zenith Radio Corp. sold its Rauland Tube division,
maker of the R- 6288A tube, to Texas Instruments, whose
plans for marketing its products are as yet undecided.
Consequently, future Sandia systems will probably have
to be adapted to incorporate an equivalent tube.
Also, it should be recognized that there are other ways,
less costly but perhaps less comprehensive, to capture
one-shot and slow-cycling repetitive transients.
Time-honored and relatively inexpensive, asnapshot of
a CRT trace is good for learning a transient's general
shape and characteristics. Specific information can be
obtained from manual and semi-automatic measurements of the traces on the photo. But when experiments
require statistically confident results in engineering units
for such parameters as peak value, points of maximum
slope, and integrated areas, then obtaining quantized
data from a photograph is tedious, time-consuming, and
prone to human errors. If computer processing of such
quantized data is also needed, another set of complications and time delays arises. Basically, then, photography
has its place in low-volume testing situations that can't
support a large capital investment.
But there are other ways of digitizing waveforms electronically besides the method in the Sandia system,
which relies on temporary storage of the input signal on
the storage tube's target. Stand-alone electronic transient recorders perform the analog- to-digital conversion
in real time by sampling the input signal directly. These
devices are currently being produced commercially by a
number of firms, such as Biomation, Palo Alto, Calif., LeCroy Research Systems Corp., West Nyack, N.Y., and
Computer Labs, Greensboro, N.C.

Biomation's Model 610B transient recorder uses a 6-bit
analog-to-digital converter, with the digitized data stored
in a 6- bit- x -256-word mos shift register. Output is both
digital, for input to a digital printer or computer, and
analog through a digital-to-analog converter and a filter
to smooth the signal, for readout on a scope or XY
recorder. For $ 1,850, the user gets one part in 256 time
resolution and one part in 64 amplitude resolution.
Sweep time can be set to intervals of from 20 microseconds to 10 seconds. Model 802, at $2,950, offers one
part in 256 amplitude resolution, one part in 1,024 time
resolution, and sweep ranges of 500 ns to 20s. Model
8100, Biomation's most recent development, has an 8- bit
amplitude resolution, an input bandwidth of 100 megahertz, and stores 2,000 data points internally. Price is
$9,800.
LeCroy Research System's wo2000 waveform digitizer
features a built-in 3- inch oscilloscope display and 19
pushbutton-selectable time ranges from 20 nanoseconds
to 20 milliseconds. A program board permits the 20 samples in each time sweep to be set for linear or nonlinear
(for example, logarithmic) distribution. Amplitude resolution is one part in 256. The instrument, at $ 16,800, has
facilities for communicating with digital computer and
printer. Interface options cost extra: for example, a factory-installed interface to an AsR33 teletypewriter-printerpunch costs $ 1,450.
Computer Lab's Lab 210 Transiverter is a 2-MHz, 10bit, analog-to-digital converter with an input bandwidth
from dc to 40 MHZ and a sampling aperture time of less
than 0.5 ns. The unit, at $4,900, includes afour- place numeric display. A plug-in memory, at $310, stores 100 of
the 10- bit words from the Transiverter. Together, these
units can record and store one-shot transients of 50its to
50 milliseconds depending on preselected encoding
speed. Amplitude resolution is one part in 1,024, and
time resolution one in 100. A digital-to-analog converter,
optional at $510, permits analog plotting of ( unsmoothed)
digitized transient information stored in the memory— Ed.

SLOPE DUE TO ROTATION BETWEEN READ
AND WRITE DEFLECTION SYSTEMS

10 AVERAGES STORED FOR EACH LEVEL

50 READINGS AVERAGED
7 LEVELS NOT
EQUALLY SPACED

•

FRAME DIVIDED INTO 10 SEGMENTS

7. On the average. Ideal tube would have perfectly linear sweeps. During automatic calibration cycle before test run, therefore, computer
injects amplitude
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calibration voltages and calculates, stores and applies correction factors for each of 80 segments in target area.
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COMPUTER- GENERATED LINES
MARKING ALTERNATE ZERO
CROSSINGS

CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED
SINE VVAVE

DIFFERENT TIME CALIBRATION
FACTORS ( NANOSECONDS PER
HORIZONTAL COUNT)

8. Timely. Accurate sine wave generator and zero crossing detector help computer calculate, store, and apply correction, in nanoseconds
per horizontal count, to the horizontal sweep that establishes input transients' time base.

over the entire target. Actually, however, as shown in
Fig. 7, the levels may have some slope, be slightly nonlinear, and be unequally spaced.
To compensate, the computer calculates correction
factors. It divides each level into 10 segments, finds the
average level of 50 readings in each segment, and stores
these 10 averages for each of the seven levels. These 70
numbers stored for each channel provide amplitude
correction factors corresponding to 80 different areas on
the target. The computer reproduces the seven calibration levels by straight-line interpolation between the 10
average numbers stored for each level, and the operator
views them for correctness on the XY display.
A new angle

The computer also calculates the angle of read-write
deflection misalignment ( Fig. 7) from the average slope
of the first level. With the angle known, it makes arotational correction to each data point. (A recent modification, which eliminates computer rotational corrections, is an alignment coil that rotates the read raster
and aligns it with the tube's write deflection axes.)
Time calibration occurs by writing 10 cycles of acrystal-controlled sine wave, accurate to ±-0.02%, across the
tube ( Fig. 8). The computer detects zero crossings of the
sine wave, using the zero reference from the amplitude
calibration. The display logic turns on the beam for an
entire vertical sweep when ahigh order bit in the data
word is set. The computer sets this bit for every other
crossing, one word per cycle, and the display shows the
detected crossings. Then the computer calculates atime
correction for each interval between the crossing for
each cycle. This technique scales the write horizontal
sweep properly, and corrects for any time nonlinearities
in both read and write sweeps.
Fiducial calibration allows both channels to be corre-
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lated to time zero, even when each channel has adifferent time delay at the input. A pulse with avery fast rise
time is written simultaneously on each channel. The
computer then finds where each leading edge occurs,
and stores the corresponding horizontal count for each
channel. These stored counts allow the traces on both
channels to be referenced to a common starting time.
Like the other two calibrations, the validity of the fiducial calibration may be verified by the operator from the
marked fiducial pulse on the XY display.
If spurious data occurs during an experimental or calibration run—whether from an undetected video signal
or from anoisy spot on the target—the computer applies
an algorithm that detects it and substitutes calculated
data. An invalid data word is detected when acount is
driven to or reaches 4008 ( the full-scale count of 256
pulses). When the computer program receives one or
more invalid data words, it interpolates linearly between the nearest valid data. During printout of data,
interpolated points are identified with asterisks.
Failure to detect avideo signal occurs when the leading edge of atransient is especially fast- rising, as from a
fiducial calibration pulse, and the write beam moves too
rapidly to discharge the target fully. Thus, the resulting
video signal may be too small to be read. If so, the vertical counter doesn't receive a signal to stop and thus
counts up to 4008. The computer detects the 4008 bit, ignores its value, and instead interpolates linearly between the nearest valid data points.
In contrast, a noisy target spot may generate avideo
signal during avertical sweep, in addition to the valid
signal from the intersected trace. The digital logic detects the occurrence of two signals in one sweep and sets
the 400 8 bit in the data register. Again, when the computer sees this, it ignores the data and calls for linear interpolation between the nearest valid data points.
D
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The pluses and minuses of
charge transport devices
Understanding the different tradeoffs offered by bucket brigades,
charge- coupled units, and surface charge transistors will ease
their introduction into various memory and imaging applications
by R. D. Baertsch, W. E. Engeler, and J. J. Tiemann,

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.

It is now firmly established that transferring charge
along the surface of asemiconductor offers an attractive
approach to memory and imaging systems. But there is
more than one way of building acharge transfer device,
and the structure of each must be closely analyzed.
The differences between conventional mos devices
and the three types of charge transfer devices now available— MOs bucket brigades, charge coupled devices, and
surface charge transistors—turn into advantages or disadvantages. depending on the application for which the
designer intends it. Unless he knows the tradeoffs, he's
likely to be forced into undesirable compromises in
other aspects of system performance and unlikely to
benefit fully from surface charge technology.
In brief, the mos bucket brigade manipulates packets
of charge by means of conventional transistors and capacitors, aCCD uses moving potential wells, and an SCT
gates surface charge between reservoirs with control
electrodes. All differ from previous mos structures in
that they manipulate signal charge without requiring
contact with the silicon.
This basic difference has several important implications. Since fewer contacts to the semiconductor ( called
vias or dig-downs) will be required to implement asys1. Watching its image. One of the most promising applications of
surface charge transport is in imaging devices. The close up of this
one shows the SCT elements built into an array.
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tern with charge transport devices, yields should be significantly higher, particularly in larger devices, and
costs should be lower, again particularly for large
memory and imaging arrays. Because of their generally
simpler structure, surface charge devices can be made
smaller for agiven mask resolution and realignment tolerance. This means both ahigher device density than is
possible with other techniques, and a higher operating
speed ( the transfer time increases as the square of the
length o,f the storage electrode). As an example of an
imaginidevice, Fig. 1shows aphotomicrograph of an
early device fabricated to show the feasibility of the SCT
for imaging use.
A second basic difference is that charge transport devices have no threshold voltage that the signal must
overcome, adifficulty with conventional mos devices. In
surface charge devices, the electric charge is merely a
working fluid, and the voltage swing it produces has no
significance except at the very end. For example, if a
particular signal is represented by 1 picocoulomb of
charge, it makes no difference (except for speed)
whether the working stages of the device use 10-volt or
1-v clock pulses. In either case, the same picocoulomb
of charge will be finally dumped into the output capacitance, and the same output voltage will be observed.
Because lower voltages are feasible, it's possible that
the depletion width margins between adjacent devices
could be made narrower than at present, so that still
more devices could be packed in per unit area. Possibly
lower power levels per function may also be reached.
The other side of the coin is that conventional devices
generally reference the signal to a specific dc level at
each stage, so that no problems are caused by the
charge thermally generated within the depletion regions
that surround the devices' active portions. This is not
the case with surface charge transport, where any
thermally generated charge is carried along with the signal charge, and the signal rimy become severely degraded if many functions are performed before areference is re-established.
Consequently, surface charge devices cannot work in
a low-power, static mode and, more importantly, they
cannot function at as low a frequency as conventional
mos shift registers with refresh at each stage.
Clearly, then, surface charge devices will have their
greatest impact in systems where there is apremium on
device density and speed, but not on low-frequency per-
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formance. Further, because conventional circuits are
necessary to provide the input, output and refresh functions, the processes used to fabricate both the surface
charge structures and the conventional transistors ought
to be compatible. A comparison of the three types of
surface charge structure and their physical characteristics is given in Table 1.
The two- level, refractory metal ( Rmos) process, with
its low-resistivity buried gate, is an ideal technique for
building surface charge devices. This process enables
the SCT to be built with overlapping gate electrodes and
therefore eliminates the gap problems associated with
single-level bucket brigade and CCD structures. It also
allows the entire structure to be completely shielded
and protected from ambient conditions. In addition,
like the equivalent silicon gate process, RMOS is selfaligning and minimizes the need for close photolithographic tolerances. Most important, RMOS can be used
to build both surface charge devices and auxiliary mos
structures on the same chip— in fact, an entire memory
subsystem can be built with this one process.
How an SCT works

2. The key. Forming the heart of all charge transfer applications are
these surface charge transistors. They differ from other charge
transfer devices ( both CCD and bucket brigade) by virtue of their
transfer gates, which control the flow of charge from the source
electrode to the receiver electrode. When built into arrays, these elements operate like conventional shift registers, and become the
basis of almost all memory, delay line and imaging applications.
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A cross section of the physical structure of asurface
charge transistor is shown in Fig. 2. The three electrodes, which are separated from the semiconductor and
from each other by thin insulating films, are called the
source electrode, the transfer gate, and the receiver
electrode, respectively. Depletion regions capable of
storing minority carriers can be formed in the semiconductor under these electrodes by application of the appropriate voltages, and the transfer of this charge from
source region to the receiver can be controlled by fixing
the surface potential of the space beetween them with
the transfer gate voltage. Since these depletion regions
can accept, store, and return the charge stored in them,

;,.13)oe

'ST STORE

o
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3. The shift register. A SCT shift register operates like a conventional MOS register, transferring ones and zeros as logic functions.
Here the silicon surface potential o„ is shown along with the appropriate clock waveform; the value given applies at a time corresponding to the dotted line on the clock voltages ( 01,¢ 2,and ¢ 11 and
The upper line of the surface potential profile indicates the actual
surface potential, the lower indicates its value at full depletion.

they are referred to as charge storage reservoirs, or simply as reservoirs.
A linear array capable of continuously transporting
charge along the surface of the semiconductor can be
formed from arow of these units, with each storage reservoir. serving first as the receiver and then as the source
for the next element in the array. When diffused regions
for injection and collection of charge are added, the array becomes a shift register— the basis of almost all
present surface charge transport technology applications.
The cross section of ashift-register structure is shown
in Fig. 3, together with its typical operating waveforms.
An n- type substrate is assumed, to make the fabrication
process compatible with p-channel FETS.
To introduce the charge into the shift register, the input is held at ground potential, and the voltage on the
launch-enable electrode is set above the mos threshold,
creating an inversion channel that extends all the way
from the p-region to the transfer gate connected to the
irig bus. Since the carriers in this channel are in contact
with the input diffusion, they are also at ground potential.
Now, if arelatively large negative potential has been
applied to the first store electrode, and this region is
empty of charge, then the carriers in the inversion channel under the launch-enable electrode will flow over to
the first store as soon as a clock pulse occurs on the
çVzbus. This will continue until the surface potentials
have reached complete equilibrium. At that time
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in opposite directions manage to do so without requiring any dig-downs or cross-overs between rows.
This bidirectional aspect of the SCT structure has
been utilized in the shift register shown in the photomicrograph of Fig. 4. The input structure, which is
exactly the same as that shown in Fig. 3, is at the upper
left-hand side of the chip. The data moves to the right
in the upper row, enters a refresh- turnaround structure
at the right-hand end where the data is recovered and
refreshed, and then moves to the left in the lower row to
be finally recovered at the lower left-hand end.
The refresh- turnaround circuit consists of a node
comprising a diffused charge collector and a launch
gate on the lower row, plus a field effect transistor for
precharging the node. The gate of the FET is pulsed at
4. A little bit of saving. The strength of charge transport devices
the beginning of each clock period, to empty it of any
lies in smallness of cell size ( one-third conventional MOS) arid paucpreviously collected charge and leave it at alarge negaity of dig- downs. In this 32- bit shift register. no dig- downs are retive potential. After the gate has been turned off and
quired to transfer charge along an entire 16- bit line. A refresh- turnthe node potential has been allowed to float freely, the
around circuit at the end of 16- bits sends renewed charge packets
signal charge is delivered to the node. This charge
along the lower row to the output diffusion.
causes the node to discharge toward ground, the size of
the voltage drop being determined by the amount of
the charge transfer has then been accomplished.
charge collected.
In this example, the final potential of the carriers unThe voltage of the input diffusion to the lower row is
der the first store will be at ground. If the input diffuset at a point midway between the two potentials that
sion had been held at sonic moderate negative potenrepresent a binary one and azero and that appear at
tial, however, the first store would have had a similar
negative final potential, and there would have been a the node after all the charge has been collected. Thus,
the potential on the refresh gate will either block the
smaller quantity of charge and a smaller signal at the
flow of charge, or it will allow complete equilibration of
end of the line. On the other hand. if the input diffusion
the first reservoir with the lower-row input voltage. In
liad been at a negative potential large enough to stop
this way. the levels of charge representing the binary inthe charge from travelling to the first store, then the first
foi (nation in the register are reset to their desired levels.
store would have remained empty.
and thermal degradation is eliminated.
Furthermore, if the launch-enable voltage had been
below the mos threshold, the inversion channel would
SCT vs CCD
not have existed, and the holes would not have been
The significant differences between this SCT array and
able to transfer, no matter what their potential. Thus,
a CCD array derive from the transfer gate electrodes.
the launch enable serves as an on-off control, while the
First of all, a two- level metalization system is required
potential on the input diffusion serves as a continuous
to fabricate the SCT array, whereas a single level of
control on the amount of charge transferred.
metal can be used for the CCD. This makes the CCD
This arrangement adds an extra control mechanism,
structure compatible with conventional MOS processsince the amount of charge required to reach equilibing, while the SCT array is not.
rium with the input diffusion depends on. and is thereThe additional process complexity of the SCT, howfore controlled by, the first store potential.
ever, results in a structure whose performance can be
In this system the reservoirs are driven by a twomore easily controlled. Since the surface potential nophase clock, and the array has no built-in sense of direcwhere depends on the fringing fields between adjacent
tion. In contrast to the bucket brigade structure, the
electrodes, the details of the etching process that defines
charge can be transferred in either direction, being
the spacings between the electrodes in aSCT are not of
shifted solely by the voltages that are applied to the
the same crucial importance as they are in CCD structransfer gates. As a result of this bidirectionality, FILO
tures, where these fields must be minimized and the
(first-in, last-out) is possible.
Charge can transfer out of a region only when it is spacing between electrodes made as small as possible.
Another advantage of the two-level structure is that
energetically favorable for it to do so, namely, during
its active portions are shielded both electrically and
the time when its potential has been raised by the clock
chemically from the ambient. In fact, the two- level
voltage. This transfer occurs only, however, when the
surface potential of the barrier region between the res- structure may actually be simpler to fabricate reproduciWy than the single- level one. Secondly, because the
ervoirs involved has been reduced by applying the appropriate voltage to the interposed transfer gate. For transfer process can be controlled by the waveforms on
the transfer gate electrodes, it's possible to provide biexample, the structure shown in Fig. 3 propagates
directional propagation structures, or even structures,
charge from left to right with the voltage waveforms
where some charges are held static when others are
shown. If <pi and çA are interchanged, the propagation
allowed to move. This last feature is particularly signifidirection will reverse, and since this can be accomcant in optical imaging applications. In these appliplished merely by offsetting the electrodes, it is possible
cations it may turn out to be desirable to allow only one
to construct an array in which adjacent rows propagate
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5. Picture It. An array of these SCT charge storage cells could make up an imager. The diffused collector would serve many sources; the
image would be scanned element by element onto the collector for XY access. CCDs are sequentially accessed only.

row at atime to output its signal charge.
The advantage that SCTs offer in circuit packing density is illustrated in the shift register cell layout, shown
in Fig. 4. There only 1.3 square mils of chip is required
for each bit when the cell is fabricated with present day
mask tolerances and processing. Despite its smallness,
the cell has enough capacitance to store 0.5 picocoulomb of charge with an applied voltage of 10 V.
In addition to the real estate advantage provided by
this layout, the circuit functions as a much higher
(above 10 wiz with p-channel devices) frequency than
aconventional mos shift register. Most significantly, the
number of dig-downs per bit has been reduced to zero.
(Of course, there must be dig-downs in the refresh
stages, but if these occur only once every 16 stages, their
number is still reduced by afactor of 32). Even higher
speed could be obtained with n-channel devices, but
this improvement would probably require a slightly
more complex cell structure.
The implications of these advantages for low-cost,
high-performance shift registers are quite clear. But are
the improvements sufficient to make this type of
memory competitive with other types? Certainly, wherever a system requires high-speed serial memory, surface charge transport should be awinner over conventional mos. But it should be pointed out that bulk
memories are another matter.
In bulk memories, the problems associated with refreshing the memory are very important. Whereas a
standard shift register has to be clocked only once to refresh all of its stages, it is necessary to cycle the surface
charge shift register repeatedly—that is if it has 16 stages
between refresh stages, 16 memory cycles will be necessary to refresh it. This means that if both memories
have roughly the same maximum time interval between
refresh cycles, then the surface charge device will require a standby clock 16 times higher in frequency.
Moreover, since power and frequency are directly proportional in mos-type systems, it will require increased
standby power. Since standby power is avery sensitive
system parameter in bulk memory applications, this
could offset the density advantages of devices for this
use.
The SCT structure can be used as aclocked analog de-
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lay line, where it functions exactly like a transistor
bucket brigade. In this function it appears to offer advantages that could give it the edge over competitive
structures. Delay lines made with bipolar integrated
bucket brigade structures require both diffusions and
dig-downs, though they do have good high- frequency
performance (say 50-100 MHz). The mos bucket brigade delay line, though it has no dig-downs, requires
diffusions and has not as high an operating frequency.
The CCD operates at high speed (say 20 wiz) and requires no diffusions, but dig-downs are necessary to its
three-phase clocked array. The surface charge transistor
structure, however, requires neither dig-downs nor diffusions, and is as fast. Both could even be pushed to a
higher operating speed—up eventually to a gigahertz—
and should provide alarger dynamic range.
The image application
Solid state arrays for scanning optical images have
been very difficult and expensive to build. But surface
charge transport systems not only promise an improvement in the density and cost per elements but also, by
delivering signal charge from many image sites to a
common port, reduce the interconnection problem common to other types of array. They open up at least two
approaches to optical imaging systems.
The shift register approach as exemplified in CCD image devices is conceptually the simpler, and has the advantage of requiring only a single output stage for the
entire array. Its major disadvantage is that the signal
charge from the optical sensing elements at one end of
the array must undergo alarge number of transfer operations, while those near the output end undergo fewer.
Since some of the signal charge is left behind at every
transfer, there will be differences in resolution and level
across the image.
This nonuniformity is not aproblem for short linear
arrays, and does not become serious until several hundred stages are contemplated. But it is a problem for
long, high-speed linear arrays and large two-dimensional areal arrays. In fact, at present it is still uncertain
whether arrays suitable for studio-quality TV pickup applications can be developed with the CCD approach.
The other approach attempts to circumvent this limi-
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6. Fast work. This 14- bit shift register can be operated at 10 MHz in the complete charge transfer mode; higher speeds are contemplated
when it's operated in acharge bias mode. Since it is built with arefractory-metal-gate process, its fabrication is compatible with that of conventional two- level MOS structures and can therefore form a subsystem in an LSI memory configuration.

talion, and is depicted in Fig. 5, where across section of
asingle storage cell is shown. In this system, the storage
cells are arranged in an X-Y array and interrogated individually and in sequence. A single diffused collector
serves each row of the array, and the optically generated charge in one of the storage cells is simply gated to
it. Thus, only one transfer is required to deliver the signal charge from any sensing element to the output collector, and all the image cells therefore have the same
characteristics.
Re- arrangement
ln such a structure, the source regions become the
storage elements, and source electrodes are formed
wherever the lower-level metalization crosses athin-oxide region. The transfer gates are formed by the upperlevel metal, which runs in the orthogonal direction. The
receiver regions, which are of course connected directly
to the diffused collector, do not actually have to store
the charge coming from the sources, and therefore need
not be as large as the sources, and even can be eliminated entirely.
The signal charge is selectively read out of a single
storage element at the intersection of the row where the
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voltage on the storage electrode has raised the potential
energy of the stored charge, and the column where the
transfer gate potential has been lowered. Since both actions must occur simultaneously before charge will
transfer, only one element is active at atime.
Suppose, for example, that the storage electrode is
connected to -20 y so that adepletion region forms beneath it. When an image is present, this depletion region will, after atime, collect some optically generated
charge, and the potential will fall towards ground—say
to - 15 V.
Suppose further that all of the transfer gate lines are
at ground potential, except for one held at - 10 V. Then
the ground potential will completely prevent charge in
the unselected lines from transferring to the diffused
collector. Even the selected transfer gate line will have
only - 10 v applied to it, which is not enough to permit
the stored charge to transfer.
But if the potential on one row of the storage electrode is suddenly changed from -20 to - 10 v, the potential energy of the stored charge will suddenly be raised
from - 15 v to -5 V. The charge in the selected cell,
being at ahigher potential than its transfer gate (- 10 v),
is now free to transfer to the collector. Charge will not
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transfer in other unselected columns because the transfer gate potentials in the unselected gates are still higher
(i.e. at ground) than that of the stored charge.
This system is by no means the only possible xY addressable optical imager. It differs in several respects
from previous charge integrating structures. Not only
can it be fabricated at very high element density, but
also the optically generated charge is not read out by injection into its bulk. This means that response time is
not limited by the lifetime of the minority carriers in the
bulk, nor need it compromise sensitivity. Also, the optically generated charge is removed from the device as
signal charge, and there is no chance that it will be collected together again with subsequently generated
charge.
The approach has several advantages over the two-dimensional CCD shift register. The entire active area has
uniform characteristics; the same region serves both as
the charge integrating area and the readout area, and
one reservoir instead of three is required per active element.
But this imaging approach requires that the total capacitance of the collector diffusion should be kept low.
For small arrays or low- frequency systems this is not a
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problem, but for larger arrays with high scan rates it
would be advisable to break up the collector into several smaller units, each with its own output amplifier or
shift register. This must be accomplished without compromising row density.
Making agood start
The major significance of surface charge transport is
that it permits tradeoffs to be made that were not possible with previous techniques. In many cases the
tradeoffs could result in significantly improved system
cost and performance. The major disadvantages stem
from the fact that the technique utilizes a non-equilibrium effect, and the signals cannot be maintained indefinitely without being refreshed. Although other
dynamic mos approaches have the same problem. it is
magnified in surface charge memories which, if large,
require alot of power.
Basically, then, the question is whether the low frequencies, lower standby power, and higher temperature
operation that characterize conventional mos systems
can be traded off against higher frequencies, high power
requirements and lower chip cost of charge transport
devices.
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Protect your transistors against
turn-on or testing transient damage
Lower gain, higher noise are the price of avalanche damage to atransistor's
base- emitter junction; annealing can restore some performance, but
preventive design and use of protective diodes can avert circuit failures
by C.D. Motchenbacher,

Honeywell Inc, Hopkins, Minn

Cl The specter of transistor avalanche damage caused
by transients constantly haunts the circuit designer, usually without his knowledge. Turn-on signal transients
are the usual culprits, but even routine reverse-bias tests
can inadvertently ruin atransistor, degrade its performance, or even result in total circuit failure. For instance,
a bipolar transistor's gain can be drastically reduced
and its noise increased by a factor of 10 if the baseemitter junction is reverse-biased beyond the knee of
the current-vs-voltage (I-V) characteristic where avalanche occurs.
Fortunately, the designer has some straightforward
solutions to apply to his problems. The transient can be
tracked down and eliminated, or the transistor baseemitter junction can be protected with adiode. What's
more, some of the damage can even be partially repaired by annealing.
Before looking at the solutions, the designer should
have aclear understanding of the problems by looking
at transistor performance factors. Noise is probably the
most sensitive measure of a transistor's performance;
gain is second. A small percentage of carrier recombination, centered in the base depletion region, can significantly decrease gain and increase noise. Performance degradation is usually attributed to the effects of
fast surface states caused by the hot carriers created
during an avalanche stress.
On the other hand, an avalanche voltage ( amajority
carrier effect) is virtually independent of minor defects.
This, apparently, is the reason why an avalanche junction can be operated as a reference or regulator diode
without destruction. ( Field effect transistors are immune; they're majority carrier devices).
Effects of avalanche damage
Figure 1illustrates the progressive increases in noise
and the reduction of dc gain ( hFE )when the base-emitter junction of atype 2N4250 pnp transistor is continually avalanched. A 10-millisecond pulse with a 10%
duty cycle supplies the reverse base current.
Since the avalanche effect is proportional to total
charge flowing, a continuous current causes the same
damage as the pulsed current in one-tenth the time.
Even though reverse-biasing atransistor below its avalanche point causes no damage, just a few microamperes of reverse current can degrade performance.
Noise current increases, as shown in Fig. 1(a), with
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increasing base current and because of a large rise in
excess of 1/f noise. While noise voltage may double,
noise current ( i
n)frequently increases by afactor of 10.
This noise characteristic creates the most problems at
low frequencies and when the transistor is driven from
high impedances.
The reduction in hFE is due to arising dc base current
while collector current ( Ic) remains constant, as can be
seen in Fig. 1(b). This drop is less pronounced when the
transistor is biased at ahigh collector current.
Prevention techniques
Gain reduction can even become catastrophic with
continuous pulsing or at very high reverse currents.
Rather than simple thermal failure, damage to the baseemitter junction is caused by ahigh electric field. (Reverse pulsing with a500-mA current will cause the base
of a2N4250 transistor to open after 1,000 seconds).
Avalanche- induced damage can be partially repaired
by temperature or current annealing: heating the transistor to approximately 300°C returns both gain and
noise figures nearly to their original values.
The curves of Fig. 1show the results of annealing
with a continuous forward current of 400 MA through
the base-emitter junction. After 2.5 hours, hFE is almost
fully recovered and noise is decreased to about its initial
level. But further annealing destroys the transistor.
Even though atransistor is avalanched during normal
operation, it will not necessarily fail within the lifetime
of the system in which it is operated. Since the rate of
gain degradation generally decreases with time, ashortterm test will indicate long-term affects. To estimate
long-term transistor performance, the procedure is to
measure gain and/or noise degradation, plot it against
the log of time, and extrapolate the data over the expected life of the system.
As an example of a turn-on transient causing baseemitter junction avalanching, consider the directcoupled complementary amplifier of Fig. 2(a). When
the circuit is first turned on, transistors Q1, Q2, and Q3
conduct, charging capacitors C1 and C2. In this condition, avalanching of Q2's base-emitter junction due to
transient capacitor charging currents is possible. Although Q1 will not burn out, its 1/f noise current is significantly increased. Since Q2 usually is driven from a
large source resistance, R1,avalanching can substantially increase total amplifier noise. A similar situation
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1. Noise and gain degradation. Noise current (a) increases and gain ( b) decreases with continued base-emitter junction avalanching ( left
side of plots). When base current (
I
R)is 500 milliamperes, noise current becomes 10 times initial value and gain ( hFE )goes to 0. Although
annealing damaged junction ( right side of plots) almost restores initial specifications, over- annealing can destroy transistor.

can occur if asignal transient overloads the amplifier.
There are three solutions to the turn-on transient
problem, and they apply to all types of amplifiers. The
first, indicated in Fig 2(b) shows capacitor C2 connected
to ground instead of the supply so that a damaging
charging transient cannot pass through Qo's base-emitter junction. Another solution, also illustrated in Fig.
2(b), is to place adiode across Qo's junction, adding a
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series current-limiting resistor, R2. Now the charging
transient no longer back-biases the transistor, but passes
through the diode without affecting gain or noise.
A third solution, illustrated in Fib. 2(c), is to replace
npn transistor Q2 with its pnp complement. The transistor then stays on without being avalanched.
Avalanching also can occur when acircuit is operated
from abiased source, such as the one shown in Fig. 3(a),
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(b)

(a)

c)

2. Amplifier protection. Turning on complementary amplifier (a)
may cause avalanching of 02's base-emitter junction because of
charging currents of CI and
vented (b) by returning

C2

C2.

Transistor damage can be pre-

to ground rather than supply and adding

diode- resistor shunt to 02.Another approach is substituting pnp
transistor for 02 ( c) in configuration of ( a).

+100 V

where capacitor C1 charges to a high voltage through
resistor RI.If point A is grounded or if the power is
turned off. Ci's discharge could cause avalanching at
the base-emitter junction of Qi. The diode is addçd to
protect the transistor against any reverse-bias transient.
A decrease in hFE due to avalanching is a special
problem in differential amplifiers. A transient may avalanche one of the matched input transistors and increase dc offset. Even a small current can cause a significant unbalance.
Other protection circuits

la)

RI

R2

b

+ Mcc

Ic)

3. Other circuits. Diode protects 01 (a) when CI is charged by
biased source. Pair of diodes and resistors ( b) stop transients from
unbalancing differential amplifier; dc offset increases if input transistor becomes avalanched. Every cycle of astable multivibrator (c)
may bring transistor avalanching due to stored capacitor charge;
diode safeguards each transistor, maintaining circuit oscillation.
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Figure 3(b) illustrates how adifferential amplifier can
be protected with two diodes. Resistors RI and Ro must
be large enough to absorb the transient's energy, yet
must be smaller than the source resistance, lest they increase thermal noise.
Nonlinear circuits, such as the free-running multivibrator of Fig. 3(c), also are subject to avalanche damage if the supply voltage is greater than transistor baseemitter breakdown voltage. Without protection diodes
D I and D2, each transistor's base-emitter junction can
be avalanched in every cycle by the charge stored in capacitors C1 and C2. If this continues, transistor beta will
decrease until oscillation stops. The diodes must have a
breakdown voltage greater than Vcc, and alower leakage current than that of the transistor base.
The increase in 1/f noise, due to testing, can become
asignificant problem in low-frequency circuits. Measuring transistor emitter-base breakdown voltage generally
is nondestructive under limited test current. In fact,
damage may go unnoticed since a 1-second, l-mA pulse
reduces hFE by only 21%.
There are two ways to measure VEE0 .• One is to measure the breakdown base-emitter voltage drop; this
causes junction avalanching. A better method is to look
at transistor data, specify aminimum VER0, then test for
current flow ( or breakdown) at that voltage.
Each transistor in acircuit can be operationally tested
by monitoring its base-emitter junction with a differential scope and watching for reverse avalanching voltages during turn-on, during continuous operation, and
under saturating overloads.
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OUR ANGLE: angle position indicators
that do more and cost less
SHOULDN'T YOU TAKE ANEW READING
ON THIS COST-PERFORMANCE ANGLE?
For better ways to measure synchro and resolver data, North
Atlantic offers the best of both worlds: budget prices for the
popular API- 8025; superior performance and increased
capability of the new 8525. • Both are interchangeable
without any mechanical or wiring modifications.
North Atlantic's solid-state 8525 offers an accuracy of 0.05 ° ( 3 minutes). Following a 180°
step input, it synchronizes a five- digit
NIXIE readout in 1
/2 second flat. And
it tracks at up to 1000 ° per second.
Where cost can be traded
against performance, the
proven electromechanical API- 8025 . . a
recognized indus-
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try workhorse . .
is available with its 6
minute accuracy, 25 °/
second slew speed, and
many options. • Input of the
8525 is any 60 or 400Hz resolver/
synchro data from control instrumentation. The patented servo design eliminates all inertia and improves dynamic performance many times over. Its digital outputs
are especially suited to the computer- oriented
requirements of today's automatic test systems.
The 8525 . . . priced at $ 1885 . . . and the API- 8025
priced at $ 995 actually cost less because they perform
more functions per dollar. And with greater reliability.
For complete information on the cost-performance angle, please write or phone now.
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industries, inc.
200 TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803
cable: noatlantic / twx: 510-221-1879 / phone: (516) 681-8600
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5compelling
reasons
why Electronics is
your passport to
the world
of electronics
marketing
Electronics is the best- read magazine in
its field in Europe.
Electronics contains more marketing information that pertains to Europe than any
other magazine in its field.
Electronics has the highest pass- along
readership of any magazine in its field.
More of the world's leading electronicsequipment manufacturers advertise in
Electronics than in any other magazine in
its field.
Advertisers may elect to reach only the
Electronics audience of 16,000 outside
of the U.S. and Canada through the International Advertising Section, which is
available in all issues. You may, of course,
also use the full run, which reaches 86,000
Electronics subscribers world-wide

For more reasons why Electronics is the best
place to reach your local markets, ask your
Electronics representative. He can provide you
with apersonal copy of our new Electronics International Profile Study and a copy of the only
European Product Preference Poll available.
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athought about you...

o

If you're anxious about getting
your new OEM system off the
drawing board and into production, you need help — and
agood general-purpose minicomputer. You can get both
at Cincinnati Milacron.
Of course we build reliable
hardware; but the product
we're proudest of is people.
We've got interested, intelligent
people anxious to help you
choose the system best suited
to your needs, build it to
exacting specifications, teach
you how to use it, and service
it promptly.
Give us acall today. We'll
send you areliable minicomputer, plus the kind of
people you like to do business
with.

minicomputers

15-2;11:INLIZNRNOZI
Machine Tools
Process Controls
Chemicals
Plastics
Plastics Processing Machinery
Abrasives

Cincinnati area ( 513) 494-5444 • Chicago area ( 312) 439-5726 • Los Angeles area 12131 582-8361 • Detroit area 13131 557-2700 • New York area ( 201) 687-4500
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THE NEW 454A 150Mili OSCILLOSCOPE MAKES PORTABLE PERFORMANCE
OUTER THAN EVER BEFORE
The

New

mance

454A

and

even

more

built-in

measurement

has

ease

than

proven predecessor.

perfor-

its

field-

Here are just a few of many

examples.
BEFORE
CRT Size

5ns/div

2ns/div
Yes

5mV/div

2mV/div

2 1/2 times more gain

No

Yes

More display capability

Easy

Easier

No

Yes

More operating ease

Yes

Yes

It's easier to handle
Still—maximum BW at the probe tip

Maintenance
Color-Coded Panels
150- MHz Probe

committed to progress
in waveform m9.asurement
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programs

are

available
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More stability—More reliability
Measure lower amplitude signals at higher BW

More on- site measurement time

AND—just like the 454, high impedance inputs are
standard on every 454A. It all adds up to a NEW
model of a field- proven oscilloscope. An oscilloscope
designed to measure with laboratory precision and
to be carried with small- package ease.

TEKTRONIX®
lease

2 1/2 times more horizontal resolution

10 mV/div

Calibrated Mixed Sweep

and

33% more display area— More vertical resolution

No

Max Def Fact

,ental

TO YOU THIS MEANS

20 mV/div

FET Inputs

Tektronix

NOW
8x10 Div
(0.8 cm/div)

Max Sweep Rate

Max Def Fact @ 150 MHz

I

6x10 Div
(0.8 cm/div)

in

the

U.S.

Your field engineer will gladly arrange a demonstration. See for yourself all that's NEW about the 454A.
U.S. Sales Price is $3200 FOB Beaverton, Oregon.
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Digital cassette standard under fire
Long-awaited standard is useful only for computer- tape replacement, say
detractors: they want incremental feature for paper tape- type applications
by Paul Franson, Dallas bureau manager

Now that digital cassette equipment
But for computer applications,
manufacturers are on the verge of Jerry Allen, sales administrator for
adopting a long-debated standard,
Wang Computer Products Inc.,
what are they going to do with it?
Santa Monica, Calif., says "We've
Many feel the standard, proposed
picked the IBM standard as ours
by the American National Stanand are committed to it." Allen says
dards Institute, New York City, is
that no other version would be quite
relevant only for computer applias reliable and "guesses" that the
cations, making it virtually worthIBM standard has a good chance of
less for the incremental (characterbeing adopted " primarily because
by-character) recording jobs that
its coding insures data reliability
make up the bulk of the market.
and high packing density." The IBM
The standard before the Interstandard proposed is for one-, twonational Standards Organization,
or four-channel tapes using asyn
and very similar to one being conchronous phase-encoded recordings.
sidered by ANSI, comes from the EuOn the other hand, Wang Laboropean Computer Manufacturers
ratories in Tewksbury, Mass., is
Association ( EcmA), which prehopeful that the ANSI standards will
dictably sees cassettes as a low-cost
produce rugged, more reliable casreplacement for conventional 1
/2
in.
settes. That company has looked for
magnetic tape (see panel p. 100).
suitable tapes for its own calculators
But few manufacturers have had
and minicomputers without success
experience with this system, and
and has decided to make its own.
even Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken,
One company that has already inThe Netherlands, which originated
troduced an ANSI machine is Kybe
the
tape cassette, does not
Corp., Waltham, Mass. Its Kydek
have machines conforming to the
meets all ANSI and ECMA standards,
system in the field. What's more,
and costs $3,495, quite a bit higher
most of the 15,000-odd digital casthan most of the current cassette
sette recorders in use in the U.S.
equipment. Kybe claims its cassettes
aren't generally aimed at centralcan be used with almost any drive
for precision recording.
processing- unit applications.
Complications. To complicate
And one manufacturer dissatismatters further, IBM has proposed a fied with the standard is Lloyd S.
/4
1
in, tape cassette, but sources in
Peltier, systems design engineer at
the industry doubt that IBM is
Dicon Industries, Sunnyvale, Calif.
pushing it actively. BASF/ICL has a He says; "the spec was written
similar proposal in Europe.
around the data processing indusOne manufacturer happy with the
try." Peltier, a member of an ANSI
proposed ANSI standard is Ampex,
ad- hoc committee opposing the cassette standard, will express this view
Los Angeles, which already is making an ECMA/ANSI tape deck. Jay
when that committee meets in San
Diego in January.
Cronen, product manager. says, the
major uses will be in terminals, keyPeltier would like to see asynto-tape, and the like. He sees little
chronous phase encoding by character. "In synchronous transmission, if
business in replacing 1
/2
in. tape with
aPhilips type cassette.
you lose a bit, an entire block will
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be lost," he asserts. He would also
like to see the standards less time
dependent so that they can tolerate
lower packing densities—he'd like to
see them below 800 b/in. "There is
a lot of dissention on ANSI standards," he says, "and my feeling is
that they won't be accepted."
The majority of the systems in the
field are character framed, nontime-dependent systems, unlike the
ECMA/ANSI proposals. The ad hoc
committee feels that this approach
Eliminator. Bell & Howell digital cassette
has an automatic drive system external to
the cassette and eliminates pinch rollers,
belts, solenoids, and mechanical links.
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is best for data collection, key entry,
and data communication, and is
working on another proposed standard. It would like to see the present
standard split, and for the standards
on the mechanical configuration of
the cassettes themselves to be accepted while the recording method
is given more study.
Is this standard necessary? A
standard has long been considered a
necessity for growth of digital cassettes. Philips, which developed the
cassette for audio use and has asizable share of the market for cassettes and recorders, has been
steadfastly pushing the standard.
Standardization, says Robert N.
Miller, vice president of International Computer Products in Dallas, Texas, and a member of the
ANSI committee on cassettes, "will
allow replacement of the noise,
bulk, and inconvenience of much of
the interchangeable and compatible
papertape market by acassette that
is interchangeable and compatible."
But Miller has his doubts about
the actual format decided upon:
"There's aneed for acomputer-type
cassette, but it's only 10% to 15% of
the market ( though the richest

Will it be standard?
The standard adopted by ECMA and
proposed to the International Standards Organization is for V8- in.,
single-track, phase-encoded synchronous recording in blocks with
no space between characters. Density is 800 bits per inch, requiring input buffer memory and complicating
high-speed bidirectional search.
The ANSI version of this proposal
is still in a subcommittee; the main
differences between it and the ECMA
proposal are in the preamble and
error checking.
The newest digital cassettes follow the ECMA standards in dimensions, and add two new features as
well. One is an off-center hole in the
rear of the cartridge so that the
deck can sense which side is up
(and hence which track is in use),
and the other is two small holes at
the beginning and end of the tape
for accurate start-and- stop sensing
by photoelectric means.
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Certified but not standardized. Norelco's digital cassette is certified at 800 bits per inch and
holds 282 feel of hogh-coercivity tape. Latest model has metal frame.

part)." Estimates for market size
vary widely, centering around $ 5to
$10 million in 1971, to $ 50 to $ 100
million in 1975.
Useful alternative? The markets
Miller refers to outside the mainframe environment include key-totape, meter reading, point-of-sale,
data communication, numerical
control, data collection, and accounting. Many of these applications now use paper tape, which is
bulky ( 2 pounds of paper tape
equals one cassette, according to
Miller), and inconvenient to store
and correct. But the proposed standard doesn't offer a useful alternative to paper tape: it's not inexpensive, it's not incremental, and its
high density, according to Miller,
suggests problems in any field environments outside clean computer
rooms.
Robert L. Borshay, product manager for cassette products at Kybe
and a fellow member, with Miller,
on the ANSI committee, says his
company is concentrating on papertape replacements for minicomputers and also is exploring use
of digital cassettes as communications-type buffers for displays,
teletypewriters, and numerical control.
Decks under fire. Controversy
also surrounds the tape decks as
well as the recording techniques,
with the proliferation of approaches
to tape handling attesting to the attempt to overcome the problems encountered in adapting a low-cost
audio cassette technique to digital
applications.

So though sophisticated and improved decks much like audio machines are produced by some manufacturers, others take more radical
approaches. One is Bell and Howell
Instruments in Pasadena, Calif.,
which uses special Teflon-coated
"snatchers" to pull the tape out of
the cassette and around alarge capstan by the head. This eliminates
the need for pressure pads and
avoids contact of the oxide-coated
surface with anything but the head.
Another approach is taken by Dicon, which uses a vacuum column,
somewhat like that on many larger
tape drives, to pull the tape out of
the cassette. Electronic Processors
Inc., Englewood, Colo., pulls the
tape out and around alarge rotating
disk containing two heads, for
stationary read after write.
No Capstan. A different approach
is taken by International Computer
Products, which eliminates capstans: ICP uses reel drive with consequent constant bit density per rotation, as in phonographic
recorders. This is possible because
tcP's recording method, called bitmark sequencing, or BMS, is independent of speed.
Canberra Industries, Meriden,
Conn., uses a tape deck make by
Raymond Engineering, Middletown, Conn., to interface aseries of
minicomputers. According to Leslie
Daniels, project manager at Canberra, astandard for tape cartridges
would inhibit technology now. He
feels the ANSI standards committee
doesn't have enough customer feedback to really set apattern.
111
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We're ready to talk price!
Are you ready to talk Rotrori?
When was the last time you checked our prices? If you haven't done
lately, you're in for apleasant surprise.

3o

Our design and production people have been successfully waging all out
war on the inflationary pressures that have driven manufacturing costs
up. Innovative product designs ... cost analysis programs... new automated manufacturing lines and production techniques... they've used
most every method in the book to keep our costs down and your purchase
price lower.
All of this was achieved without any sacrifice of the traditional Rotron
quality— the quality that has set the standards for the industry for over
two decades.
Rotron's nationwide distributor system of 50 stocking locations provides
off-the-shelf delivery of standard units and our network of factory representatives provide on-the-spot technical assistance and service.

ROTRON INC.
Woodstock, N.Y. 12498 Li 914 • 679-2401 H Telex 510-247-9033

ROTRON

PACIFIC DIVISION Burbank, Calif. 91506 ri 213 • 849-7871
ROTRON N.V. Breda, Netherlands

INCORPORATED

Why settle for less

when the best costs no more?

14637
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TRW makes capacitors in all shapes and sizes,
in standard values from . 001 mfd to 10.0 mfd,
For dielectrics, choose hum tanta-

dip, molded or preformed cases.
We combine technological and

lum, MylaC metallized Mylar, polystyrene, polycarbonate, metallized

volume production capabiiities to

polycarbonate or combinations.

hold the highest performance and

Other dielectrics including H- film

reliability standards throughout

are available on a special order.

your longest production runs.
When you need capacitors for

TRW capacitors are available
with axial or radial leads, in hermet-

any purpose, check with your TRW

ically sealed metal,tape wrap,epoxy

distributor or write TRW Capacitor
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Div., Box 1000. Ogallala, Nebraska
69153. Phone ( 308) 284-3611. TWX
910-620-0321.

TRW
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Illinois engineers major in survival
Chicago Circle campus reorganizes curriculum to stress fundamentals and broad
backgrounds: graduates feel flexibility helps them hold jobs and succeed.
by Jane Shaw, McGraw-Hill World News, Chicago
Can an engineering school turn out
a recession- proof engineer? The
University of Illinois at Chicago
Circle is trying to do just that by
radically reorganizing traditional
engineering disciplines and steeping
its students in fundamentals, theory,
and design.
Though the verdict isn't in yet,
the 761 students who graduated in
three classes since the Circle campus
opened in 1965 are showing signs of
riding out the recession somewhat
more smoothly than other new engineers. Dr. George Bugliarello, dean
of the College, credits this survival
to the flexibility provided by the
school's innovative curriculum, and
across-section of students who generally did well at Circle bears him
out.
Most graduates show an appreciation of their broad background in
engineering, and feel that as a result, they can move more easily
from one field to another. The emphasis on fundamentals, they note,
helps them get into areas reserved
for those with advanced degrees.
The engineering school at the
Circle campus has done away with
civil, mechanical, electrical, and
aeronautical disciplines, and replaced them with information,
energy, materials, and systems departments. Administrators also are
experimenting with a heavily theoretical core curriculum.
At the core. All engineering students (except those who take the
Engineering Science degree, which
has less emphasis on mathematics)
get aB.S. in engineering. Their core
curriculum during the first two years
is heavy in mathematics and physics
courses, and builds a foundation in
mechanics, materials, thermody-
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namics, electronics, and systems
analysis. The core curriculum comprises about 113 credits out of atotal of 198. Students can move
among the departments if necessary
to fulfill the requirements of their
specialization. In addition to such
conventional focal points as applied
mechanics and structural design,
they can choose from bioengineering, urban systems, water and air resources, and transportation systems
engineering.
Pitfalls and response. This program has run into some obstacles.
The school failed to achieve accreditation in 1970 because of insuffiA curriculum redesigner. Dean George
Bugliarello stresses fundamentals to help
students avoid engineering obsolescence.

ciencies in its bioengineering and
chemical engineering specialties.
The school's growth also has been
stunted by alack of funds. Although
the number of students has been increasing rapidly to 2,200, the faculty
roster has remained steady.
Design needed. Dean Bugliarello
admits that the core curriculum is
somewhat weak in design, and next
year two common design courses
will be compulsory. Other changes
include more interdisciplinary projects, joint curricula with the School
of Social Work and the College of
Business Administration, and abiomedical engineering center in conjunction with the university's medical center.
The students who have picked up
the undergraduate ball and run with
it in industry say Circle's unorthodox curriculum helped them to
score good jobs. Michael Sedlar, '69,
is working for Zenith Radio Corp.,
Chicago, designing military radar.
"Some of my courses were so theoretical Istill don't know what Istudied," he says with alaugh, but adds
that that was what he just needed.
Overlapping. Many engineering
schools, adds Sedlar, fail to teach
computer science as aspecialty, and
those that do teach it do so with a
mathematical orientation and avoid
the hardware; but he studied both.
"At Circle, your specialty contains
overlapping traditional fields, yet
you have areal-world-type position.
Ithink the fields at Circle are closer
to the slots available in industry."
This favorable analysis is not totally shared by Sedlar's project
manager. He calls Sedlar an excellent engineer, but thinks he would
have done just as well if he had
studied electrical engineering at an-
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HOW TO SAVE MONEY ON
KEYBOARDS
UNLOCK REALLY do,
4
BIG SAVINGS
WITH THIS NEW. 111/11..GOLD " ROSSPOINT"
CONTACT KEY
ACTUAL SIZE
Gold " Crosspoint" Contacts plus simplified electronics enhance
reliability and provide long life, low profile, low power consumption and low, low cost.

HOW TO DESIGN YOUR
OWN KEYBOARD:
Call or write for the new six- page
Cherry Keyboard Designer's
Specification Sheet and the full- color
Cherry Keyboard Brochure describing
the reliable new Gold " Crosspoint Key Module and Keyboards.

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP..

e

3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, Illinois 60085 • ( 312) 689-7600
Makers of patented Leverwheel/Thumbwheel Switches, Matrix
Selector Switches, Snap-Action Switches and Keyboards.
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other school and taken acommunication power option. He points out
that all new recruits have slightly
different
emphases—some
have
more electromagnetic theory, others
more circuit theory—and all must
fill in the gaps. How well they do, he
says, depends more on the individual than the school.
Sam Reisenfeld, '69, specialized
in communications; he's now working on applying probability theory
to complex digital communication
communication systems— as well as
on his Ph.D. He finds that his "very
broad base in engineering" helps
him to relate to other engineers'
problems, and understand the difficulties in their assignments.
Dennis Stephens, '69, works on
classified projects for Teletype Corp.
His background, he notes, posed no
problem in his control theory work.
He did find he was deficient in
electromagnetics but claims he
quickly picked up what he needed.
Stephens thinks that the school at
Circle has eliminated things that are
"relatively easy" to pick up in favor
of more theory.
Recession takes the rap. Those
graduates who have run into trouble
in job-hunting blame the market,
not the school. Dr. Henry Stein, associate dean of the college, says,
"Our graduates are finding jobs, but
they've got to look for them. We
have amarketable product here."
One woman spent ayear looking
for work after graduating in 1970
and finally joined Women in the Air
Force, where she's working in aeronautical engineering. Another 1970
graduate got ajob in September of
that year, only to be laid off in December, but he found anew one last
February.
The area where Circle's program
doesn't seem to have helped greatly
is salary. As of last December, graduates responding to aschool survey
indicated they were earning an average of $ 10,632, essentially the
same as EE graduates of the more
traditional University of Illinois
campus in Urbana. And annual
raises have averaged only about
$600 or $ 700, thanks largely to the
recession. The wage-price freeze, of
course, isn't helping.
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THREE-D PROGRAM

Guess which one of these classic drawings
was sketched by an upstart machine.

What can a mere machine draw
as well as a human draftsman?
Everything you're looking at.
The CPM/PMS network.
The subdivision map.
The contour map.
The integrated circuit mask.
The 3-D perspective map.
The awesome truth is, every
drawing on this page was produced
automatically by a computer- controlled CalComp plotter.
Using just five of the many
CalComp application software
packages on sale now.
You see, a CalComp plotter
today can handle many routine
tasks a good draftsman can.
Only better. Faster. And more
economically.
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To free your draftsman for work
that's more important.

problem, call your nearest
CalComp man today.

In fact, these days you'll find
CalComp plotters and software

He'll be happy to draw you a
picture.

helping draftsmen in every field.
Oil exploration. Geological studies. Oceanographic surveys. And
meteorological analysis.
Highway design, bridge design
and other civil engineering projects.
Aircraft and spacecraft design
and manufacture.

900.000
TEACH YOUR COMPUTER TO DRAW
California Computer Products. Inc.. Dept. EM 12-71
2411 West La Palma Ave.. Anaheim. California 92801

Building and construction.
Even medical research.
CalCornp is the leader in
computer graphics. With sales
service and software support
in 52 cities around the world.
So if you're looking for a
simple answer to your drafting
Circle 105 on reader service card
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Commercial electronics

Calculators that do more, sell more
Because of technological leadership, U.S. makers of programable
calculators are set to seize huge, new commercial markets
by Gerald M. Walker, Consumer Editor
While the Japanese have the edge in
the desktop calculator business, the
U.S. looks to outmaneuver them in
programable calculators with superior technology and software knowhow. A big jump forward is set for
next year, when, according to the
most optimistic industry forecasts,
domestic sales of programable calculators—now $60 to $70 million—
will double.
The push in programable calculators is largely due to advances in
U.S. technology. Though prices of
programables have remained relatively flat over the last three years,
capability has jumped tremendously, because of the use of ics and
LSI RAMS and ROMS. A $ 2.000 unit
that afew years ago might have had
two memories and 30 to 60 program
steps now boasts 10 to 12 memories
and more than 300 steps.
Today. $ 5,000 can buy a 2,000step machine with keyboard and
magnetic tape and card inputs. At
this level of complexity, it becomes
competitive with minicomputers or
time-shared computer terminals for
repetitive tasks in banks, brokerage
houses, and medical laboratories. In
addition, simple programables at
the low price level, around $ 1,000,
are vying with less powerful, standard calculators for desktop space.
When the going gets tough. It's
taken U.S. marketing ingenuity as
well as technological advances to
arouse the interest of the huge commercial market. That ingenuity was
developed under the stress of economic factors— the drop in the sales
of programable calculators for scientific and engineering applications,
when R&D money stopped flowing
in the recent financial drought.
Some estimates of the growth of
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programable calculators are more
moderate than the 100% jump anticipated by Wang Laboratories
Inc., Tewksbury, Mass. Jack Podd,
national sales manager for scm,
New York, N.Y., projects 55%
growth a year, thanks to the opening of commercial applications.
Frank Elardo, assistant U.S. marketing manager for Tektronix Calculator Products, Sunnyvale, Calif.,
predicts a 15% to 20% increase next
year. And Ralph H. O'Brien, senior
vice president for Litton Industries,
feels his company's share of the
programable market will grow at a
rate of 50% over the next five years.
Typical of the shift that has taken
place in the last year is Wang Laboratories, which found itself in a

profit skid in 1969, an indirect victim of the nationwide R&D cuts. The
firm swerved to selling programable
calculators to utilities, banks, auto
dealers, and others, and in 12
months its commercial sales went
from 7% to 40% of its business.
The same changeover has occurred elsewhere. Computer Design
Corp. (Compucorp), Santa Monica,
Calif., basically an OEM calculator
supplier, last spring came out with
its own line of programables with
MOS/LSI. And Hewlett-Packard's
Calculator Products division, Loveland, Colo., though still committed
to the scientific trade, has also increased its percentage of commercial sales.
The low-priced market opportu-

Good for business. 600 Series Wang calculator is expected to attract commercial users.
The 312- step machine can expand to 16.000 steps with $400 cassette peripheral.
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nity has not escaped the Japanese.
Sharp, Sony, Canon, Seiko, Busicom, Casio, Hitachi, and Toshiba
have added programables to their
lines but may not have as easy a
time dominating the U.S. market as
they did in electronic calculators.
Headstart. The Americans have a
head start in the technology, particularly in LSI use, and more importantly, an inside track on backing up these complex machines with
software service.
"The Japanese have the technical
capability to produce programable
machines, even if they have to buy
LSI chips from the U.S., but they
lack the software and are not oriented to the market," explains scm's
Podd. Toshiba's U.S. sales manager
Russell H. Johnston agrees. "Programable calculators are much like
computers—our success will depend
on how quickly we can develop software and train dealers to sell them."
As a consequence, the Japanese
have so far conceded the upper end
of the market. These are the $3,000
and above units, with 250 or more
steps of keyboard, punched card, or
magnetic cassette input.
No scare machines. The main reason the programable calculators
have become attractive for commercial applications now, says one user,
is that programing no longer scares
people. It's easy enough to handle
the routines to make an input card
or tape, thanks to the larger capacity
of today's machines. After that, a
clerk can key in the variables, just as
on any desktop calculator.
Banking and brokerage applications can be handled by 300- to
500-step machines, while more complex jobs, such as statistical
analyses, may go into 1,000-step
models. The key factor is that, as
manufacturers have filled out their
lines, users can match machine to
application.
In addition, another user concedes, a programable machine encourages going deeper into a problem— playing with alternatives,
simulating results—which is not possible with a time-shared computer
or using pencil calculations.
The Wang 700 series, for example, has 16 changeable, specialoperation keys—multiple program
storage and call-out keys—that can
be altered to fit a number of appli-
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Japanese oriented?
U.S. programable calculator makers are looking over their shoulders at
Japanese competitors in this country, but the Japanese may be doing the
same over the market in Japan. Prodded by the U.S. Government, Japan's
Ministry of International Trade and Industry has liberalized its interpretation
of rules that require approval for imports of digital equipment with internal
memory capacity of more than 2,000 bits.
This change in policy, which applies only to calculators, not minicomputers, has opened the way for U.S. firms, such as Wang, to develop Japanese sales. According to Tokyo importer C. ltoh and Co., rules will become
more liberal for programables, even the larger units that now require individual import approval.

cations. It's a 1,920-step machine.
The 600 Series just announced has
the same 16 user-definable keys, 312
program steps, and the ability to increase memory in three increments
by adding 512-byte RAMS at $ 300
per increment.
Compucorp has taken an entirely
different design tack. Each machine
is "microprogramed" with MOS/LSI
logic specifically for each application. ROMS produced by Texas Instruments and AMI to Compucorp
specs control the keyboard functions
pre- programed by the manufacturer. Groups of calculators bearing
family names such as Statistician,
Scientist, Accountant, and Treasurer, are thus tailored to the user.
Modularity. Hewlett-Packard, like
Wang, stresses changeable function
keys, but is also strong on input-output peripherals. H- P's high- end
models have teleprinter, XY plotter,
digitizer, memory, and card-tape
reader options. The basic Model 10
features alphanumeric printout using aheat printer and paper roll.
scm, now in the process of adapting MOS/LSI circuits to an entirely
new line, recently updated its $2,495
Model 1016 PRAS to give it more capacity. By adding the IOTA III, an
$800 plug-in peripheral, the six-register, 100- step machine can be
boosted to 1,000 steps.
One foreign competitor on the
upper price line is Olivetti Computer Products, New York, with its
P602 Microcomputer. The basic unit
sells for $3,980, and has 16 registers
for operation, storage, and program
instructions. The company also offers a $ 1,985 endless loop magnetic
cartridge, which provides random
access memory for numeric data
and programs.
The low-priced programables,

while less sophisticated, may provide more of a horse-race in the
next year or two as the Japanese attempt to gain ground on U.S. turf.
Sharp Corp., Osaka, Japan, the acknowledged leader in desktop electronic calculators, has one programable on the market now—
Model CS-363P— which sells for
$1,395 in the U.S. It's got 144 steps
and amagnetic card memory. Logic
for the numeric memory is handled
by six four-phase MOS/LSI chips
produced for Sharp by North American's Microelectronics Co., Anaheim, Calif.
Though not strong in the minicalculator business, Sony Corp,
Tokyo, is aggressively pushing its
two bipolar IC programables in this
country. Priced at $ 1,950 and
$2,400, they've got 125 to 253 steps
with keyboard or magnetic-card input and offer a $ 550 electrostatic
printer.
Canon also has two programables—Model 165P, a four-memory,
64-step unit selling for $ 1,295, and
Model 167, which will be sold in the
U.S. in two or three months. Model
167 is priced about $ 1,033 in Japan.
Neither has special trig or log functions that can be keyed in, but use
punched card programs.
Programable desktops. Another
desktop leader getting into programables is Seiko, Tokyo, whose
Model S301 is being touted as a
desktop computer for $ 2,300. Seiko
uses Mitsubishi bipolar ICs and
MOS/LSI for its external memory peripheral. The external memory consists of eight blocks, each of which
can hold up to 95 steps. A block can
also hold either five words, each
consisting of 23 decimal digits plus
sign, or 10 words, each consisting of
11 decimal digits plus sign.
EJ
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Government

Computer oils wheels of justice
Computers should help overhaul creaking courtroom machinery if Federal
law enforcement agencies can convince jurists of EDP's benefits
by Larry Armstrong, Washington Bureau

Computers have not yet replaced
trial by jury, but they're already
moving in to help court stenographers and record clerks deal with
the deluge of paperwork now inundating the nation's courts. The first
market will open up as courts discover that complete records of arrest
and prosecution ("rap sheets") are
available in 12 hours on-line, summaries in 12 minutes, through the
FBI's new national index. Until
recently, this took 12 days by mail
through the FBI's fingerprint files.
Once this precedent is established,
judicial systems will be following up
with computerized case-scheduling,
jury selection, and legal research.
"Work with computers in the
courts and prisons is embryonic
compared to what it will be in four
or five years," says Ronald C. Allen
of the System Development division
in the Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. " As more operations go online.
more courts will be showing an interest."
Cure-all. Courts have just begun
to replace an archaic system of paperwork with reliable systems for indexing, docketing, and informationgathering. A Federal Judicial Center official estimates that there are
some 50 ongoing attempts at partial
court management by computer,
principally supported with LEAA action grants to states. And judges and
court administrators see computers
as areal panacea. Judge Edward Allen Tamm of the District of Columbia court of appeals, for example,
predicts that some day all relevant
information about prospective jurors will be stored in a computer,
lawyers will specify the kind of jurors they would object to, and the
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selection process would take five
minutes.
LEAA is also funding the National
Center for Prosecution Management, created last month by the National District Attorneys Association. Besides prosecutor calen daring and control of cases, the center has software that analyzes the
probability of winning cases.
The biggest boon to criminal justice information systems is the availability of computerized criminal histories from the FBI's National Crime
Information Center. Originally developed and tested by LEAA'S Project Search ( System for Electronic
Analysis and Retrieval of Criminal
Histories), the criminal history file
went on line last week. Rap sheets
can be tapped directly from it to 102

controlled terminals, including 45
computers, using a combination of
150-baud and 2,400-baud dedicated
lines. Through these 102 locations,
more than 6,000 Federal, state, and
local law enforcement agencies in
the U.S. and Canada use remote terminals to access the central index.
Figure stretches. FBI project director Jerome J. Daunt foresees an expansion of that network to more
than 15,000 terminals in U.S. law
enforcement agencies, and 4,000
more in Canada. " But there are
more than 45,000 non-police criminal justice agencies that should be
on-line," says Daunt, " and big city
and state agencies will have to have
multiple terminals—so that figure
stretches to 70,000."
"Only one other national system—

From NCIC to the courts. The IBM 360/65 multiprocessor with its 2 million byte memory
dan be accessed by state and local criminal justice agencies.
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LET'S HEAR IT
FOR
IRV COOPER

Iry Cooper, one of the Bright Guys.

Iry is our new director of sales. He's been around semiconductors for along time,
which means either he's crazy or he does agood job. But since we hire only
bright guys, Iry will help us outshine the competition. To help Iry get started, we 're
introducing abunch of new LEDs. Here they are, the Iry Cooper specials:
The big DIPper at little dipper prices. Introducing the Data
Lit 62 in a molded DIP. Now you can get twice the character
height of the MAN-1. The Data Lit 62 is a . 6 inch high—
that's right, 6/10ths of an inch— display that can easily be seen
from adistance of 25 feet. In the DIP version, the Data Lit 62
is asuper-bargain at only $9.45.*
Attention calculator people. The Data tit 34 does the work
of four discrete digits with right decimals at lower cost, with
four . 125 inch displays per DIP. Stack the packages endwise to
get a long line of numbers on . 187 inch centers. Segments
have three times the light emitting area of the MAN-3A.
Multiplex them at an average current of 2mA to get 100 foot
Lamberts output. Either way, you pay only $3.80 per digit.
From alpha to zero. Display your alphanumeric characters with
the Data Lit 57, a new 5x7dot-matrix array. Character
height is the same as the MAN-2, but the brightness is much,
much better. In pulsed operation, brightness ( luminance)
is typically 250 foot Lamberts at an average current of 80mA
per array. What more can we say? Priced at $ 11.00.
See more for less with the Data Lit 10A. Bright ambient lighting
doesn't faze this . 270 inch numeric display. Plugs right into
the MAN-1socket with three times the brightness. Or cut power
and get the same brightness. And it is super-easy to assemble on
Pc boards with display logic because it comes in aplug-in,
14- pin DIP. Save adollar adigit at $ 6.75.
Brightest red light in the district. Newest Red Lit indicator is the
Red Lit 20. It gives a big, full flooded lens with a200 mil
spot for all you panel mounted indicator fans. It's designed to
replace the popular HP-4403 and we'll make it even more
attractive—$. 69.

The bright guys

(C11

*All prices in 1,000 piece quantities
Note: If you won't send an order for
kv, do it for Mrs. Cooper.

litronix
Litronix, Inc. • 19000 Homestead Road • Cupertino, California 95014 • (408) 257-7910 • TWX: 910-338-0022

grade phone lines and can display
citations, keywords in context, and
full texts at 120 characters per second on 960- character screens.
the health and medical network—
"We're now looking for 2,000-charwill even approach the size of the
acter CRT's, and hope to display a
public safety/criminal justice funcfull page of text," Bennett says.
tional system," Daunt adds.
A legal market. "Our market
In addition to the tie into the FBI
analyses suggest that there's a very
data base being made by the crimiprofitable market out there," Bennal courts, some individual lawyers
nett continues. "Given our preceare beginning to use computers in
dent- based judicial system, alawyer
their research. But as awhole, "the
legal profession is still sitting on a who does his own manual research
can be less and less certain that his
high stool wearing a green eyeshade," contends Col. Alexander J.
opposition won't surprise him," he
says. "An electronic legal library
Palenscar, alawyer and chief of the
will save time and be more comprespecial activities group in the Office
hensive." While most practitioners
of the Air Force Judge Advocate
in Ohio see the system as abackup
General, whose Legal Information
tool the first few times they use it, it
Through Electronics (LITE) project
quickly becomes an original rehas been doing Defense Departsearch device, Bennett contends.
ment legal searches for years. LITE
"But it will be backup insurance unaccesses statutes to obtain citations,
til all precedents are on the machine
keywords in context, or full text
base, state by state," he says.
printouts.
Mead also has an eye to future
Some private firms, however,
Federal subsidies for legal . data
have been set up to provide computbases, and hopes to implement its
erized legal aid. Aspen Systems
software on Government hardware.
Corp., Pittsburgh, specializes in
The amount of information availstate statutes—which are available
able to courts from NCIC is
for a fee to subscribing law firms.
On-line with a more sophisticated
enormous and growing rapidly. Of
the eight files at NCIC, seven— vesystem is the Mead Corp.'s Mead
hicles, license plates, articles, guns,
Data Central, asearch and retrieval
securities, boats, and wanted persystem for the full texts of decisions.
sons— total more than 3 million acMead spokesman Robert Bennett
tive records. These are accessed by
emphasizes that his company's systhe FBI's new IBM 360/65 multiprotem is operating in alab setting with
cessor. The eighth file, criminal hisonly 15 operational high-speed
tories—now about 150,000 records—
color CRT's and keyboard terminals.
is expected to grow to five to eight
Nevertheless, Mead has all Ohio demillion in three to five years.
cisions— more than 600 million charWith daily transactions by midacters—on its IBM 360/50 system,
1972 to be double today's 75,000,
and expects to move up to an IBM
Daunt foresees that NCIC will need
370/155 with 3330 storage in February. The system operates over voicemore hardware next fall.
1=1
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The case for hardware
Computer- aided stenographic reporting and videotape recordings of proceedings, expert testimony, and evidence will require hardware in the
court. This need is being studied by the National Bureau of Standards under agrant from the Federal Judicial Center and LEAA.
Stenocomp Inc. of Bethesda, Md., has a computer-aided stenographic
machine that automatically converts 99% of a court reporter's phonetic
symbols into English in a tenth of the time it takes to type them out manually. The editing process has to be done manually later.
Videotape recording could allow experts to give testimony in the courtroom without being physically present, and so save on travel costs. It could
also be used to assist both the appeals process and the police in their execution of search warrants. The NBS will discuss the feasibility of such applications in areport due to be published in February.

Look for your
nearest Raytheon
Oscilloscope
Representative:
Avionics Liaison, Inc.
6770 Perimeter Rd.
Seattle, Washington 98108
(206) 767-3870
Coherent Mktg. Associates, Inc.
1890 Embarcadero Rd.
Palo Alto, California 94303
(415) 327-2212
FLW, Inc.
10760 Burbank Blvd.
N. Hollywood, Ca. 90601
(213) 877-5518
Instrument Associates, Inc.
175 Middlesex Tpke.
Bedford, Mass. 01730
(617) 275-0700
Klein Aerospace
PO Box 1056
Englewood, Colorado 80110
(303) 781-4967
KLS Associates, Inc.
387 Passaic Avenue
Fairfield, N.J. 07006
(201) 227-2900
K-G Electronics, Inc.
11151 Veirs Mill Rd.
Wheaton, Md. 20902
(301) 946-4055
RJC Associates
26 Morn ingside Drive
Cortland, N.Y. 13045
(607) 753-3909
Scientific Devices-Midwest
3300 S. Dixie Drive, Suite 212
Dayton, Ohio 45439
(513) 298-9904
Scientific Devices-Philadelphia
PO Box 201
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462
(215) 825-2841
Scientific Devices-Southeast
707 E. Colonial Dr. Suite 6
Orlando, Florida 32803
(405) 424-6792
Scientific Sales Company
777 S. Central Expressway
Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 231-6541

RAYTHEON
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Circle 110 on readerservice card

Why buy the Star of India?
When you really need alittle gem.
Overbuying can be princely
fun. If you're the Aga Kahn.
But now, with the current
budget squeeze, common
sense has entered the picture.
So has Raytheon's CDU-150
scope.
A top quality, general-purpose oscilloscope with price/
performance second to none.
DC to 35MHz at 5mV/cm.
Dual channel. Big, bright
8x10 cm display. Stable triggering over the full bandwidth.

Time- base delay.
Plus light weight for honest
portability. Ruggedness that
can easily take hundreds of
miles in the trunk of your car
without aflutter. At aprice of
only $ 1495.
Think about it. The uncompromising quality of the

Raytheon Company .
Instruments OperatIci
175 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, Mass. 01730
Gentlemen: Send information on the
CDU-150.
Name
Company
Address

CDU-150. And the money you
save by not buying more than
you need. Send us the coupon.
Or contact the nearest sales
reps on the opposite page.

City
St, Ile

Zip

RAYTHEON

(Our little jewel.)
Electronics/Dp(
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111

Abetter way to
get quick delivery on
monolithic filters.

The better way is you. You tell us when
you need the filters. It's that simple. And
it's the best way to prevent asupplier
from saying one week delivery when
he means one month.
Seven standard models are available in
ranges from 5MHz to 26M Hz. Insertion
losses are anominal 2to 4db. Each filter
is shock protected and hermetically sealed.
Other frequencies developed to your order.
Specs available from Motorola Component
Products Dept. 4545 W. Augusta
Blvd., Chicago,
Illinois 60651. ,
MOTOROLA
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Tester line
is tailored to
add-on capability
by Stephen Wm. Fields, San Francisco bureau manager

Fairchild ' 360-like design
makes 6 systems compatible
in hardware, software for
device, subassembly tests
"The explosion of semiconductor
technologies, processes, device types
and configurations has caught users
and producers in an economic
bind", says Gene White, vice president and general manager of the
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp.'s Systems Technology division. "More and more demands are
being made on the investment in
testing systems, and the equipment
has become so specialized that it is
outgrown, out-technologied, or out
of production and impossible to duplicate at alater date."
That's why, in developing a family of automatic test systems, Fairchild has taken an approach similar
to IBM'S with its System 360 family.
Fairchild's Sentry series is based on
system building blocks and on peripheral and software packages that
enable a semiconductor manufacturer to start with what he needs
now and yet be free to build up to
the largest, fastest production tester
available. Throughout, his software
remains compatible.
Fairchild has its Sentry 400 testers in the field, and the company is
now delivering high-speed mos test
stations to work with it. But with the
introduction of the complete Sentry
family, the combination of the 400
and a high-speed test station will
take on anew name. The new models are the 100 through 600.
The Sentry family is built around
the FsT-1, a24-bit central processor
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specifically designed as atest system
controller. The cards that interface
the CPU with the "test instruments"
are also common throughout the
series.
Special cards. The test "instruments" themselves are specialized
function cards that perform a specific system function and are designed to communicate with the CPU
over its direct-memory-access bus.
"All of the communication between
the test instruments and the CPU is
done over the DMA bus and not the
ho bus," says Willaim Routh, director of marketing. This eliminates the
necessity of translating the binary
information into BCD.
The Sentry 100 is ahigh-throughput bipolar msi production system.
It will sell from $70,000 to $ 160,000
depending on the number of pins
and the peripherals, such as disk for
program store and aprinter for data
output. The 100 can handle 40,000
Ms! packages per hour, or about
50,000 to 60,000 dies per hour at the
wafer level. "In both cases, the
speed is limited by the handling
equipment and not the tester,"
Routh points out.
If the user wants to add the ability to do data analysis and manipulation, and so have an engineering
tester as well as aproduction tester,
he can update his 100 to a Sentry
200 and the update can be done in
the field. The 200, says Routh, "is an
extremely versatile analytical tool. It
manipulates massive data, handles
arithmetic computations, data logs
every desired parameter of every
device tested, reports statistical distributions, and provides the capacity
to study in depth the effect of environmental and electrical stress."
The additional hardware and soft-

ware and field installation expenses
would add from $ 35,000 to $ 50,000
to the cost of the 100.
If the user next decided to get into
the subassembly business and had
to test digital pc cards as well as
components, he could upgrade his
Sentry 200 into a 300. This is done
by adding a 120-pin test station and
the fault-isolation software package.
Combined cost is about $ 55,000.
The Sentry 400, which has existed
for about ayear, remains the same.
Though optimized for volume digital subassembly testing, it will also
do 100-, 200-, and 300-type testing,
and it becomes a Sentry 600 most
su tester if ahigh-speed test station
is added. The 600 has acomplete set
of high-speed peripherals that lets it
be used for engineering analysis,
and it can handle both mos and
bipolar testing at the same time. It
offers complete testing at the wafer
stage and for devices in automatic
handlers at a 5- MHz data rate, expandable to a 20- MHz data rate if
necessary. A complete Sentry 600
costs about $ 180,000.
Peripherals. The 500 is aproduction MOS/LSI tester that has all the
capability of the 600 except for the
extended peripheral set. There are
two peripheral sets that can be
added to the Sentry series. The production testers (the 100, 300, and
500) employ a low-speed, 80-lineper- minute printer and a cassette
magnetic tape drive. The engineering testers (the 200, 400 and 600)
employ a high-speed, 1,200- lineper- minute printer and an 18-megabit disk drive. Thus the 500 is a
high-throughput system and not one
for extensive data manipulation.
Fairchild

Systems

Technology,

974

East

Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. [ 338]
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others talk
...we perform

MF 1103
and would you believe?

ROMP' 1103 1
in high volume production
That's right! Microsystems International is
in high volume production with both the MF
1103 and the MF 1103-1, providing access
times from 300 ns right down to 150 ns, and
cycle times from 580 ns to 340 ns.
That's the performance others talk about...
that's the performance we deliver.
But that's not the whole story. Our 1103
family covers a range that will satisfy your
needs, whatever they are — pricewise AND
performance- wise.
Let your nearest Microsystems representative help you select the one most suited to
your applications — TODAY.

Microsystems International Limited,
Palo Alto, Calif.
Orange, Calif.
Union, N.J.
Schaumburg, III.
Norwood, Mass.

415-493-0848
714-637-2330
201-964-3131
312-894-7660
617-762-3164

Montreai, Que.
Ottawa, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.

514-875-2814
613-828-9191
416-366-7721

silicon gate MOS LSI from
the pe ormance leaders

en
msi
Illitimnitce
a i
r
r
onsyr
t
oa

rnicrosystems international limited. box 3529 station c ottawa, canada - montreal. ottawa. toronto. brussels. stuttgart, london. palo alto, union
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Components

Tying cable
automatically
Tool applies tie to harness;
tenses, locks, and trims it
in less than one second
The scraped- knuckle crowd of
cable-harness makers, accustomed
to lacing cable nail heads, are in for
some help from Thomas & Betts.
It's an automatic cable-tying tool
that applies the company's Ty-Raps

three pounds, takes acartridge of 50
Ty-Raps that will handle a wire
bundle from 1/32-inch diameter up
to 5/8 inch. Tools still to come will
handle larger bundles, says the company. A cord balancer can also be
attached to the tool to suspend it
over the work area and thus ease
operator fatigue. A cartridge can be
replaced in four to five seconds.
The operator simply places the
open jaws of the tool-end around
the bundle, pulls the trigger, and the
tool feeds the Ty-Rap around the
bundle, grips the end emerging
from the locking head, and then
tenses and trims it. A supply of air
from 65 psi to 110 psi, regulated to
65 to 80 psi, is required.
The tool also can be ganged, with
the jaws used in place of nails or
other guides. After the bundle is assembled in the jaws, a switch can
cause the complete bundle to be tied
at once.
The Thomas & Betts Co., 36 Butler St., Eliza-

clude key-to-tape/disk displays,
digital instrumentation, annunciators, message boards, keypunch
readouts, and optical data scanning
systems.
A decoder using mos integrated
circuits will accept any six-line binary code. A special anode power
supply is an integral part of the
mounting hardware located in the
rear of the tube socket and electrically interlocked with the tube.
Price for the package, including
tube, the mounting hardware, a
driver/decoder, and anode power
supply, is less than $ 100. The tube
alone is priced at less than $40 in
quantities of 1,000. Delivery of prototypes takes 120 days maximum.
Industrial Electronic Engineers Inc., 7720-40
Lemona Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. 91405 [ 342]

Slide switches built for
boards, wired equipment

beth, N.J. 07207 [ 341]

64- gun cathode ray tube
has diameter of 1.5 inches

to a harness, tenses the tie, locks it,
and trims it, all in about 0.8 second.
Several years ago, T&B introduced
the Ty-Rap, a plastic cable tie that
was applied to the bundle manually
and then tensed and locked with a
hand tool. This operation took
about five seconds, the company
says, and significantly speeded up
the operation, compared with lacing
the harness. However, even with the
manually applied Ty- Raps, the operation still took more time than
harness layout. With the new automatic tool, the cable-tying operation is only about 25% of the total
time, according to William P.
Miller, r&B vice president for marketing.
The new tool, which is pneumatically operated and weighs about
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A vacuum tube readout with the capability of displaying complete EBCDIC or ASCII code combinations
measures only 1.5 inches in diameter. The unit, called nimo 64, will
project desired characters ranging in
height from 0.125 to 0.562 inch in
addition to the full alphanumeric
capability. Symbols, image combinations, and up to five line messages
can be displayed with a brightness
of 70 foot-lamberts.
The unit is a64-floodgun, shapedbeam cathode ray tube. The structure contains eight grid control bars,
eight grid apertures, eight filaments,
a common anode, and rectangular
mask etched with desired characters. In operation, the shaped beam
collides with the phosphor screen at
the viewing end of the glass envelope, displaying the required characters. Ideally, no focusing or deflection is needed.
Filament current is 0.8 ampere
maximum, and anode voltage is 2.0
kilovolts dc. Typical applications in-

Multisection pushbutton, slide-type
switches are available with up to
four-pole, double-throw functions
per modular section. The series 4136
is designed to meet the require-

ments of conventional wired equipment and pc boards. The units offer
an unlimited number of separate
push- push or momentary action
switch sections that can be mounted
on astrong metal frame.
Littelfuse Inc., 800 E. Northwest Highway,
Des Plaines, III. 60016 [ 345]

Oscillator/IC logic clock
takes up 0.18 cubic inch
A crystal oscillator/IC logic clock
that is compatible with dual in-line
packages measures 0.8 by 0.5 by
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Save 31 Minutes
Per Man Hour with
CABLE- SCAN
System*

Instantly identify any wire or connector pin by touch

designing with IC's?
Cambion's expanded "works"
solve more packaging puzzles
We've added extensively to our hot line of IC
accessories to make your expanding work with
IC's easier, faster, and simpler.
Strip connectors, cable assemblies, integrated
socket strips, component socket adapters, cable
cards, and card extenders are but astart. In
addition, totally new Cambi-Cards@, card files,
drawers, universal panels with and without premounted socket strips and power planes, specific
logic function cards for intermixing with CambiCards plus the standbys you're using of high density sockets, wire-wrappable Cambi-Cards, logic
cards, generar purpose and discrete component
cards, and more.
Acomplete NC Wire-Wrap* service is available to
speed economical próduction of your IC system
designs.
Now, you can solve more digital system packaging
puzzles with CAMBION's expanded "works". Our
new catalog 99 tells the up-to-date story. Its got
40 more pages than its predecessor and we'll
send it to you free, if you'll send us your name
and address. Cambridge Thermionic Corporation,
445E Concord Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02138. Phone: (617) 4B1-5400. In Los Angeles,
8703 La Tijera Boulevard, 90045. Phone:
(213) 776-0472.
*Registered Mark of Gardner-Dmr/OF CO.

1

Complete the installation
proper termination

and

get

immediate

verification of

Now Thomas & Betts Corporation offers a totally
new harness and cable assembly system which combines instant identification and testing at the point
of fabrication in 1/5th the time of any present
method of identification.
By touching the end of any wire, the operator introduces a low level signal through the fingertips
to each circuit. This causes the numerical readout
of the wire identity.
Write for new illustrated brochure. Cable- Scan Inc.,
1320 Miller Street, Anaheim, California 92806.
•Documented Case Histories
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New products

0.45 inch. The series 7400 plugs into
14- pin L0-116 dual in- line sockets
and operates over the range of 3
MHz to 20 MHz. The unit accepts inputs at 5 v dc, and the output for a
logic 0 is 0.5 V maximum; for alogic
1. 3.0 v minimum. Operating temperature range of the series 7400 is
-55 C to 105' C. and stability is
±0.005%. Price is under $ 15 each in
production quantities.
Spectrum Technology Inc

P.O. Box 948,

Goleta, Calif. 93017 [ 3441

Compensation thermistor
offered in six values

A negative- temperature-coefficient,
compensation- type thermistor
called the K 15 is suitable for solving
compensation problems when lead

Your problems stimulated
this breakthrough
of Coaxial Illumination
Bausch & Lomb StereoZoom 7
Microscope with Coaxial Illuminator is the answer to your
need for full field, full aperture
illumination; full color, high contrast imaging and better resolution of micro-miniature detail.
This unique form of incident
illumination eliminates surface
glare from highly reflective surfaces and also effectively illuminates low contrast objects.
With full optical equipment
you can use a range of magnification from 15x to 280x and
anywhere in between. Field diameter ranges from 0.55 in. to
0.03 in. Unlike conventional vertical illuminators, you still get
full working distance from 3.0 in.
to 0.56 in.
The design of the integral illuminator provides for light from a

single

source being beamed
down through each side of the
microscope, focused sharply on
the specimen and from it reflected back up the other optical
axis. This provides true threedimensional viewing in the incident light mode.
While these statements, because of past problems, may
seem exaggerated, we assure
you that ademonstration in your
own lab, with your own most difficult objects will prove their
complete validity. We want you
to try a Stereo Zoom 7 Microscope with Coaxial Illuminator,
preferably side by side with the
conventional stereomicroscopes
you are now using. Then, you be
the judge.
Write for our catalog 31-2368
and free demonstration offer.

lengths are small. The unit is supplied without an enamel coat, and
six resistance values ±-20% are available: 4, 50, 150, and 500 ohms, 2
and Slat. Nominal temperature
coefficient of the 4-ohm device is
3.0%/°C. Price is 24 cents each for
up to 500 pieces.
European Electronic Products Corp.. 10150

StereoZoom. Reg. T.M. Bausch & Lomb.

W. Jefferson Blvd.. Culver City, Calif . 90230
[3471

5,000-V opto isolator blocks

•

high- frequency transients

BAUSCH & LOMB

An optoisolator consisting of an
LED and a spectrally matched
photoconductive cell assembled in a
light- tight tubular package has a

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION
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61445 Bausch Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14602
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New products

We make them
pure and
simple.

rise and fall time that blocks highfrequency transients. Isolation voltage is 5,000 v, and rise time is 3.5
ms. Applications are in computers,
production machinery, appliances,
and communications equipment.

• ANTIMONY
• ARSENIC
• BISMUTH
• CADMIUM
The PT-001 provides less than 1pF
coupling capacitance and less than 3
pF cell shunt capacitance. Price is
$2.80 each in 1,000-lots.

• COPPER
• GOLD

Electronics Div., Allen-Bradley Co., 1201 S.
Second St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53204 [ 346]

• INDIUM
Slide switch designed for

• LEAD

direct mounting on pc board
• SELENIUM

A two- pole, double- throw slide
switch is designed for direct pc
board mounting on a 0.2-in, grid
spacing. The top-actuated device
has abreak-before-make configuration, and gold plating is standard on
the terminals and contacts. Contact

• SILVER
• SULFUR
• TELLURIUM
• THALLIUM
• ZINC

High purity elements readily available. Asarco offers the
widest selection in the business. For semiconductors, electronics, metallurgy, and other applications. In research or production quantities.
New facilities are on-stream to meet the rising demand.
Our purity capabilities meet ultra ( or lesser) requirements.
For data sheets, or further information, on Asarco high
purity elements, write our By-Products Department.

ASARCO

resistance is less than 20 milliohms,
and the spring-loaded contacts are
rated at 60 vac/dc maximum with a
maximum switching current of 0.5 A
and carry current of 1A maximum.
Price is less than $ 1 in 500-piece
quantities.
Siemens Corp., 186 Wood Ave South, Ise-

AMERICAN

SMELTING AND REFINING

COMPANY

lin, N.J. 08830 [ 348]

120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10005

I8
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Xerox
Oscillographic
Papers:
31 BC.
(Before Copiers)

ego
enulsion:
pe orderz--

Forty-one years
ago- 31 years before

Expires:

copiers— Xerox made
great oscillographic papers.
And we've been improving them ever since. You can order them direct from your
local Xerox Product Specialist listed in your telephone directory for fast shipment
from our Regional Supply Centers—our way of helping you save time and money, while
solving storage and delivery problems. Check performance, price and service benefit
that's yours with Xerox Astroprint DP90. Xerox Corporation, Business Products Group,
Department HL, Rochester, New York 14603.

XEROX.

Xerox and Astroprint are registered trademarks of Xerox Corporation
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HELIP
KS
THE
HALF-BUCK
B
.
Here they are: the best buys. Our new Series 72

—
rBeckmarel
INSTRUMENTS, INC
HELIPOT DIVISION
FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

HELPING SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE.

Circle 120 on reader service card

single-turn 3/
8 "cermet trimmers at an eye-opening
490 each in the 1,000 quantity. They're equally
well- priced in other quantities, too. One alone
costs just 700.
But there's also that dependable Helipot quality
and performance, plus things you don't get
elsewhere. Like our resistance and slider stability
... change is less than 0.5% in the first 1,000
operation hours, progressively less thereafter.
Impressive, when the life expectancy exceeds five
years' continuous duty under full- rated power.
And the Series 72 sealing — compatible with wave
soldering, low-viscosity potting, and board
washing even with chlorinated solvents.
Add the wide range of values, ± 100 ppm/°C
tempco, and off-the-shelf availability from 17
nationwide stocking points and what have you got?
The best reasons in the world for requesting
complete specs and data on this breakthrough
line of Helipot cermet trimmers. Do it now — it
won't cost you acent.

New products
the switching solenoid. Otherwise, turn-on achieved in a silicon diode.
this voltage spike could blow out the At a forward current of 1milliamreed's switching transistor. With the pere, the junction voltage is only
cs 4s, the user does not need sol- 340 millivolts; and turn-on remains
enoid, diode, nor transistor.
low at current levels above 1mA, inEven isolation is close enough to creasing to only 450 mv at 10 mA.
infinity to run reed switches aclose
This compares with 700 mv for
second,
Crystalonics says. With its conventional silicon pn junction
Programable devices
FET "contacts" open, the cs 4
diodes and 410 mv for earlier H- P
challenge reeds in
achieves isolation of 10,000 megSchottky diodes, and is comparable
ohms.
to the turn-on of germanium diodes.
low- power applications
There are drawbacks. In some The new silicon unit, however, has
configurations, users will find it inbetter temperature characteristics
About 50% of all relay applications
convenient that loss of negative supthan germanium diodes—its operare in the low-power region—a volt
ply voltage causes contact closure in
ating range is -55° C to + 125° C.
or less in 600-ohm lines using reed
the cs 4.Also, the open FET-relay
The device, called the H- P type
relays, say the marketing men at
still will show afew nanoamperes of
5082-2835, also has the fast recovery
Teledyne Crystalonics. And since
leakage and, when closed, there is a time, less than 100 picoseconds, of
the company already is an estab15 to 60 ohms "contact resistance"
Schottky diodes. Junction capacilished producer of field effect tranthat reeds beat easily.
tance is only 1 picofarad at 1
sistors, which are low-power devices,
The cs 4sare more expensive, too.
megahertz and zero bias.
the firm has decided to attack the
While reeds in large volume run in
The low turn- on voltage was
relay market with aFET switch specthe $ 1 range for spst types and
achieved with a tradeoff in breakified in relay language.
about $4for four-pole double-throw
down voltage, which is 5volts, adeThe cs 4E-101/cs4R-101 "solid
units, the small-quantity price for
quate for low-level mixers and most
state relays" combine four junction
these solid state substitutes is $21.60
logic circuits. This compares with
FETs, a control integrated circuit,
each, falling to about $ 16 at 100
10-70 y for other H- P Schottky
and two control switching transisunits— but each unit is a variety of diodes. Price of the 5082-2835 is 90
tors in a 16-lead, ceramic dual inrelays in itself.
cents in small quantities, and 60
line package. The devices are
Marketing manager Joel Cohen
cents each in 1,000-lots.
programable in the sense that their
feels that the new devices, though
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard Co.,
pins can be interconnected, either
more costly, will replace relays in
1601 California Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
on the printed circuit board or elecsuch areas as medical electronic
[412]
tronically, to form relay types rangequipment, checkout gear for coming from simple single-pole singleplex electronic subassemblies, and
throw, upward in complexity
ICs where test signals must be
MOS/LSI package contains
through double-pole single-throw,
switched quickly, and in other apdouble- pole double-throw, singleplications where lifetime, size, and
duplex receiver/transmitter
pole double- throw, to four- pole
power supply are important.
single-throw. Thus, there are six reTeledyne Crystalonics, 147 Sherman St.,
A full-duplex receiver/transmitter is
lay types in one 16-lead DIP.
Cambridge, Mass. 02140 [ 411]
included in a one-package mos deSince there are no moving parts,
vice. The LSI subsystem accepts aswitching time is faster than that of
synchronous serial binary characters
reed relays— acs 4 switches in 1to 3
from a computer or terminal and
Schottky diode has turn-on
microseconds, while the best reeds
converts them to a parallel format.
run at about 10 ms. And since there
voltage of 340 mV at 1mA
It also simultaneously accepts paralare no contacts, the cs 4 is immune
lel binary characters and converts
to contact bounce and arc-over; this
Turn-on voltage of diodes is imporallows cs 4s to carry more current
tant to circuit designers because of
than some small reed relays.
its effect on performance of mixers
Since the cs 4 isn't wrapped up in
and switching circuits. In uhf mixa switching solenoid as reeds are,
ers, low turn-on reduces cross-modpower supplies are simplified and
ulation and thus improves signal-toreduced in cost. The cs4 operates
noise ratio. It is important for
under the control of MOS, DTL, TTL,
clamping circuits and low-level
or RTL circuitry and no extra, more
switches since offsets introduced by
them to a serial asynchronous outpowerful supply is required.
the diodes are lower.
put, with start and stop bits added.
Also, reeds often need what's
A Schottky- barrier diode develAll characters contain a start bit,
called a suppression diode to oped by Hewlett-Packard offers
five to eight data bits, one or two
quench the back-emf generated in
what is believed to be the lowest
stop bits, and either odd/even parSemiconductors

FET switches

seek relay jobs
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AUTOTRACK MOUNT
AUTOTRACK
SCR- 584 RADARS
i•citct than Imil in,ur.n.s
\fissile velocits acceleration
dud slening rates Smphds ne and servo control. Vs iii
h.
andle up to 20 ft. dish Supplied
null control
SI.S0 in stock
10
cm. ,.,. • • - mics1 radar ss
tent I • ', ri PPI.hft.
dish I • • •
S hand tell:- mot.. • •
haloon trk.
nosole irk. rocket fin,. 1- CM rdn.•
vS , te for complete
HAWK MISSILE DOPPLER RADAR
sS
•
PO- 33. Dual antenisi Mountcul. C 4IMpiete X hand
PATH LOSS MEAS. FACILITY
•
paths for tropel
.I over. 1-2-5ght
•vs output
PHOENIX MISSILE SYSTEM
il6plass. and complete digital cornBM 704 SCIENTIFIC COMPUTER
• ••••. coo
Our price
MIT MODEL 9 PULSER 1 MW-- HARD TUBE
Ise. in 21. Input I ris ss,.le 51. luis
•nplete null driver and high voltage poner suis
SII R.ri •'• • I5.p. 152
2 MEGAWATT PULSER
'
, rude 3101 Rey
...I 1111,, ,, ,,
Sitj py,
I or 2 rTisec. ; 00
se,
, )-1%
h‘drocen
th,ralron
Input
s. is S
s Is s, I. \ 11, (, 1
2 MEGAWATT HARD TUBE PULSER
41'1“ ii Ii \ 011'
luis - •
Sil 5
o pulse vs idth. Compl euh driver and F15
user supply Input 20TO, 60 Tit

EQUIPMENT

RECON DRONE CONTROL RADARS
X Hand ,, stems autotrack and search complete mith
plotting br;ards. Fulls mobile van mounted. Gives PPI.
slant range, altitude data. Ground to air control links
and beacons also in stock. AN / MPQ-29 & AN /
UPW-I
AUTOMATIC TRACKING SYSTEM
SCI. ATL. MOD. 3101470 Antenna Pedestal. AZ- El.
15 deg. per second rated speed. 23 inch dia. hearing.
Complete u / constrol console & map. amplifiers
SPARE PARTS IN STOCK
Nike Atas. Nike Hercules. M-33, MPS- le. IPS-11).
TPS- 10D. FPS- 6, SPSH. SCR- 5144. HIPAR.
RADAR & RF PKGS.
1-leht -10k, Pulse RF pkg
24ght 40k. Pulse homh toss ssstem
Ingh/ IX) k. Pulse B-58 search radar ssstem
X BAND AUTOTRACK 250KW PULSE M-33
compl e / plot hoards
X BAND AUTOTRACK 50KW PULSE 8-47
Fire control complete
C BAND 5MEGAWATT PULSED KLYST.
AN / FPS- 26 Ht, Finder
C BAND IMEGAWATT AUTOTRACK
loft dish mortar locator MPQ-21
(' BAND 285KW PULSE Search AN / SPS-5 / 10
S BANI) I MEGAWATT COHERENT AN / FPS- 1/1
S BAND IMEGAWATT PULSE NIKE ACQ.
I. BAND IMEGAWATT PULSE AN / UPS- 1
I. BAND 500KW PULSE AN / TPS- ID / E
L. BAND 5to 20KW PULSE
400mht KW CliTs AN jI- PS- 23
225mhz IMEGAWATT PULSE AN / SPS-2/s
2-30mh/ 1(80KW PULSE
CW .950-5ght 150 Vs ATTS
CV; I5mh/-10.5gh/ 5WATTS
& X BANDS 300-600SWATTS
AN / GPG-1 SKYSWEEP TRACKER
;
auto, tracking radar ssstem. Comp.
.u, • , / indicator sss. Full target acquisisk auto. tracking. Input IlSvhOcs. nen.
In stock for immed. del. Entire vs. 6' TT 3' ir
10'. Ideal for infrared tracker, drone tracker,
missile tracker: R Rr
CATV-COLOR

HUNDREDS MORE IN ROCK
LARGEST RADAR
INVENTOR)
IN WORLD.
WRIIE
FOR
CATALOG
ON TOUR
LETTERHEAD

MICROWAVE LINKS
iv pc KIR-lorifi. I' lar hand si idth as well as studio audio I: • mounted.
Complete trans-recs.r racks in

New products
ity or no-parity mode. Baud rate,
stop bits, bits per word, and parity
mode are externally selectable. The
Av5-1012 is priced at $ 22.50 in 100lots.
General Instrument Corp., 600 W. John St.,
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 [ 413]

Micropower IC designed for
crystal watches and clocks
A monolithic integrated circuit using bipolar construction and thin
film resistor technology contains an
oscillator, binary frequency divider,
output pulse-width control, and motor drive buffer. Called the EWC1000, it is designed for quartz-crystal watch and clock applications.
The circuit operates on a 1.35-v battery, and dissipation is less than 10
microamperes. Optimum frequency
is 32.768 kHz, but the performance
range can be extended to allow crystal frequencies from 8.192 kHz to
131.172 kHz. Price is $7.50 for quantities of 1to 99 and $ 5 for 100 to
999.
Microma

Universal

Inc.,

855

Maude Ave.,

Mountain View, Calif. 94040. [415]

Radio-Research Instrument Co.iNc.
3Quincy St., Norwalk, Conn. 06850 • 203-853-2600

Four- channel sense amp

CIRCLE 966 ON READER SERVICE CARD

allows faster cycle times

Minifiuid DISPENSER

HOW MANY

MILLIONAIRES

AIR OPERATED

miniature potting
and encapsulating

for

ARE THERE IN THE
UNITED STATES?
. . . and how many NEW millionaires join the ranks every
year? How did they acquire
their wealth? The number and
the reasons may astonish you! This amazing stony
is revealed in a valuable new booklet,
"NEW ROADS TO WEALTH AND OPPORTUNITY."
Even more exciting are the factual details about
• specific business opportunity that is nothing
short of a gold mine. Why? Because, as an ammoelate of the organization providing the opportunity, you help others to succeed.
For your free copy of " New Roads to Wealth and
OPPortandtY." phone, wire, or write immediately to:
E.L.E.K. INTERNATIONAL
Box 22125•Donorr, Colorado 80222• (303) 7574500

Avellable In 3 saes
6cc

I2cc - 30cc

0 PHILIP FISHMAN COMPANY
CAME NO.

VIELLESLE•

NIASSACIIUSETTS

Plated wire memory systems place
heavy demands on sense amplifiers,
and the result has been slower cycle
times than the memory system is capable of. The mc 1544, a capacitively coupled, four-channel sense

CIRCLE 969 ON READER SERVICE CARO

FREE CATALOG
HARD- TO- FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 1700 items—pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

CIRCLE 967 ON READER SERVICE CARD
JENSEN'

--riDol—s

4117 N. 44 DI Street,

FLASH STRIPPER

For shielded
wire brin

Weld groundlead and/or
strip braid

in one fast operation.

Submit sample wire.

Ask for data sheets.

EWALD Instruments Corporation
Rt. 7E Kent, Ci. 06757 - Tel ( 203) 927-3278

Phoen, Anson., 85018

CIRCLE 970 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Remember...
MAIL MOVES THE COUNTRY
but
ZIP CODE MOVES THE MAIL

amplifier, can sense the plated wire
output pulses before the transient
voltage has fully decayed, thus providing faster cycle times and better
noise immunity. In addition to in-

CIRCLE 968 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Don't repeat
yourself.
Use KODAGRAPH
Films for repetitive
design elements.
It's easy to bypass tedious retracing when the same design must
be repeated in adrawing. Or
when you want to transfer adesign
from one drawing to another.
Let photography and Kodagraph
films do the work for you.
We'd like to show your drafting/
design department our new slide
presentation, " Focus on Drafting."
It will clue them in on the many
shortcuts possible with Kodagraph
films and papers. Whenever
you're ready, just call your Kodak
Technical Sales Representative.
Or write for literature to
Eastman Kodak Company, Business Systems Markets Division,
Dept. DP829, Rochester, N.Y. 14650.
DRAWING REPRODUCTION
SYSTEMS BY KODAK

-

MAta
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The vehicle? Nikkei Electronics —
the Japanese version of Electronics
Magazine published in Japanese for
consumption in Japan only.

tWlat/teatte
Nikkei Electronics will be published
bi-weekly by NIKKEI/McGRAWHILL INC. — ajoint venture of NIHON KEIZAI SHINBUN and
McGRAW-HILL INC. Nikkei Electronics will be published entirely
in the Japanese language including
advertisements. For your convenience in placing advertising in
Nikkei Electronics, the sales staff
of Electronics Magazine has been
designated as your liaison.

Elaen,z4
The editorial staff of Nikkei Electronics consists of ten full-time
editors plus contributions from
Electronics editors, the McGrawHill World News staff and the news
services of NIHON KEIZAI SHIMBUN—the world's largest publisher
of financial newspapers.
Every two weeks, these editors will
produce a news and technology
Japanese language magazine for
electronics engineers in Japan.

124

C!";
4/4„41/
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• Nikkei Electronics will begin publication with a paid Japan circulation of 15,000 in April and with
a guaranteed paid Japan circulation of 20,000 within the first year
of publication.
• Nikkei Electronics circulation is
restricted to: engineers and management in companies manufacturing electronics products; users
of electronics products; and
managers of governmental and
independent R&D; educational
and electronics studies associations.
• The subscriber universe for
Nikkei Electronics is 120,000 electronics engineers plus 18,000 new
engineers graduating annually.
• Nikkei Electronics is the only
Japanese Electronics magazine
going ABC. All others are not
audited.

New products
ternal coupling capacitors, the junction-isolated monolithic device employs Schottky- clamped output
transistors that help achieve a propagation delay of 18 ns, and a dc
level restore circuit to eliminate repetition rate problems. Price is $9 in
100-quantities.
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O.
Box 20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 [ 416]

Rf transistor delivers
100 VV cw at 150 MHz
A line of rf transistors is capable of
delivering in excess of 100 w continuous output at 150 wiz. The basic
device is called the 3TE-610. Because of the low-inductance package, it is possible to develop broad

NzexeEtteti,ey,
• If you sell, or want to sell your
products in Japan, you can talk
to 20,000 buying influences in
their native tongue for just $400
apage.
• If you are already advertising in
any of the unaudited lesser media
in Japan, here is your opportunity
to consolidate your schedule in
the one strong medium, make a
dominant impression and save
advertising dollars.
If you are interested in advertising
in Nikkei Electronics contact your
local Electronics salesman or any •of
the Electronics sales offices in the
U.S. and Western Europe.

IV .
Eltam»..z/4

amplifier circuitry with this unit and
to use combiners to provide power
outputs to 1kw. Price is $ 35 to $ 83
each for 100 to 999, depending on
current and voltage ratings.
Kertron Inc., 7516 Central Industrial Drive,
Riviera Beach, Fla. 33404 [ 417]

Static ROM is designed for
repetitive data generation
A read-only memory using p-channel mos technology is designed for
applications where repetitive data
pattern generation is required. The
sequentially addressed static
memory operates via two input lines
and an internal static counter. No
external pullup resistors or special
gates are required for interfacing,
and the inputs and outputs are TTL
compatible. Access time is typically
600 ns.
Solitron Devices Inc., P.O. Box 1416, San

A Nikkei /McGraw-Hill Publication.

Diego, Calif. 92123 [ 418]
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Celco Amplifiers

for CRT
DISPLAYS

60 VOLT
6amps
9amps
12 amps
35 VOLT
4amps
8amps
12 amps
16 amps
20 VOLT
4amps
8amps
12 amps
MAHWAH,
UPLAND,

N.

J. 07430

CAL.

91786

CONSTANTINE ENG;NEEPING LADORATORIES COMPANY
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SWITCH 1800 WATTS WITH GRAYHILL

POWER
TAP
SWITCH
(Rated 15 Amps.—
125 VAC Resistive)
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"Everything you need
to know about
yoke selection."

Yoke selection involves consideration of
many interacting factors: the requirements
of the display system, the cathode ray tube
to be used, and the circuitry involved.
SYNTRONIC'S YOKE SELECTOR, based on
twenty years of experience in the design and
manufacture of yokes, has been developed to
explain some of these interactions, and to provide you with a checkl;st of information to be
evaluated by our yoke specialists.
As aresult of thorough evaluation, ayoke of more
reasonable cost can often be used when it is
possible to allow some small trade-off variations
in these interacting factors.
In using this yoke selector it is not necessary for
you to become deeply involved in the design
of the yoke. By filling out the APPLICATION
CHECKUST included, and submitting it to our
engineers, you can make sure that all factors
will be considered ard that we will be able to
recommend a yoke design that will be best
suited for your applicatioi.

FREE YOKE SELECTOR

• W. fisted

00

• 30° Angle Of Throw

o

• 2To 11 Positions

ce
—u
_
u

• Solder Lug Or " Faston" Terminals

syntronic

• Non- shorting Contacts
• Voltage Breakdown 2500 VAC
• Available With Special Shafts,
Bushings And Other Modifications
• Life Expectancy Over 50,000
Cycles Of Operation At Rated Load
For your Grayhill Engineering Catalog
ogering complete technical data— contact

dee

\
m
il
ile'Cri¡he
"irCEMII

523 Hillgrove Avenue
LaGrange, Illinois 60525
Area Code 312, Phone 354-1040

. tie Dfference Between Excellent arnd Adequate
Circle 153 on reader service card

SYNTROWC INSTRUMENTS, INC.
100 Industrial Road Addison, Ill. 80101 (312) 543-6444

Circle

125 or, reader service card
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Microwave

IC amplifier
puts out 425 W
Avionics beacon unit runs
at 1,030 MHz; second type
delivers 400 W at 1,090 MHz

6-w rf input with atransistor bias of
50 volts. Maximum duty cycle is 2%
with a pulse width of 10 microseconds. For aconstant input power
and aduty cycle of 2%, output is derated to 100 watts for apulse width
of 60 tis (see curve). Pulse rise and
fall times are 100 nanoseconds. Efficiency is about 30%. The unit measures 2.25 x5.25 x .75 inches.
Small-quantity price for the amplifiers is $2,500.

Selected units have aVSWR of
less than 1.05 up to 12.4 GHz. The
adapter is made from stainless steel,
and its size is within the Type N
GHz.

Microwave Semiconductor Co., 100 School

There are inherent limits to the
reliability of pencil or planar triodes
as airborne transponders or groundbased interrogators, says Ted
Marks, senior engineer at Microwave Semiconductor Corp. With
500
(7)

I

lI

1

300

45
40
35

o
o
0_

1

Vcc = 50 volts

I
- 400

e

I

200

30
DUTY CYCLE = 2%
Pin = CONSTANT

25

too

House Rd., Somerset, N.J. 08873 [ 401]

Gunn-type oscillator
delivers 25 m\N at 9,250 MHz
A solid state power source operating
in X band is designed for applications requiring high frequency
stability as a function of temperature. Called the S262V2, the transferred electron oscillator provides a
minimum of 25 mw at 9,250 MHz,
and it can be factory-adjusted for
operation at other frequencies in the
band. Power requirements are 12 v

0

this in mind, the company has developed two integrated circuit
power amplifiers that deliver 400
and 425 watts peak output at 1,090
and 1,030 megahertz respectively.
"A 750-hour lifetime is typical for
tube amplifiers," says Marks. "By
using an all-solid-state approach
with hermetically sealed power transistors, we are able to get the expected MTBF of our units to over
36,000 hours, based on calculations
using mw-Handbook 217."
The L-band beacon amplifiers are
fabricated on thin film microstrip
circuits. The high level of power is
achieved through the use of highly
efficient direct combining techniques that couple the outputs of
four transistors in the final amplifier
stage. The dividing network that
feeds the inputs of the final amplifier allows simultaneous fixed tuning of the four transistors.
The amplifier is designed for a
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connector dimensions. Price is as
low as $ 15 each in quantity orders.
Solitron / Microwave, Connector Div., Cove
Rd., Port Salerno, Fla. 33492 [ 408]

Power monitors cover
10 MHz- 12.4 GHz range
Thermoelectric power monitors are
designed for system power measuring and monitoring applications.
The integrated assemblies of rf
power sensors and dc amplifiers
measure modulated, pulsed, and cw
signals from 10 mHz to 12.4 GHz
over a30-dB power range. Measurements of levels as low as -30 dBm or
as high as + 20 dBm can be made
with the models N427 and N426, respectively, and the model N425

dc with a current of 500 mA maximum, and stability is ± 35 kHzr C.
Price is $300 each in quantities.
RCA

Microwave Applications

Engineering,

Harrison, N.J. 07029 [403]

Right-angle adapter
covers signals to 12.4 GHz
A right-angle connector designated
the 5097-6002 is a male-to-female
adapter that offers a VSWR of typically less than 1.10 from dc to 12.4

measures over an intermediate
range. Price is $ 275.
General Microwave Corp., 155 Marine St.,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 [407]
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Digitem's DAS1
gets your data together.
On paper. On tape. On time.

Digitem's new DAS -1 data acquisition system does what a good data acquisition systern should. It accurately records all your data in real time. But it doesn't stop there.
The DAS -1 has a combination of features that are remarkable for the price. To begin
with, the basic unit has 10 channels and is expandable to 100 channels. Operating
modes include: 1. Automatic scanning from start channel to stop channel ( as selected
via thumbwheel switche5) with a variabe scan rate of 30 channels per second ( magnetic tape) to one channel per two seconds,
one scan per hour; 2. Single scan from selected starting channel to selected ending channel; 3. Continuous monitoring of
selected channel; 4. Random selection of channels; 5. External trigger for single channel or single scan; 6. Manual channel
advance. Other features include an easy to read 31
/.. digit LED display, with polarity and floating decimal point, that displays
time or data by switch selection. DAS -1 has four programmable input ranges with resolution down to 10 microvolts. Its 200
volts common mode voltage lets you use it for floating guarded measurements.
It has two ASCII outputs. serial for direct teletype connection and parallel for
modems and paper zape punches. It has DTL/TTL compatible EBCDIC and
BCDIC parallel outputs for seven or nine track incremental tape recorders.
efOiTEM
The price? From $ 3,000.
DIVISION OF MICROWAVE /SYSTEMS INC
Get your data together. Write to Digitern, 1 Adler Drive, Syracuse, New York
,

13057, for complete information about the DAS -1.
Circle
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New products

How do
you put
18 years of
Microwave
Systems
experience
in 48 pages?

V- band detector has
15 GHz bandwidth
The model 44801H V- band detector
uses silicon Schottky barrier diodes
to provide a high- sensitivity (- 200
mv/mw) millimeter wave unit that
can be used with any of the company's series 44015H sweep generators. Bandwidth is 15 GHz and frequency range is 50-75 GHz. Other
features include acw burnout rating
of 200 mw minimum, typical satu-

ration level of 100 mw, and mechanical tuning. Price is $ 525. The
Schottky diode can be ordered separately for $ 275 and is field-replaceable.
Hughes Aircraft Co., P.O. Box 90515, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90009 [ 4051

VVaveguide switch has low
VSWR, acts as power divider
You don't...
when you're the company that pioneered
strip transmission line component and
system technology (TRI PLATE")
developed computer programmed solutions to antenna design ... packaged
complete functions of all the well-known
coaxial components into integrated
sub- system modules ( MIM).•
How can you say it all in one book?
The very best we could do was to list
our STANDARD microwave products
under one cover. It talks to engineers
and systems designers about COMMUNICATIONS, TELEMETRY, and
RADAR showing them what they can
buy NOW with eighteen years experience built in. If you want more innovations, you'll have to ask!

A waveguide switch designated the
P/N
39D02300. an spdt device,
switches under high peak and average rf power with a VSWR of 1.15
maximum, and its "variable" design
acts as apower divider during operation. Frequency range is 8.20 to

Call Mr. Mel Bloom at ( 603) 669-4615,
Ext. 444 or write to Grenier Field,
Manchester, New Hampshire 03103.

MICROWAVE
DIVISION

SA

HIGH QUALITY
LOW-COST
THERMISTORS

WASHERS
To handle large amount of
power
RODS
Low/medium and high temperature coefficients
LOW- COEFFICIENT
Discs or rectangular rods

CRYOGENIC
For operation in liquid oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and
helium
DISCS
With radial, opposite
crossed leads
MOLDED- IN- LEAD
BEADS and RODS
Small size.
low price
GLASS BEADS
Protection from hostile environments— fast response
PROBES AND
ASSEMBLIES

Special design for
temperature measurement and liquid level sensing
Write for 8-page Thermistor data
bulletin T-501

—

SANDERS

ASSOCIATES, INC

or

7_

Ke i tonc
CARBON COMPANY

Thermistor Division
St. Marys, Pa. 15857
Phone: 814/781-1591
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New products
12.40 Gfiz, insertion loss is 0.2 dB
maximum, and isolation is 40 dB
minimum. The unit operates from
28 v dc in awR-90 waveguide. •
Transco Products Inc., 4241 Glencoe Ave.,
Venice, Calif. 90291 [ 406]

Gunn flange oscillators
are voltage-tunable
A series of Gunn flange oscillators
are designed to allow users to replace klystron tubes with low-cost
solid state devices. The models
GFOV(X)100, - 110, and - 120 operate

.4 -.I

in X band, and varactor tuning provides automatic frequency control
or modulation. Units are available
with output powers of 10, 25, and 50
mw. Price for 1 to 9 units is $ 130
each.
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp., Microwave

and

Optoelectronics

Deer Creek Rd.,

Div.,

Palo Alto, Calif.

3500
94304

[404]

Directional couplers cover
range from 0.95 to 13.1 GHz
Four miniature three- and four-port
quadrature directional couplers are
for use in 50-ohm systems. All have
a frequency range of from 0.95 to
+90' phase shift at the coupled output port because of their symmetrical design. The models 1536
through 1539 measure 41
/ by
2
1 15/16 in., and are available with
either 10- or 20-dB coupling. Features are high directivity, close
tracking, low insertion loss. Price
ranges from $425 to $475.
Weinschel Engineering, Gaithersburg, Ma.
[409]
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at is it?
e most powerful HFUHF design tool ever.
BH-10 is a10-foot length of our patented WI RELINE ... one
of the most unique HFUHF design concepts ever developed.
With aBH-10, you can quickly make 50 or more couplers, hybrids,
90° phase-shifters, and many other components for as little as
$2 each. The only other design tool you need is aruler. Your
production tool is an Xacto knife. No need to wait for technician
or machine shop availability. You can do it all yourself.
A BH-10 used to cost $ 120. As part of this introduction, we're
lowering the price to $90. All you have to do is call your nearest
Sage representative and tell him you want the details on BH-10.
EVERY ENGINEER SHOULD HAVE ONE. CALL YOUR NEAREST SAGE
REPRESENTATIVE NOW AND ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL BH-10 OFFER.

LABORATORIES,

INC.

3 HURON DRIVE • NATICK • MASSACHUSETTS • 01160
TEL

611-653-0844 •

TWO

617-346 0390

REPRESENTATIVES U.S.A. & CANADA
201-778-6767
203-528-8192
205-536-5650
206-682-0710
213-937-0790
214-368-3566

215-825-2841
216-725-4568
303-449-7509
305-855-0843
312-433-3646

315-699-2651
315-732-1801

415-321-2414
416-787-0991
505-255-2111
514-363-5120
516-334-1160
518-785-3750
607-724-8288

613-745-0541
617-245-4870
703-534-7800
714-298-8385
716-244 4720
919-273-3040
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New products
mode is also available, and so is a fier. The instrument allows for muldeviation alarm relay with reset. tirange electronic thermometry with
±1°C on four ranges
Single- or 10- turn setpoint dials are an accuracy of provided on each meter. Response
optional, and the 10-turn potentiometer can be supplied with a time is 2seconds. Probes as small as
digital dial. A common setpoint 0.001 in. in diameter can be used
module, able to handle 180 control- with the instrument, which has an
lers, and an SCR power controller automatic temperature reference inOff-shelf Airpax line also
stead of an ice bath.
are available as well.
Both temperature and power con- Omega Engineering Inc., Box 40 47, Stamincludes temperature-power
trol are combined in the series 300 ford, Conn. 06907 [ 353]
controllers, SCR regulators
integral temperature controller, and
the unit can be plugged in or removed while operating under rated
After custom-designing precisioil
Positive, negative pulses
load. The phase- or zero- fired contemperature controls for more than
three years, the Controls division of trol units come in current ratings of are generated simultaneously
30 to 50 A. They can control up to
Airpax Electronics has decided to
A compact generator designated the
12 kilowatts at 240 vac.
offer an off-the-shelf line of controlRounding out the new Airpax model 302A is capable of providing
lers for applications in furnaces in
line are the single-phase SCR power simultaneous positive and negative
the semiconductor and textile induscontrollers. The series 510 comes in pulses. Each output has a separate
tries. The five units include the
30-, 50-, and 70-A sizes. A special amplitude control, and the pulses
series 401 and 410 temperature conpower feedback circuit corrects er- can be at rates varying from 10 Hz
trollers, the 510 and 520 silicon-conrors and allows less than 0.5% out- to 50 MHz with rise and fall times of
trolled- rectifier power controllers,
put voltage or power change with less than 5 nanoseconds. Both outand the 300 series temperature10% ac-line-voltage variation. Linpower controller combined in an inearity is better than 1% between integral plug-in package.
put dc voltage and rms power outThe 1-microvolt temperature staput. The series 520 power conbility in the series 401 controllers is
a
troller has all of these features as
maintained regardless of a ±-10%
mc • 2,,
variation in ac line voltage or a well as aplug-in design.
Prices of the series 401 and 410
±
-10°C change in ambient temperarange between $ 160 and $400, deture, over a30-day period. The sta(D.
pending upon the precision; the
bility of the best conventional controller runs somewhere between 5 series 300 is up in the $ 300-to-$600
range. The series 510 and 520 power
and 10 11v, Airpax says. The 401, as
puts are at 50 ohms source impedcontrollers start at $ 190 and go as
well as the others in the line, can acance. External or manual triggering
cept inputs from the usual variety of high as $500.
and double-pulse operation are sethermocouples, resistance tempera- Airpax Electronics, P.O. Box 8488, Ft. Laulected by front-panel switches. Price
ture detectors, or other millivolt derdale, Fla. 33310 [ 351]
is $425.
sources. Other features of the 401,
Monsanto Commercial Products Co., Elecwhich must be screw-mounted, intronic Instruments, 620 Passaic Ave., West
clude two- or three-mode control, a Thermometer can use probes
Caldwell, N.J. 07006 [ 358]
10- turn setpoint potentiometer, deof
0.001inch
diameter
viation and output indication, and a
deviation alarm. Outputs are either
A subminiature-thermocouple read0-1.65 Vdc or 0-5 milliamperes into
Data system tester
out meter measures the temperature
a1,500-ohm load.
counts bit, block errors
of miniature electronic components,
Higher outputs are available as
and incorporates ahigh-gain amplioptions with the series 410 temperaA portable bit-error-rate tester desture controllers. Temperature stabilignated the BERT 901 also counts
ity here is less than ±-15 i
ttv but the
block errors to measure the true efunit can deliver either a dc output
fectiveness of data transmission syssignal ( 0 to 5 v) or, using plug-in
tems. Bit error count, block error
output cards, 500 or 1,000 watts at
count, and block count are dis120 or 240 v respectively. In addiplayed for each test, and bit rate setion, the entire unit is of a plug-in
lection is provided for 19 standard
construction for easy mounting in a
synchronous rates from 75 bits/s to
control panel. Two- mode control is
1.54 million bits/s. Asynchronous
standard with the 410, but rate

Instruments

Controller has
1-/1V stability

1111.0.,0

411...T0111 1•0011.187

...
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AiResearch electronic
cooling systems are
built into the F-14.

We have designed and built complete
electronic cooling systems for hundreds of airborne applications
—both on board and pod mounted.
In fact, aGarrett AiResearch built
electronic cooling system is on
board the Grumman F-14 air- superiority fighter. El
Whatever your specific airborne electronic cooling
requirement, come to Garrett AiResearch for total
system optimization.

Garrett AiResearch enclosures are also cooling
the pod mounted ALQ-76 and ALQ-99 electronic
countermeasures systems. The enclosure in the
ALQ-99 pod ( shown above) for the EA- 6B utilizes
surface heat exchangers as the ultimate heat sink.

AiResearch Manufacturing Co.
reglE7)",'

9851 Sepulveda Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90009
one of The Signal Companies is
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New products

Unique
precision
voltage
source
•6-digit resolution and readout- 0-1,000 VDC in four ranges
with 0.003% accuracy, 0.001% stability, 0.0002% regulation.
•You control all functions by pushbutton or program them with
DTL/TTL input. BCD output available.
• Unique circuit* limits signal flow to analog section— output
voltage is independent of switch characteristics or quality.
•You can change any decade of a selected voltage individually.
• 100 millisecond programming speed in either polarity.
• Output current 50 ma from 0-100 volts, 5 ma from 100 to 1K
volts.
The Alpha M106 Precision Digital Voltage Source has no equal for automatic test and process control systems. Its low cost, dependability and
ease-of- use make it the best instrument for all calibration applications.
For full information, contact your nearest Scientific Devices Office or
Alpha Scientific, P.O. Box 2044, OakALPHA
stesmomve
land, CA 94604. Phone ( 415)635-2700.
• OOOOO N

•Patents pending
Circle 155 on reader service card

WE WROTE THE BOOK
ON MINICOMPUTERS.
We think we're pretty well qualified to
write the book. We're the No. 2company in the
business, and we've installed over 2,000 minicomputer systems.
Section Iof our book has questions and
answers you should think about before buying
anybody's minicomputer.
Section II stacks our products against the
questions raised in Section I.
After you've read the whole book, we
think you'll be more likely to buy something
from us. That's how we plan to become No. 1.

operation may be used to 9 million
bits/s. Testing flexibility is extended
by plug-in adapter modules for E1A-

Rs-232, current, T-carrier, balanced,
and logic level interfaces.
II Communications, Willow Grove, Pa. [ 354]

Lock- in amplifier offers
1- microvolt sensitivity
A lock-in amplifier called the PAR
model 128 has automatic reference
tracking and provides l -microvolt
sensitivity. The signal channel offers
aflat frequency response of from 0.5
Hz to 100 kHz, and low- and highpass filters can be switched in to attenuate noise or signal harmonics. A
switch- selectable choice of true
single-ended or differential input

---esal.11111t

with common mode rejection of better than 80 dB is provided. Price is
$1295.
Princeton Applied Research Corp., P.O. Box
565. Princeton, N.J. 08540 [ 355]

41
2 /
digit multimeter offers
25 ranges and modes

Send me your free book, "How to Buy aMinicomputer."

FREE.

Name__
Company
Address
City.
State

Zip

DATA GENERAL

Southboro, Massachusetts 01772
Tel. (617) 485-9100

Designed for awide variety of measurement applications, the model
8120A 41
/2
digit multimeter provides
25 ranges and modes. Ac and dc
ranges go from 100 millivolts to
1,000 v, current ranges from 100 microamperes to 1 A, and resistance
ranges from 1,000 ohms to 10 NISZ.
Overranging on all readings is 20%.
Applications are in telephone and
power utilities as well as traditional

—J
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PUERTO RICO now.
MANFRCTURERS OF
AUDIO/VISUAL COMMUAICRTIOA
DEVICES can INCREASE
RETURN on SALES
BY 140%.

This substantial profit potential is disclosed in anewly released analysis by
the Fantus Company, an acknowledged independent
authority on plant locations:
A plant in Puerto Rico with annual sales of $8
million, for example, could realize the following
advantages over mainland operations:
7,A saving in yearly operational costs ranging
from $206,340 to $252,380.
L—An equivalent of 29% to 36% increase in operating profits.
An improvement in net profits/net sales of 140% to 152% with full
exemption from state, federal and local taxes.
A complete executive summary of this study is available to
interested manufacturers by simply mailing arequest to:
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
Economic Development Administration ( Dept. F-2)
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019

PUERTO RICO U.S.R.

I971 Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
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The Material
of Unlimited Uses...

New products

electronic markets. Price is $ 795.
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Box 7428,
Seattle, Wash. 98133 [ 357]

Multispeed angle indicator

INSTANT
DIP-A- MOLD
In seconds, you can make perfect
molds, like this one, for potting
any encapsulation, and make
them economically, with lowmelting CERRO® Alloys. Just dip
the master in molten alloy. A thin
coating of alloy clings to the
pattern. Withdraw the pattern,
and you have aperfect high
fidelity mold. When the encapsulating plastic cures, simply
remove the CERRO Alloy. Use it
over and over again, almost
without limit.
This particular alloy—
CERROTRUO—does not shrink,
slips easily from the pattern
without parting or contaminating
compounds or coatings. Because
of its low melting point, it is safe
and easy to handle.

has 0.01-degree accuracy
A line of precise angle indicators
accepts multispeed ( 1:36) synchro
information, and converts these inputs into a five-digit display. Range
is from 0 to 35949° with an accuracy of ±0.01°. The units are DTL- or
TTL-compatible, and additional features include a 1-millisecond conversion time, internal or external
updating, and hold-signal capability.
Northern Precision Laboratories Inc., 202
Fairfield Rd., Fairfield, N.J. 07006 [ 360]

Digital- display ratiometer
has wide dynamic range
A ratiometer accepts the output
from two receivers, two bolometers,
or two crystal detectors and displays
the ratio between the signals digitally in decibels. The expanded
scale resolution of 0.01 dB, plus the

You can reproduce such unusual
details as positioning lugs for
transformer cases, as shown
above, without the use of cores,
i
nserts or secondary operations.
Instant molding is just one of the
many uses for CERRO Alloys. To
find out more, contact Cerro
Copper & Brass Co., Alloy Dept.,
Bellefonte, Pa. 16823.
Telephone (814) 355-4712.
In Europe, contact Mining &
Chemical Products Ltd., Alperton,
Wembley, Middlesex, England.

CERRO,
134

TROUBLEFREE
TROUBLESHOOTER

FACT e(Flexible
Automatic Circuit Tester),
Hughes random access
test system simplifies and
shortens the troubleshooting procedures
required for today's
circuit technology.
The systems engineer
has wide latitude in his
checkout procedures: test
or retest at any point, adapt
to changes by simply
adding or deleting new
test information, use
computer control or
computer-generated data.
FACT detects any possible
trouble in any type wiring
circuit. Without any trouble.
FACT. Quick delivery.
Order now. Lease/Rental
plans available. Contact
L. W. Risner
FACT Systems
Hughes Aircraft Company
P. 0. Box 92904
Los Angeles, California 90009
(213) 670-9040
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wide dynamic range of ±-70 dB in the
ratio mode, make the series 1833 instruments suitable for antenna and
microwave component measurements. Price is $2,900 plus options.
Scientific-Atlanta Inc., P.O. Box 13654, Atlanta, Ga. 30340 [ 359]
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New products/Materials

New Developments
in Electronics

ffi

SEMICONDUCTORS

m

By Helmut Wolf,
Signetics Corporation

this

not this
with

Jewell
GOLD LINE

SOLID STATE RELAYS
ZERO
CROSSING
TYPES
•8amp.
•15 and 30
amp.
•miniature 2,
3 & 4amp.
FOR APPLICATIONS
WHERE RELIABLE
TROUBLE- FREE SWITCHING IS
REQUIRED IN CONTAMINATED
ENVIRONMENTS
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES: Zero crossing
switching. No noise. Highest inrush
capability. Input-output isolation.
Fully encapsulated. All solid state.
No moy;ng parts for maintenancefree operation and long life.
•PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER/
RELAY TYPES ALSO AVAILABLE
•VARIATIONS TO ORDER
Write for pricing and
technical information.
Jewell
JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Grenier Field, Manchester, NH 031115
Phone: 1603) 669-6400 •
Telex: 94-3435

Circle
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Laminate is designed for compatibility with additive plating systems
and for applications in existing technology. Under circuit deposition,
the base laminate, designated N105HR, does not lose the good electrical characteristics associated with
epoxy systems. Moisture absorption
is 0.2%, and solder blister resistance
is 30 seconds at 500°F.

Semiconductors is
the first single volume
to survey the entire
range of semiconductor materials and
devices and to
reduce theoretical
considerations to a
practica: level. Topics include thermal,
optical, and etching properties of
semiconductors, dopping techniques,
and characteristics of p-n junctions.
1971
552 pages $ 22.50

New England Laminates Co.. Inc.. 25 Cres-

MODERN OPERATIONAL
CIRCUIT DESIGN

cent St.. Glenbrook, Conn. [ 476]

By John I. Smith

A line of high-rising, rapid. multicomponent fluxes for foam fluxing
of printed circuit boards and other
electronic assemblies have good
capillary action. They also maintain
foaming, fluxing, and wetting characteristics during continuous exposure to aeration. Fluxes are called
Reliafoam 809. 811-13, and 815-35;
the difference between them is the
amount of solid content.
Alpha Metals Inc

56 Water St., Jersey City,

N.J.07304 [ 477]

Synthetic foam cushioning material
protects circuitry and components
from static electricity. Conductofoam is suited for production, storing. and shipping of electronic components and mos integrated circuits,
as well as completed electronic
equipment.
Zippertubing Co., 13000 S. Broadway, Los
Ange:es, Calif. 90061 [ 478]

Hybrid circuit packages can be
made virtually leakproof with EpoTek H72 electrically insulating
epoxy. The two-component material
seals metal- to- metal flat packs. and
has an assured leak rate of less than
10 -7 cc/s He, even when subjected
to 150°C for seven days followed by
temperature cycling of - 55 -C to
+12.5°C. Price- is $ 15 for a threeounce trial kit.

This book is a cohesive collection
of essays about the application of the
modern operational amplifier. It
presents signal flow and feedback in
their most concrete and convenient
embodiments: linear and nonlinear
analog circuits. The extensive use of
graphic presentation and the ample
explanations given will enable even
the non- specialist to assemble workIng prototypes.
1971
256 pages $ 14.95

THE MEASUREMENT
OF TIME- VARYING
PHENOMENA
Fundamentals
and Applications
By Edward B. Magrab, The Catholic
University of America, and Donald S.
Blomguist, National Bureau of
Standards
Here, in a single volume, are
discussions of the principles of operation and the limitations of the most
commonly used instruments and
measurements techniques. Coverage
ranges from analysis of signals to
voltage detectors, recorders, and
signal generators.
1971
347 pages $ 16.95

Available from your bookstore
or from Dept. 093 —

man
W1LEY-INTER SCIENCE

Epoxy Technology Inc, 65 Grove St, Water-

a division ot JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
In Canada:

town, Mass. 02172 [ 479]

22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario
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The people that
buy from us
wondered why we
didn't have a
low- profile isolating
Solid State Relay
that wasTTL
compatible...

Right now!

New Literature

High- Accuracy

Phase
Meters

Switches. Switchcraft Inc., 5555 N.
Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60630 has
issuèd an engineering bulletin on its
multiple- station pushbutton
switches with common release capability at any station. Circle 421 on
reader service card.

0.5 Hz to 2MHz

Pc relays. Printact Relay Div., Executone Inc., 29-10 Thomson Ave.,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.
Priiited circuit relays that plug in
without sockets or soldering are outlined in an eight-page catalog that
also describes pc board preparation
aids and boards for prototype testing. [422]

Digital or meter
readouts
As low as $885

Data converters. ILC Data Device
Corp., 100 Tec St., Hicksville, N.Y.
11801 has published a six- page
summary sheet of specifications for
awide range of data converters and
related accessories, including multipliers and amplifiers. [423]

930 Series
SSR Module Relay

So we made it

Right now!
And are ready
to deliver

Right now!
At our prices—
and you can't beat that.
Write for the data.
Also ask about our:
Dry Reed Switches
Proximity Detectors
D.I.P. Reed Relays
Mercury Reed Relays
Dry Reed Relays
Electronic Module Boards
If you don't have our
condensed catalog-TWX or write for one

wabash

NEW PRODUCT
ENGINEERING, INC.

A Subsidiary ot Wabash Magnetics, Inc.

First and Webster Streets
Wabash, Indiana 46992
Telephone ( 219) 563-2191

Keyboards. A system of keyboard
electronics using a scanning technique is described in a four-color
brochure available from Cherry
Electrical Products Corp., 3600 Sunset Ave., Waukegan, Ill. 60085. A
diagram shows the interaction between an eight- bit counter, two multiplexers, and a four- to 16-line
decoder. There is also achart of basic electrical specifications, and listings of standard and optional features. [424]
Magnetic recording. Nortronics Inc.,
8101 10th Ave. N., Minneapolis,
Minn. 55427. A 28-page design digest for digital magnetic recording
features applications information
for personnel working with minicomputers, programable desktop
calculators, credit card verifiers, input-output systems, point-of-sale
terminals, and other peripheral
equipment. [425]
Capacitive memories. Integrated
Memories Inc., 260 Fordham Rd.,
Wilmington, Mass. 01887 is offering
a six-page technical bulletin on operational theory, system features,
and performance characteristics of
its capacitive read-only memory.
[426]

TWX 810-290-2722
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930 E. Meadow Dr. Palo Alto, Ca. 94303
(415) 321-7428
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NEW

Catalog of
pressure
sensitive
electronic
component drafting aids
electronic component
patterns and conductor line
tapes are listed by the thousands in
By-Buk's new P-50 catalog. This easy to use,
cost-saver index of pressure sensitive
printed circuit drafting aids is the source
book of ideas for engineers, designers and
draftsmen interested in faster, more
accurate artwork layouts. Find new ways to
reduce the tedium of repetitive artwork with
individually die cut artwork patterns in
opaque black, transparent red and
transparent blue materials.
C

."3

me saving

I

j

FREE CATALOG
FREE SAMPLES

Send today for a free copy
of the new P-50 cataicg and
a selection of samples.

BY-13lJK COMPANY
„We

4326 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90019
(213) 937-3511
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NEW! First comprehensive guide
to every aspect of TTL devices
and their oractical applications

If you're looking for
inexpensive
D/S and S/D converters,
you can stop looking.

DESIGNING WITH TTL
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Prepared by the IC Applications Staff

Our converters are far less costly than other
types. Made up of modules, they lend them-

of Texas Instruments Incorporated
Edited by Robert L. Morris and John R. Miller
This thoroughly comprehensive and practical volume—
the first to explore the entire family of TTL integrated
circuits— is acomplete source book on the newest, most
versatile, reliable, and economical innovation in systems
technology. It covers not only design philosophy, economics, basic descriptions, and electrical performance
of TTL devices; but many practical applications of the
circuits in digital systems.
It will save you time and work by providing many completed designs easily converted to your particular needs
... reduce costs by suggesting the most cost-effective
integrated circuits to use in your system... help your decision making by reviewing all modern logic types and
giving you a comparison of the characteristics of subseries within the TTL series.
The first book devoted exclusively to the transistortransistor logical family of integrated circuits, this
volume will prove invaluable to electronics engineers,
computer designers, and systems analysts and to nonengineer managers who want information on the best
uses of TTL devices.

selves naturally to maintenance on a throw- away
basis. Easily mounted on PC or DIP plug-in
boards. Compatible with the new Navy SHP
module standards, too. Ideal for shipboard,
ground and airborne applications, military or
commercial.
Unique, phase- locked, loop S/D circuits, combined with new pulse width controlled D/S circuits, provide greater reliability and dependable,
14- bit performance. No adjustment or controls
required. 60 and 400 Hz models available.
More information? Quotations on quantity
sales? Contact: The Bendix Corporation, Environmental Science Division, Dept. 81, 1400
Taylor Ave., Baltimore, Maryland 21204.
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384 pages, 380 illustrations, $ 18.50

MAIL COUPON TODAY

•
•

McGraw-Hill Book Company
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 10036

•

Name

•
•
•

•
Send me Texas Instruments' DESIGNING WITH TTL INTE•
GRATED CIRCUITS (637458) for 10 days' examination. At the
•
end of that time Iwill remit $ 18.50 plus tax, postage, and han•
dling charges. If Idecide not to keep the book Iwill return it in
•
the carton provided within 10 days. ( Remit in full with coupon,
•
plus tax, and McGraw-Hill pays all delivery costs.)

Address
City
•

State
Offer good In U.S. and Canada only.
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137

How to
live
within
y
our budget ,

Money for new test
equipment is tight. Every
dollar has to stretch as
far as possible without
hurting performance.

If you're looking for a 15 to 50- MHz
scope— like the 422, 453A or 1700
—you owe it to your company to try
Hickok. Because, with a Hickok
scobe, you get quality performance
while saving money.
With Hickok, you receive:
•dual and single channel models
• 25- MHz bandwidth
•stable triggering beyond 50 MHz
• 10- mV sensitivity

17

• built-in delay line
The value- priced 5000A and 5002A
are the results of Hickok's experience in producing more than 20,000
scopes for reliable operation in rugged military environments. These
performance- packed scopes are
ideal for lab applications: clean
pulse response; 4 screen width horizontal and 3 screen height vertical
deflection; sharp, bright trace. And
for field use, lightweight, compact
design.
These are features usually found on
models costing up to $ 2100. And
this brings us back to economy—
the 5000A single channel scope is
$595 and the 5002A dual channel is
$845. Call Hickok to take a look at
these scopes in your lab.

HICKOK
the value leader

Instrumentation and Controls Division
10514 Dupont Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44108
(216) 541-8060
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UK group asks more

Noting that the present level of public funding for computer technology
is much too low, an official committee of members of Parliament is askgovernment support
ing for aboost in direct support to "not less than" $ 125 million per year,
for computer industry atenfold increase. The committee, whose recommendations for systemizing government support of the computer industry are not binding, also
says that the government's practice of seeking computer bids from British-owned firms alone "is not in the best interests of the taxpayers or the
computer industry." Instead, the group recommends that all corners submit tenders, with action iavoring "those firms which contribute most to
the economy and national objectives in the computer field." That would
seem to give aboost to U.S.-owned companies manufacturing in Britain
at the expense of International Computers Ltd., which dominates the
native industry. But then the committee adds that "preference should be
given to suppliers where the controlling interest is held by UK nationals."
Siemens, USSR sign
electronics pact ...

... as SEL wins
Greek network award

British firms set
to take six

ro RCA

systems contracts

Electronics

West Germany's efforts to ease relations with the Soviet Union are beginning to show tangible results in the electronics sector. Siemens AG has
signed adeal with the Soviet State Committee for Science and Technology calling for future cooperation and the exchange of licenses, information, and patents. The partners will set up groups to determine likely
areas of cooperation. According to Siemens, the Soviet Union is mainly
interested in automated processes in both production and administration—an area in whieh the German company has considerable expertise—
as well as medical electronics. Siemens, meanwhile, expects to benefit
from Russia's highly advanced work in theoretical aspects of control engineering and from Soviet know-how in specific areas of medical technology. The new agreement also provides for electronics trade between the
two countries.

Greek telecommunications authorities have awarded West Germany's
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG (SEL) a $2million contract for erecting a
nationwide network of 6gigahertz microwave relay links. The system
is designed to handle 1,800 telephone conversations on one channel, and
one television as well as three radio programs on the other. One part of
the five section-network will tie in Athens with the satellite ground terminal at Thermopylae. Another part will connect Greek telecommunications facilities with those in Yugoslavia.
British avionics companies look set to be named prime contractors for
six of the 10 major systems contracts still to be awarded for the BritishGerman-Italian Multi-Role Combat Aircraft. Ian Gilmour, ajunior minister in the defense department, has told Parliament that if contract
terms can be agreed upon, Marconi-Elliott Avionic Systems Ltd. will
make the autopilot and main head-down display; Ferranti Ltd. the inertial navigation system and adisplay combining radar data and amoving
map; Smiths Industries Ltd. the head-up display, and Decca Radar Ltd.
the doppler navigation radar. The head-down display will show pictorial
and tabular data for the navigational attack system and flight instrumentation. The autopilot and inertial navigation systems are both expected
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to be digital. The awards will bring Marconi-Elliott and Ferranti some
much-needed R&D work, but both companies say that it won't compensate for the loss of the nose-radar contracts to Texas Instruments.

Transitron closing
French plant ...

... but CII plans
move into U.S.

Continued heavy losses are forcing Transitron Electronic SA to shut down
its semiconductor assembly plant in France after afive-year struggle to
make the operation profitable. With the work force down to 120 from a
peak of 300, Transitron's U.S. executives decided they had only two
options left—massive investment or complete shutdown. In view of the
flat French semiconductor market and low profit margins, they opted to
close the plant at Vernon, northwest of Paris, before the end of the year.
Transitron will maintain its sales force in France, while the production
equipment that can be used again will be shipped overseas.

Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique, the big state-subsidized
French computer maker, will attempt to move into the lucrative American market by teaming tip with Control Data Corp., Minneapolis. The
two companies plan to sign an agreement early next year giving CDC
exclusive sales rights in the United States for CIrs medium-large Iris
60 computer. CDC engineers also will work with CII to set specifications
for anew computer that CII will design and build, and both companies
will market. The new machine, which probably will not be introduced
before 1975, will be the successor to the Iris 60 and will be in the same
size range. CH needs the new market to expand its base of operations,
largely restricted to France thus far. CDC looks to gain from the deal as
well by broadening its large-systems line with aminimum of R&D.

By February Ferranti Ltd. expects to be handing out samples of an integrated optoelectronic light-activated switch using bipolar control ciroptoelectronic switch cuitry built by its collector diffusion isolation process [
Electronics,
Electronics International, Oct. 25]. Researchers say its great advantage
compared to established MOS-controlled switches is that it needs only
one supply rail, not two. Bipolar-controlled photodiode chips have been
built before, but they are big and proportionately expensive; the CDI
device is more comparable in size and cost with an MOS-controlled chip.
Further, Ferranti says the CDI process allows very low dark current. The
switch is designed with variable hysteresis. It switches off at alower light
level than it switches on, and the difference is adjustable using an external
resistor. It comes in asix-lead TO-5can or plastic package.
Ferranti builds CDI

Addenda

It's official: Japan's six general-purpose mainframe computer makers are
now formally aligned as three groups of two companies [
Electronics,
Nov. 22, p. 119]. The three groups are Hitachi-Fujitsu, Nippon ElectricToshiba, and Old-Mitsubishi. They were pushed to pair off by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry in return for funding for
development of a new computer to compete with the IBM 370. . . .
The Swedish Telecommunications Board is inaugurating video telephone service, with public installations in the nation's biggest cities
expected by next year, and at least 5,000 subscribers slated by 1980.
Manufactuted by IM Ericsson, the videophones operate on a 1-megahertz bandwidth.
Electronics 1December 6, 1971
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SignIticant developments n technology and busIness

Liquid crystal
effect cuts power,
ups contrast
AEG-Telefunken in Berlin
discloses work on method
that harnesses deformation
of vertically aligned phases
A pair of scientists at West Germany's AEG-Telefunken have discovered a new optoelectronic phenomenon in liquid crystals that,
because it cuts power needs, raises
contrast, and eliminates crosstalk, is
certain to have a big impact on future display technology.
Described at a colloquium the
company held in West Berlin last
month, the phenomenon can be exploited to provide contrast ratios of
up to 1,000 to 1between illuminated
liquid crystal display elements and
the surrounding area. Such aratio is
a25-fold improvement over conventional liquid crystal displays based
on the dynamic scattering mode: a
ratio of 40 to 1is the highest value
achieved thus far.
Equally significant is the lack of
crosstalk between individual display
elements. In dynamic scattering liquid crystal displays crosstalk shows
up by neighboring elements in a
matrix becoming partly illuminated
as a result of voltage coupling between them.
Deformation. Discovered by
Manfred Schiekel and Kurt Fahrenschon at AEG-Telefunken's Special
Tubes division in Ulm, the phenomenon has been termed the DAP
effect, from the initial letters for the
German words for deformation of
vertically aligned phases.
This new effect manifests itself as
follows. In certain liquid crystal cell
designs, with no voltage applied
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across the cells electrodes the crystals' longitudinal axes will orient
themselves in adirection nearly vertical to the electrode surfaces. This
condition is called the vertically
aligned phase. Now if an ac voltage
of sufficiently high frequency is applied across the electrodes, the crystal axes will tilt.
The amount of tilt, or the angle of
deformation from the original vertical position, is greatest for those
crystals that are the farthest removed from the electrode surfaces.
This electroelastic deformation
effect, which shows up even with a
relatively small applied voltage, is
the key to obtaining the sharp display contrast. Liquid crystals of the
nematic type exhibit optical characteristics similar to those of uni axial
crystals. So if a cell is placed between a pair of crossed polarizers
and if the crystals in that cell are all
vertically aligned, the cell will be

completely dark. But as the molecules are deformed under the influence of an applied voltage the
cell becomes bright.
Optically, then, the cell behaves
like an appropriately cut prism that
is turned around its longitudinal
axis. An even number of halfwavelengths will produce a bright
surface in that prism, an odd number adark surface.
Unusual curve. The lack of crosstalk stems from the sharply defined
shape of the DAP-effect curve. This
shape differs markedly from that for
the dynamic scattering mode.
Plotted as a function of contrast ratio versus cell voltage, the DAP effect
will be zero up to acertain voltage,
then climb to aspecific value of contrast ratio, and remain at that value
even with increasing voltage applied. The absence of crosstalk is a
result of the jump from threshold
voltage value immediately into satu-

Study in contrasts. AEG-Telefunken researcher Kurt Fahrenschon, who with Manfred
Schiekel discovered effect, checks out aprototype liquid crystal display.
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ration. A typical curve for dynamic
zener diodes, rectifiers, thyristors
scattering is highly nonlinear. Scatand triacs.
Planned throughput is 200,000 to
tering begins at around 4 volts, but
it takes another 20 volts or so before
250,000 devices per working week,
figuring on an eight-hour day and
saturation is reached.
To produce the DAP effect, Fahrallowing for four or five changes per
day in the type of device going
enschon says, any of the common
through the tester. Company filiquid crystals with negative dielecnance men say its showing a13% retric anisotropic characteristics can
be used. In their experiments, howturn on its $ 200,000 cost so far,
ever, the two AEG-Telefunken rethough its not yet working to capacsearchers have used a mixture of
ity.
two such materials, because combiApollo program. Mullard built its
nations give a higher nematic temown machine because it could not
buy outside one that would carry
perature range than if each subout all the necessary tests on all its
stance were used alone.
Purity. The main requirements
production devices. Barry Slinger,
for the DAP effect to occur in the
engineering manager, says the machine was made possible by the inmixture are that the materials have
ahigh degree of purity and that the
troduction of programable power
supplies that could be controlled by
amount of water in the substance be
asmall computer—a Digital Equipas low as possible— typically less
than 50 parts per million.
ment Corp. PDP 8-L. It's called
Apollo, and it took two and a half
There are no stringent requireyears to build.
ments as far as cell construction itself is concerned. Usual cell thickApollo carries out up to 24 tests
on adevice, shared out as required
nesses of about 20 micrometers are
between an ambient test station and
just fine, Fahrenschon says. The
a hot test station. The programing
electrodes, on the other hand, must
allows up to 120 measurement
be of a special type. As with most
ordinary liquid crystal elecbands to be distributed over these
24 tests. Some of these bands can be
trodes the material is tin oxide. But
used for grading devices, which end
for the DAP effect to occur this mateup in selection bins at the far end of
rial must have a specific crystalline
structure, which is obtained by subthe machine.
Jig time. The only manual hanjecting the tin oxide to heat treating.
dling necessary is loading the test
For initiating the crystal deformadevices onto aluminium jigs on the
tion, the voltage applied to the
electrodes must have afrequency of conveyor feeding the machine. The
around 1 kilohertz. The voltage
jigs are all standard and each holds
a plastic mount into which particuvalue required is from 4to 6volts at
lar devices clip. Insulated fingers in
acurrent density of about 25 microthe track, controlled by the comamperes per square centimeter. This
low voltage requirement is only a puter program, index the jigs
fifth of what is needed for dynamic
through the machine.
After the tests, ajig and its load
scattering.
pass arow of 36 fingers opposite 36
selection bins. As the jig passes, the
Great Britain
fingers come out and push the devices into the appropriate bins. Finger and device are matched by the
How to test 250,000 diodes,
computer, which processes the reSORS, etc. per week
sults of the tests on a device, classifies it, and, because it keeps track
To speed up testing of power control
of each device's travel, actuates the
semiconductors, engineers at Mulright finger at the right time.
lard Ltd.'s Stockport manufacturing
In the ambient section of the machine, avalanche devices get asurge
plant have built an automatic test
machine intended to take on the
test of up to 150 kilowatts at the first
plant's entire output of normal
test station. The second station, for

high speed diodes, applies a stored
charge test.
However, most tests are carried
out at the third station. For example, zener diodes get a first
search test of 200 milliamps. If the
resulting zener voltage is less than 5
volts, the device is graded as possible reverse polarity or short circuit,
and it's destined for one of the reject
bins. If the zener voltage is over 5
NI, its graded according to the exact
figure for further test at 0.5 ampere,
1 A or 2 A to establish which of 28
selection categories between 6vand
82 v, plus one for over 82 tr, it
should go into.
Go/no-go. It then gets tests for
slope resistance, forward voltage
stability, and reverse leakage, at
parameter values according to selection category. If it passes these it
gets into one of the 29 category bins.
If it doesn't, it gets into one of half
dozen reject bins. The principle of
the control programing is to avoid
unnecessary tests by detecting rejects as early as possible and also
placing devices in broad categories
early on in the sequence.
There is a fourth station where
hot tests can be carried out. The devices are heated by passing the jig
over a hot plate. Because cold results and hot results have to be
taken together to determine a pass
or areject, the cold results for each
device are moved out of core onto
disk until the hot results are available for matching. The mathematical routines are kept in the disk and
transferred to core when needed.
Apollo is reprogramed following
a device change by typing in the
name of the device on a teletypewriter. It's also possible to
punch in supplementary instructions. For instance, some device selection categories overlap and devices falling into two categories can
be directed into the one for which
there is most demand at the moment. The teletypewriter will also
print out test results on-line as well
as yields for any of the selection
grades or test categories.
Checking. The machine automatically checks its software and hardware whenever data is transferred
between disk and core. The machine
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builders are developing ways in
which Apollo can check itself
against internal standards during
the progress of every batch of devices, which Slinger thinks will eliminate any need for other checks.

Japan
Electroluminescent TV
screen takes shape
Flat-screen electroluminescent television displays are coming to life at
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.
Workers at the company's Wireless
Research Laboratory are developing display panels driven by direct
current and addressed with digital
techniques.
The panels are extremely simple,
being built on a 230-by-300-millimeter sheet of glass with 224 vertical transparent tin oxide stripe electrodes. The stripes, 1mm wide with
an edge-to-edge spacing of 0.2 mm,
are photoetched. Electroluminescent powder with resin binder is
spread over the electrodes and
allowed to harden. The 224 horizontal aluminum stripe electrodes—with
three quarters the horizontal stripes'
width and spacing—are formed on
top by vapor deposition. Then a
nonhygroscopic sealing layer is applied to protect the panels from
moisture.
Yellow-orange. After forming, by
passing a direct current through
them, the panels are capable of
peak brightness of 250 to 300 foot
lamberts with direct current excitation. Spectrum peaks at 5,850 angstroms to give a yellowish orange.
Because individual picture elements
of the panel are operated at a low
duty cycle in this system, highlight
brightness of TV pictures is only
about 10 footlamberts—with contrast ratio of about 20 to one.
Although the structure of this
panel is extremely simple it differs
from the matrixes used for logic and
other applications. No diodes are
used at intersections to prevent current flow through sneak paths in
parallel with selected crosspoints.
Instead, the brightness of the
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Action.

Experimental

flat-screen

display

shows off-the- air TV programs.

electroluminescent material used is
very nonlinear with respect to the
applied input voltage, which makes
it possible to obtain high contrast
even with parallel current paths
through the matrix.
Split voltage. The nonlinearity of
the matrix also makes it possible to
use partial selection techniques to
write picture information without
suffering from excessive crosstalk.
For example, the picture element
addressed by applying half the total
voltage to vertical and horizontal
stripe electrodes will be 32 times as
bright as other points along these
electrodes if the exponent in the
brightness function is five, even
greater if the exponent is higher.
Because injection electroluminescent material responds to direct current, it is possible to use pulse width
modulation of the video signals for
controlling brightness, rather than
the amplitude modulation used in
an earlier Matsushita panel [
Electronics, Mar. 17, 1969, p.1141. Pulse
techniques make it possible to fabricate video circuits with digital circuits only and eliminate need for
resolution-degrading delay lines or
difficult- to-integrate linear amplifiers.
Brightness range. Basically the
video signal for each television line
is sampled by an analog-to-digital
converter at 224 equally spaced
time intervals. The brightness range
of the video signal is divided into
eight levels, and the results are
stored in 224 memory registers as
three-bit signals. Con-tents of the

memory registers are transferred to
brightness control gates—which generate actual width- modulated
pulses—and then to vertical electrode drive circuits, one horizontal
line at atime.
Line selection. The horizontal
stripes in the matrix are approximately equal to the number of active lines in one field of aTv picture.
But to increase brightness, each horizontal line is selected for the duration of two horizontal lines, with
turn-on of each horizontal line delayed by the duration of one horizontal line from the stripe above it.
Therefore, the picture displayed
on elements of individual horizontal
stripes overlaps each adjacent line
during one horizontal line. Actually,
the information displayed by picture elements on agiven horizontal
stripe is the average of the information in two succeeding horizontal
lines of the video signal, but the result is asmooth, bright display.
In this panel, selection voltage is
fed to the individual horizontal
stripes only during the duration of
two horizontal lines out of each
field. Video signal pulses are fed to
the vertical stripes essentially constantly, except when the portion of
the picture being sampled is dark.
Partial selection. Thus, the duty
cycle of the voltages fed to the vertical stripes is much higher than that
fed to the horizontal stripes. This
means that the voltage fed to the
horizontal stripes can be higher
than that fed to the vertical stripes.
In this display two thirds of the exciting voltage is impressed on the
horizontal stripes.

Airport ground radar
spins at 500 rpm
An airport surface-equipment detection radar developed by Mitsubishi Electric Corp. will soon be installed at Japan's Chitose airport—
the closest airport to the Winter
Olympics site, Sapporo. It will aid
air traffic controllers in straightening out on-the-ground traffic jams
of airplanes carrying visitors to and
from the Olympic Games despite all
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the snow. In August, an earlier unit
was installed at Osaka's international airport—Itami—where it is
working satisfactorily.
Brighter. The most significant advance in the new radar is a 10-foot
wide, 5-foot high antenna, which rotates at 500 revolutions per minute.
Compared with the 40 rpm of an
earlier Mitsubishi radar installed at
Tokyo's international airport. The
faster rate makes the image one to
two orders of magnitude brighter,
because the operators can view the
screen fluorescence directly rather
than the decayed afterimage as in
slower radars.
The faster antenna speed provides continuity of the track of fast
moving targets such as landing aircraft, which appear as a series of
widely spaced dots on radar screens
with antennas rotating at slower
speeds. The new radar also clearly
shows the motion of slowly moving
objects like cars, whose motion is
not readily apparent on older radars
with slower antenna rotation.
For maximum resolution the new
radar operates in K band at about
24,500 gigahertz. A hard tube modulator using avhf transmitting tube
gives a pulse repetition rate of
14,000 pulses per second with a
pulse length of 20 nanoseconds.
Resolution. The antenna width,
the high frequency, and the short
pulse length give high enough resolution so that controllers can differentiate two-engined-planes, four-engined planes, people walking on the
field, and vehicles driving on the
Circling.

Mitsubishi

ground

radar

keeps

track of surface traffic at Japanese airport.

field. Even at a 2-nautical-mile
range, the range resolution is better
than 30 feet, and azimuth resolution
is better than 50 feet.
Peak output of the radar's magnetron is 30 kilowatts. In the receiver, a Schottky- barrier diode
used as mixer is followed by alownoise transistor preamplifier, and an
Impatt diode is used as the local oscillator. The Impatt diode gives
noise levels comparable to that obtained with klystrom oscillators used
in earlier radars.

France
Motorola's semiconductor
R&D goes European
American entrepreneurs have
learned the hard way that such Yankee inventions as root beer, tailfinned automobiles and the electric
can opener do not exactly take European markets by storm. Electronics firms have run into some of the
same problems as they try to operate on aworld scale with aproduct
line designed basically by Americans for Americans.
Robert Heikes, European manager of Motorola Semiconductor division, is determined to steer his operations clear of such pitfalls.
Motorola has passed its infancy,
says Heikes, and now recognizes the
whole world as amarket.
Expatriation. To make sure that
Motorola will have a substantial
piece of this market, Heikes has
launched a program to introduce
mos and automotive R&D in Motorola's European factories. Just two
years ago this was only a dream,
says Heikes. It will become areality,
he adds, as soon as the European
and U.S. economies recover enough
to justify the investment.
"If we only sell American products we will never be completely
successful on the European market," Heikes says. "And if we depend on Phoenix to meet European
needs we will have a long time to
wait."
Motorola this year began moving
toward European R&D by setting up

asmall operation of just afew men
at the firm's Toulouse plant, some
400 miles south of Paris. The 1,200employee plant already is producing
locally- designed bridges for automobile alternators in Europe.
Heikes says the R&D facility could
be expanded to about 50 persons
within three or four years, assuming
there is some economic progress in
the meantime.
Centers. Motorola intends to
create what Heikes calls "centers of
competence" in Toulouse and in
East Kilbride, Scotland, where the
company's second European semiconductor plant is under construction. Other Motorola manufacturing
plants abroad are in South Korea,
Guadalajara, and Nogales.
The Toulouse plant, the largest
abroad, will become a center of
competence for automotive electronics and also will be responsible
for custom bipolar circuits for the
European market. East Kilbride,
under the Heikes plan, will become
a center of competence in the
memory area. The Toulouse and
East Kilbride contribution to division R&D, says Heikes, could eventually exceed 50%.
"Europeans should welcome this
change," Heikes says, "because it
takes us further than simply having
an American company hire local
workers to manufacture and sell
American technology."
Heikes sees abright future in European automotive electronics. The
day will come, he says, when cars
will be equipped with radar anticollision systems. In the meantime all
types of automotive electronics will
use more and more semiconductors.
European specifications, so different
in temperatures and voltages from
U.S. specs, will be cranked in as the
European market expands.
Growth. Heikes likes to cite semiconductor/population ratios to dramatize the potential market that exists in Europe today. The value of
semiconductors in the U.S. divided
by the population works out to
about $6 per person today, he says.
In Europe the value is $ 1.50 per person. Thus Europe has growth potential worth $4.50 per person before it
draws even with the U.S.
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Quality
motor
control
units
by
Allen-Bradley.
Just where you'd expect to find
Plenco phenolics.
Allen-Bradley means control.
Thanks, in part, to Plenco.
Part No. F-23463, used in Plugging
Switches.
Part No. 20346, used in Manual
Reset Overload Relays.
Part No. F-16622, used in Oiltight
Push Button Two- Position Selector
Switches.
All are precision- molded of our
Plenco 500 Black Improved Impact
Phenolic Molding Compound. It
provides the manufacturer,
Allen-Bradley Company, Milwaukee,
with ease of moldability, good
surface appearance, and
fast cure rate.

A special feature of this
special-purpose thermoset: our
Plenco 500 is formulated for about
40% more shock resistance than
general-purpose materials. Can be
molded by compression, transfer,
or injection methods.
Want to get your product design or
production problems under control?
Press " P" for Plenco.

FbLaNICC5-1
THERMOSET PLASTICS

PLASTICS ENGINEERING COMPANY
SHEBOYGAN, WIS. 53081
Through Plenco research ... a wide range of readymade or custom- formulated phenolic, melamine,
epoxy and alkyd thermoset molding compounds,
and industrial resins.

Circle 145 on reader

Service card
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1111111111

Easy- grip bayonet type knob— sturdy
compression spring
assures good contact

Made for installation
in D-hole to prevent
turning in panel

Knob grips fuse so
that fuse is withdrawn
when knob is removed

Terminals are mechanically secured in holder as well as soldered

i

Space-saving size: projects only one inch behind panel, only 125/32 inches overall
length

paef.
lyett

BUSS HTA
FUSEHOLDER
FOR

1/4

Knob has break-out
hole to allow use of
test probe

x 11/4 INCH FUSES

Rated for 15 amps at any voltage up to 250. Dielectrically capable of withstanding 1500 volts A.C. between terminals and between terminal and panel.

i
t. only aBUSS fuseholder could have..
Now...phototransistors
from Clairex!

PLOTAMATIC DOAErt
p
RECORDERS PORTABLE
mun

right
performance
...right
price

Value
Priced
DESIGN
FEATURES
High current at low
illumination
Hermetically sealed
Fast switching
High breakdown
voltages

PURCHASING
ADVANTAGES
Competitive pricing
Fast, stock delivery
Quality controlled
Established vendor

For full data about our growing Phototransistor Product
Line, call ( 914) 664-6602 or write Clairexe, 560 South Third
Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550.

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF CLAIREX CORPORATION

Circle 146 on reader service card

From $ 750
• PAD/LOAD' Paper Handling
• 81
2 in.x 11 in. and 11 in. x17 in.
/
• Electronic Overdrive Protection
• Differential Guarded and Shielded Signal Inputs
• Disposable Fibre Cartridge Pens (
Capillary
Pen optional)
• Sealed Follow- Up Potentiometers buffered for
noise immunity
• I/C Circuit Design
• Time Base Generator ( optional)

005111adm

CORPORATION

340 Fordham Rd., Wilmington. Mass. 01887 1617) 658-5500 TWO 710-347-6938

Circle 160 on reader service card
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Martin Williams Advertising
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Krohn-Hite Corporation
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Impact Advertising, Inc.
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48
Advertising / Mervar
Litronix, Inc.
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McGraw-Hill Book Company
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MFE Corporation
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Scott Advertising. Inc.
Microsystems international Limited
114
Keyes Advertising Associates
* Miller Stephenson Chemical Co.. Inc.
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A. B. W Toft and Co.
3M Electro Products Division
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Batten, Barton Durstin & Osborn, Inc.
MOS Technology Inc.
2nd cover
Henry S. Goodsett Advertising, Inc.
Mostek Corporation
38
Continental Communications, Incorporated
• Motorola Communications and Electronics, Inc. 112
Brand Advertising, Inc.
Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
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E B. Lane & Associates. Inc
• National Semiconductor Corp.
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clhiat/Day, Inc. Advertising
New Product Engineering, Inc.
50, 136
Wald* and Briggs Inc. Advertising
Nikkei Electronics
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Nortec Electronics Corporation
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Paul Pease Advertising
North Atlantic industries, Inc.
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Helme Associates, Inc.
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Marsteller International S. A.
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26E
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• Philips N.V. PittT&M Division
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Marsteller International S. A
Plastics Engineering Company
D1
Kuttner & Kutner. Inc.

• • • . so many quality features squeezed
into such asmall package
pctee,

Solder Terminals
(HTA)

'A' Quick- Connect
Terminals ( HTA-HH)

16" Quick-Connect
terminals ( HTA-DD)

1 1‘

BUSS HTA FUSEHOLDER
FOR 1/
4 x 11/4 INCH FUSES
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION,

For more information on the HTA Fuseholder
and the complete BUSS QUALITY line of
small dimension fuses, fuseholders, and fuse blocks, write for BUSS Bulletin SFB.
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SUPPLIED THE ECONOMICAL WAY . .
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Raytheon Company,
Cossar Instruments Operation
110-111
Provandie Eastwood & Lombardi, Inc.
RCA Electronic Components
4th cover
Al Paul Lefton Company
Retkon Corporation
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Kessler Nobel Advertising
a Rohde 8 Schwarz
5E.11E
Rotron, incorporated
101
Black- Russell- Morris
SAGE LABORATORIES
129
Gerard J. Gormley Advertising
Sanders Associates, Microwave Division
128
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Schauer Manufacturing Corp.
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Hall Butler Blatherwick, Inc.
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125
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116
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The Bowes Company
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47
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136
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How Can You Sort
Useful Information
from 100 Million
Bits Per Second?

Classified & Employment Advertising
I

Today the television camera is an extremely
versatile data acquisition tool. It can give you
around 100 million bits of information per
second — spatial dimensions, brightness, color.
time — with a wide range of
sensitivities. Not all of what
the camera sees is usable,
however.

Mn

21?-971 - 755 7

EOUIPMENT ( Used or Surplus New) For Sale
E.L.E.K. International ,,,,,
Electronic Corp. of india. Ltd.
Ewald Instruments Corp.
Radio Research Instruments Co.
Jensen Tools and Alloys

122
122
122
122
122

• For more information on complete product line see advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyer's Guide
w Advertisers in Electronics International

How can you extract the
exact, useful data you
need from this source?
Colorado Video has the Model
321 Video Analyser specifically designed to
help you pinpoint the data you want and
eliminate the redundant or useless bits.
The 321 can be used on a " stand-alone" basis
as a laboratory instrument for such
applications as image analysis and
camera- to- hard- copy interfacing. Or,
the 321 can provide input to your
computer for a
variety of analysis
functions. It can
also be controlled
by the computer.
The 321 now is being
used for such diverse operations as automatic
instrument calibration via computer, cancer
cell analysis and measuring changes in the
diameter of human veins.
Find out what the Colorado Video Model 321
Video Analyser can do for you. Write or call
for information. Price: $2500.

YOU'RE

WHISTLING IN THE DARK...

if you think that heart disease and stroke
hit only the other fellow's family.

•

GIVE ...

so more will live

HEART FUND

COLORADO VIDEO,
INCORPORATED
Contributed b) the
P.O. Box 928. Boulder, Colorado 80302. Phone ( 303) 444-3972
Video Data Acquisition • Processing • Display • Transmission

D4
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For built-in reliability,
design with
Scotchflex"

6

Flat Cable/Connector
Systems.
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"Scotchflex" Flat Cable and Connectors
can offer you trouble- free packaging for
your next generation equipment.
There's built-in reliability for your circuit
inter- connects. Our flat, flexible PVC Cable
has up to 50 precisely spaced conductors.
The gold plated U- contacts are set into a
plastic body to provide positive alignment.
They strip through the insulation, capture
the conductor, and provide a gas-tignt
pressure connection.
Assembly cost reductions are built-in,
too. " Scotchflex" Connectors make up to
50 simultaneous connections without stripping or soldering. No special training or
Circle 901

on

costly assembly equipment is needed.
Off- the- shelf stock offers you flat cable
in a choice of lengths and number of conductors from 14 to 50. Connector models
interface with standard DIP sockets, wrap
posts on . 100 x . 100 in. grid, or printed
circuit boards. Headers are available to
provide a de-pluggable inter- connection
between cable jumpers and printed circuit
boards ( as shown). Custom assemblies are
also available on request.
For full information on the " Scotchflex"
systems approach to circuit- [In
ry, write to Dept. EAH-1, 3M
Center, St. Paul, Minn. 55101.

reader service card

COMPANY

Quiet, please...
...we're introducing RCA's pRgmium aA6000 Series of
4bite

Low-" Popcorn"- Noise CrAmps

Popcorn noise
bursts are not
detected by
averaging test
techniques.

RCA premium
Op Amps are
tested for noise
over a 30 second period.

V.

o
36XEIGIV.
FA,

MAT

INDICATOR

GA6TAIT

50 d8
AMPL FIER

IMMI
,•••1

LOW PASS
FILTER

POS

°NEO

COMPARATOR

LATCH
CIRCUIT

4.

130,0

Op Amps in RCA's
CA6000 Series are
100% tested for absence of " popcorn"
noise. This unique
test rejects any unit
that produces aburst
greater than 20 iM
(peak.)

ENABLING
TBRESHOLD SET/

TIMER
AND
RESET

*h.,*

...and just for starters here's our low- noise PREMIUM 741-RCA-CA6741T ($ 3.30 1000- unit level*)

Here's an important new series of
circuits for the designer who's looking
for extra assurance of performance in
op- amp applications. RCA's new
Premium CA6000 Series now offers
the results of two major assurances
from RCA Solid State:
• BUILT-IN ASSURANCE
inherently low burst noise and 1/f
noise performance, the result of
processing developments.

• TESTED- IN ASSURANCE
100% testing for burst noise with a
1- kHz bandwidth test circuit for 1
2
/
minute on each device.
Now, try RCA's low-" popcorn"- noise
PREMIUM CA6741T. It offers you the
same design and application features
as the industry- accepted 741 PLUS
the new benefits of RCA's low- noise
processing and specification.
For further details, check Technical

•Price indicated is Original Equipment Manufacturer price in the LISA only.

Circle 902 on reader service card

Bulletin, File No. 530, and Application
Note, ICAN 6732. Contact your RCA
Representative or your RCA Distributor, or write Section 70L/CA 69, RCA
Solid State, P.O. Box 3200, Somerville,
N. J. 08876. International: RCA,
Sunbury- on-Thames, U.K., or P.O. Box
112, Hong Kong, or RCA Limited, Ste.
Anne de Bellevue, 810 Quebec.

RCA Solid State
products that make products pay off

